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Hector T. Hamer was an active tractor enthusiast 
and collector since the 1960's
Born in April 1930 in Farnham, Surrey, Hector was brought up on a farm and always loved the countryside. As a
child, he was fascinated by tractors and his first toy was a Fordson Standard which he took to bed with him. Just 
before the war, his father Alan, a naval Lt. Commander R.N.R., received a posting and moved the family to Bristol.
In his teens Hector (following in his fathers' footsteps) was sent to Naval College in Colwyn Bay and served as a 
Marine 1st Radio Officer in ships all over the world, being away at sea for many years. Eventually, he settled down
with his wife Judy and 2 children, building their house overlooking the Estuary at Portishead. 

His two great passions, the sea and farming were combined here, as he had space to renovate machinery and view the
huge ships in close-up on which he was previously deployed. He began restoring old tractors, such as a unique 
Muir-Hill 3-ton Dumper truck, and collecting interesting models as he visited shows and rallies throughout the years.

Hector unselfishly shared his vast wisdom with others either in person or by contributing to books and magazines or
collector websites, becoming founder member and 1st ever Chairman of the NVTEC (National Vintage Tractor & 
Engine Club) North Somerset in 1972. Regularly helping others with the restoration of their own machines and 
taking part at numerous enthusiast shows with his magnificently restored Fordson Major E27N and Bamford Mower
on tow, his love for machines expanded and he lived and breathed for the fun of tractors and the roar of engines, both
in real life and in miniature. He always said the 'T' in Hector 'T.'Hamer stood for 'tractor'!

For over five decades, Hector found himself unearthing special models and was well-known at toy fairs and expo shows
up and down the country including many old toy shops in remote parts of Wales. »You never know what you're going
to uncover« he used to tell me, searching through boxes at sales and swap meets and in old stores sadly going out of
business, all to uncover that special 'find'.

Hector was always a collector and never a seller or dealer; he adored restoring a model as a special gift to someone when
he knew it meant something to them, rather than get paid for it. Each new addition to the collection was thoroughly
inspected, cleaned and fastidiously boxed (often re-inventing the box himself if there was none, neatly painting and 
dating the cover, sometimes huge ones made out of wood,) and assured them a new life of treasure. Inside, anecdotes,
cuttings or letters from the maker were meticulously kept, often with the original receipt of purchase.

The tractor collection grew exponentially and eclectically, from construction to military, tin plate to modern plastic,
European to Japanese. He often asked his daughter Lu to bring back certain specialities from various countries as she
travelled professionally, for example, MehanoTehnika models from ex-Yugoslavia. Each appealed in its own unique
manner, no matter where the model hailed from or who the manufacturer was. Over the years these early model 
acquisitions were joined by Farm sets, Border Fine Arts ceramics which he travelled the country to get signed by the
original authors, Books, Jigsaws, Kits, Military machines, unitary bits of aviation due to Hector's brief time at the 
Bristol Aeroplane Company, and others. The odd wooden elephant, cart-horse or animal managed to be taken in too,
as Hector always said these were the first 'original' pulling-tractors. Bulldozers and Graders became a magnet for
Hector and these always proved the hardest to walk away from, although he was cautious of getting carried away and
had an eye for a model's correct value. 

It was the 'thrill of the chase' that he enjoyed the most and the truism there'll always be another day and another
tractor. One of his utmost favourites was the Shackleton David-Brown Trackmaster – a rare clockwork bulldozer, as
well as the 'Vickers Vigor' crawler.

Sadly, Hector passed away in Nov. 2021 at the age of 91, missed enormously by Judy, his family and close friends. His
last wish was that his collection should now allow others all the enjoyment and happiness it had given him over decades,
in the hope that the models will be appreciated and treasured by future generations, as much as they were by Hector.
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1. Britains 9527 Ford Super Major 5000 Diesel Tractor blue, grey including plastic hubs with separate air filter and exhaust 
stack - overall condition is generally Good Plus (does have some melting around rear hubs) in a generally Good to Good Plus 
presentation pull-out box - see photo 

 £80 - £100 

2. Britains 9527 Ford Super Major 5000 Diesel Tractor blue, grey including plastic hubs with separate air filter and exhaust 
stack - overall condition is generally Good to Good Plus (does have some melting around rear hubs) in a generally Good 
presentation pull-out box. 

 £80 - £90 

3. Britains 9529 Massey Ferguson 135 Tractor red, grey, white with separate cab and Muledozer adapter - overall condition 
Good Plus in a Fair to Good presentation pull-out box. 

 £80 - £90 

4. Britains 9527 Ford 5000 Tractor blue, pale grey (off white) with figure driver - “Steer-O-Matic” Excellent Plus (beautiful 
example) - (very light melting to rear hubs) in a generally Excellent presentation window box (very slight crease into 
cellophane). 

 £100 - £120 

5. Britains 9527 Ford 5000 Tractor red, light grey (off white), with figure driver - overall condition is Excellent Plus still a 
beautiful example (very light melting to rear hubs) in a Good Plus presentation window box. 

 £80 - £120 

6. Britains 9527 Ford 5000 Tractor blue, light grey with figure driver - “Steer-O-Matic” - Excellent Plus (very slight melting to 
rear hubs) still a beautiful example in a Good Plus presentation window box. 

 £90 - £120 

7. Britains 9524 Ford 6600 Tractor blue, light grey, figure driver - Mint in a generally Excellent (very slight crushing to 
cellophane) corn window box and 9526 Deutz DX 110 Tractor green, black, grey with figure driver - Near Mint in Excellent (very 
slight crease in cellophane) corn window box. 

 £70 - £90 
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8. Britains 9524 Ford 6600 Tractor blue, pale grey (off white) with figure driver - Near Mint in a Good corn window box and 
9528 Fiat 880 DT Tractor orange, pale cream hubs (do have very slight melting) otherwise condition is Excellent Plus in a Good 
Plus to Excellent corn window box - (very slight crease to cellophane see photo). 

 £70 - £80 

9. Britains 9524 Ford 6600 Tractor blue, white plastics (cab unit has faded) with figure driver - condition is otherwise generally 
Excellent in a Good Plus corn window box and 9522 Massey Ferguson 595 Tractor red, grey, with figure driver - Near Mint in a 
Good corn window box. 

 £60 - £70 

10. Britains 9569 Mercedes Unimog Tipper green, yellow including hubs and interior with figure driver, green, black, yellow 
including interior with figure driver - Excellent including corn window box and 9572 Massey Ferguson 135 Tractor with front 
shovel yellow and white Tractor with red shovel attachment - overall condition is generally Near Mint in a generally Excellent 
(couple of small creases to front) window box - See photo. 

 £70 - £90 

11. Britains 9890 “Autoway” Volvo 805 BM Valmet yellow, black, pale grey hubs, with figure driver, plough attachment - also 
with separate figure with compactor - Mint in a Near Mint window box. 

 £80 - £100 

12. Britains 9890 “Autoway” Volvo 805 BM Valmet yellow, black, pale grey hubs, with figure driver, plough attachment - also 
with separate figure with compactor - Mint in a Near Mint window box. 

 £80 - £100 

13. Britains 9890 “Autoway” Volvo 805 BM Valmet Tractor yellow, black, pale grey hubs, with figure driver, plough attachment 
with separate figure and shovel - condition is generally Mint in a Good (torn) window box. 

 £60 - £70 

14. Britains 9890 “Autoway” Volvo 805 BM Valmet Tractor yellow, black, pale grey hubs, with figure driver and plough 
attachment - with figure and “Stop&Go” sign - Mint in a Near Mint box. 

 £80 - £100 

15. Britains 9890 “Autoway” Volvo 805 BM Valmet Tractor yellow, black, pale grey hubs, figure driver with plough 
attachment - comes with separate figure holding Oil E can\sprayer- Mint in a Near Mint box. 

 £80 - £100 

16. Britains 9890 “Autoway” Volvo 805 BM Valmet Tractor yellow, black, pale grey hubs, figure driver with plough 
attachment - comes with separate figure and jerry can - Mint in an Excellent Plus window box. 

 £80 - £100 

17. Britains 9880 “Autoway” Volvo 2654 BM Tractor yellow, black with plough attachment also comes with figure with Oil 
Can\Sprayer - Near Mint in a Good Plus window box (does have a tear to one side). 

 £50 - £60 

18. Britains 9812 “Autoway” Ford 7710 Tractor yellow, black with figure driver also comes with separate figure and 
shovel - Mint in an Excellent window box. 

 £60 - £70 
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19. Britains 9886 “Autoway” 2 - each set to include Deutz - FAHR DX 92 Tractor yellow, black with figure driver, “Autoway” 
liquid tanker trailer yellow, black with separate figure holding toolbox - one appears to be generally Mint in a generally Good 
Plus to Excellent (slight crushing on top edge of) window box. 

 £70 - £80 

20. Britains 9889 “Autoway” 2-piece gift set to include Land Rover finished in yellow, black, light beige hubs, with figure driver, 
yellow “Autoway” trailer with 3 x cones and figure holding toolbox - Near Mint in a generally Excellent window box. 

 £70 - £80 

21. Britains 9887 “Autoway” 2-piece set to include Mercedes Unimog yellow, black figure driver with pipe trailer and grab black, 
yellow with white and yellow pipes - overall condition is Near Mint to Mint in a Good (slightly crushed cellophane) window box. 

 £50 - £60 

22. Britains “Autoway” - a pair (1) 9890 Volvo 805 BM Valmet Tractor yellow, black, pale grey hubs with plough attachment also 
comes with figure and shovel - Mint in a Good (crushed) window box and (2) 9881 Deutz FAHR Tractor yellow, black, with 
figure driver also comes with rear dump trailer black, yellow, figure with jerry can - Near Mint in a Fair to Good (slightly crushed) 
window box.  (2) 

 £80 - £90 

23. Britains “Autoway” Group to include 9820 Open Back Land Rover yellow, black, light beige hubs with figure driver with 
separate figure and jerry can; 9838 Heckbagger black, yellow with figure operator also comes with separate figure and 
impactor - conditions appear to be generally Near Mint to Mint in Excellent to Near Mint window boxes plus 2 x carded shop 
display cubes - conditions are generally Good Plus to Excellent.  (4) 

 £70 - £80 

24. Britains 9914 Redland Heavy Digger (front shovel) green, black, white, figure driver; 9919 Winget Dumper yellow, black 
with figure driver and 9921 Plantman 2 264 Fork Truck yellow, white with load and figure driver - conditions are generally Near 
Mint to Mint in generally Excellent to Excellent Plus gold window boxes. (3) 

 £80 - £90 

25. Britains 9573 gift set to include “Pine Lodge Stables” Land Rover blue, off white canopy, cream hubs, figure driver with 
“Pine Lodge Stables” Horsebox finished in nude\blue, cream hubs with horse figure in packaging - condition is generally Near 
Mint in a Good Plus in a corn window box. 

 £70 - £80 

26. Britains Implements and Accessories Group to include 9538 Vari-Spreader; 9551 Four Furrow Plough; 9560 Timber Trailer; 
9563 Hay Baler and 9629 Rear Dump conditions are generally Fair to Excellent in generally Poor to Fair boxes - see photo.  (5) 

 £80 - £90 

27. Britains Implements and Accessories Group to include 9533 Roller; 2 x 9534 Disc Harrow; 9535 Muledozer; 9536 Cultivator 
and 9537 Acrobat conditions are generally Good to Excellent in generally Poor to Fair boxes.  (6) 

 £50 - £70 

28. Britains Implements and Accessories Group to include 9543 Buck Rake; 9545 Transport Box and Loads; 9542 Forage 
Harvester; 9574 Front End Loader and 9600 Post Hole Digger conditions appear to be generally Excellent to Near Mint in 
generally Fair to Good Plus boxes.  (5) 

 £50 - £60 
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29. Britains 9890 “Powerfarm” gift set to include Ford TW-35 Tractor, blue, pale grey, figure driver with Vari - Spreader, Rotary 
Manure Spreader and Grass Mower - conditions appear to be Near Mint in a generally Good Plus (slight crush on sides) 
window box. 

 £100 - £120 

30. Britains 9321 “Powerfarm” Ford TW-35 Tractor, blue, pale grey, figure driver - Excellent Plus in a generally Good Plus to 
Excellent (small marks on edge) window box 

 £70 - £80 

31. Britains 9321 “Powerfarm” Ford 8830 Tractor blue, pale grey (off white), figure driver - overall conditions is Excellent 
(battery compartment cover is split) - see photo in a generally Good window box (very small tear to top front edge) - see photo. 

 £50 - £60 

32. Britains 9324 “Powerfarm” County 1884 Tractor off white, black, with figure driver - condition is generally Mint in an 
Excellent window box. 

 £80 - £100 

33. Britains 9323 “Powerfarm” Claas Self-Propelled Forage Harvester - overall condition is generally Good Plus (does have 
some very light fading to plastics) in a generally Good (slightly grubby) window box - see photo. 

 £50 - £60 

34. Britains “Farm Models Series” 9420 Tractor brownish-grey, cream, orange hubs Mint in an Excellent rainbow window box 
and 9432 same as previous but green, yellow, red with Buck Rake attachment - condition is Near Mint in a Good Plus (slightly 
crushed) rainbow window box.  (2) 

 £70 - £80 

35. Britains “Farm Models Series” 9534 Tractor green, silver, yellow with brown Trailer, beige hubs and another but orange, 
black and cream Tractor - conditions are generally Near Mint to Mint in generally Good Plus to Excellent rainbow window 
boxes.  (2) 

 £70 - £80 

36. Britains 9590 Volvo 2654 BM Tractor yellow, black, with figure driver and Front Snow Plough - overall condition is generally 
Near Mint (small marks around blade edges) in a Good Plus rainbow window box - see photo. 

 £50 - £60 

37. Britains Tractors Group (1) 9525 Mercedes green, black, with figure driver; (2) 9527 Fiat Half-Track brown, white, with 
figure driver and (3) 9529 Massey Ferguson 595 Double Rear Wheels red, grey with figure driver - conditions are generally 
Near Mint to Mint in Good Plus (slightly crushed cellophane) to Excellent rainbow window boxes.  (3) 

 £70 - £80 

38. Britains Tractors Group 9521 Volvo 2654 BM red, black, with figure driver; (2) 9523 Ford TW-20 blue, off white roof and 
hubs, figure driver (very slight melting to hubs) and (3) 9523 Ford 7710 blue, white including hubs, figure driver conditions are 
generally Near Mint to Mint (unless stated) in generally Good to Good Plus rainbow window boxes.  (3 

 £60 - £70 

39. Britains Tractors Group (1) 9526 Deutz - FAHR green, black, with figure driver; (2) 9529 Fiat Double Rear Wheeled orange, 
silver, pale cream, figure driver (very slight melting to hubs) and (3) 9530 Deutz - FAHR DX110 black, green, orange hubs (very 
slight melting to front) - with figure driver - conditions are generally Excellent to Mint (unless stated) in generally Good to Good 
Plus rainbow window boxes.  (3) 

 £60 - £70 
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40. Britains Tractors Group (1) 9522 Renault 145/14 orange, black, figure driver; (2) 9529 Fiat Double Rear Wheeled orange, 
silver, cream, with figure driver; (3) 9530 Deutz FAHR DX92 green, black, orange hubs, figure driver and (4) 9616 Volvo 805 
BM Valmet red, black, yellow Snow Plough with figure driver - conditions appear to be generally Near Mint to Mint (some have 
very slight melting to hubs) in generally Good Plus to Excellent rainbow window boxes.  (4) 

 £70 - £80 

41. Britains 9514 Massey Ferguson 595 Tractor red, with Yard Scraper - Near Mint in a Good Plus window box and 9516 Ford 
6600 Tractor blue, light grey with figure driver and Yard Scraper - Near Mint in a Good Plus rainbow window box.  (2) 

 £50 - £60 

42. Britains 9521 County 1884 Tractor yellow, black, with figure driver - this harder to find variation is generally Near Mint in an 
Excellent Plus rainbow window box. 

 £70 - £90 

43. Britains 5892 “1893-1993 Britains Centenary” Limited Edition Tractor finished in silver, gold with figure driver Mint in an 
Excellent rainbow window box. 

 £40 - £50 

44. Britains Tractors (1) 9492 Renault 70-14 orange, black, with roof light figure driver; (2) 9493 Renault 103-54 orange, black, 
with figure driver and (3) 9523 Fiat Half Track orange, silver, figure driver conditions are generally Near Mint to Mint in generally 
Good (slightly crushed) rainbow window boxes.  (3) 

 £50 - £60 

45. Britains Ford Tractors Group (1) 9495 2120 blue, off white, figure driver; (2) 9508 8730 blue, figure driver and (3) 9527 
5610 blue, pale grey, figure driver conditions are generally Near Mint to Mint nice bright examples in Fair to Good Plus rainbow 
window boxes.  (3) 

 £50 - £60 

46. Britains Tractors Group (1) 9496 Deutz - FAHR DX4-57 green, black, figure driver; (2) 9501 Massey Ferguson 3680 red, off 
white, figure driver; (3) 9502 Massey Ferguson 362 red, pale grey (off white), figure driver and 9503 same Galaxy 170 
reddish/brown, off white, figure driver - conditions appear to be generally Near Mint to Mint in generally Good Plus (slightly 
crushed) rainbow window boxes.  (4) 

 £70 - £80 

47. Britains Tractors Group (1) 9504 Fendt 615 LSA green, white, red, figure driver; (2) Volvo Valmet 805 red, black (Double 
Rear Wheeled) and (3) Fiat 90-90 Double Wheeled Tractor brown, silver, cream, figure driver conditions are generally Near 
Mint to Mint in generally Good Plus to Excellent Plus rainbow window boxes.  (3) 

 £60 - £70 

48. Britains Tractors Group (1) 9524 Deutz - FAHR DX 6.50 green, black, figure driver; (2) 9528 Lamborghini 1706 white, 
black, figure driver and (3) 9615 Massey Ferguson 2680 with Crop Sprayer red, off white, blue, figure driver conditions appear 
to be generally Near Mint to Mint in Good Plus (very slightly crushed) to Excellent rainbow window boxes.  (3) 

 £70 - £80 

49. Britains Group to include 9500 Massey Ferguson 3680 Tractor; 9515 Volvo Valmet 805 BM red, black; 2 x 9516 Volvo 
Valmet 805 with Log attachment another but different colour combination; 9520 Massey Ferguson 2680 Tractor red, grey and 
9530 Deutz - FAHR DX 110 green, black, orange - conditions appear to be generally Near Mint to Mint in Fair (complete) to 
Good Plus window boxes.  (6) 

 £70 - £80 
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50. Britains 9603 Volvo 2654 BM Tractor with Front and Rear attachments - finished in red, 2 x figures - overall condition 
appears to be generally Mint plastic tray is Excellent outer rainbow window box is Good Plus (some very light crushing). 

 £50 - £60 

51. Britains 9627 Volvo Valmet 805 Tractor finished in red, black with Logger - comes complete with red and black Trailer, 
yellow wheels, with Log Load - Mint in an Excellent rainbow window box. 

 £50 - £60 

52. Britains 9609 Volvo 805 BM Valmet Tractor red, black with orange Log Trailer, yellow wheels, with Log Load - Near Mint in 
a Good (slightly crushed) rainbow window box and 9627 Volvo 805 BM Valmet red, black with Logger attachment, red Trailer 
with yellow wheels, Log load - Mint in a Good (slightly crushed) rainbow window box.  (2) 

 £70 - £80 

53. Britains 9509 Log Master yellow, black, figure driver; 9510 Superdig Heavy Digger red, white, black, grey; 9573 Claas 690 
Harvester green, white, red, figure driver and 9597 Mercedes with Tipping Hopper white, black, brown with figure driver 
conditions appear to be generally Near Mint to Mint in generally Good Plus to Excellent rainbow window boxes.  (4) 

 £70 - £80 

54. Britains Group to include 9566 Claas Trailer; 9613 Sanderson Fork Truck with Load; 9519 JCB Loadall; 9440 JCB Fastrac 
1135; 09638 Valtra Valmet 8750 Tractor with Snow Plough white, black; 9401 Honda Quad Motorcycle and 9535 
Implement - conditions are generally Excellent to Mint in generally Fair to Good Plus boxes.  (7) 

 £70 - £80 

55. Britains “Small World Series” a pair (1) Tractor blue, white, with figure driver (2) gift set with Tractor (Front Loader) and 
Trailer with Hay Bales - conditions appear to be Near Mint to Mint in generally Good plus to Excellent rainbow window boxes.  
(2) 

 £40 - £50 

56. Britains “Action Drive” Group of 4 blister card issues to include Tractor with Snow Plough; with Roller; with Front Loader 
and Rear Loader conditions appear to be generally Near Mint to Mint on generally Good Plus to Excellent (unopened) blister 
packs.  (4) 

 £40 - £50 

57. Britains JCB Group to include 42142 Fastrac 8250; 42503 Tractor 7230 - plus others all are finished in yellow, black 
including some duplication - conditions are generally Mint in Good to Near Mint boxes.  (7) 

 £70 - £80 

58. Britains JCB 3185 Fastrac - a pair of specialist Collectors Editions (1) 40572 yellow, black (2) same as (1) but 40574 gold 
plated issue - conditions appear to be generally Mint including presentation lift off lid boxes - both come with outer carded 
sleeves which are generally Excellent - see photo.  (2) 

 £60 - £70 

59. Britains Limited Edition Tractor pair (1) 8771 Ferguson TE 20 Tractor grey; (2) 8715 Fordson E27N Major Tractor blue, 
orange - conditions appear to be generally Mint including presentation boxes and wooden plinths - both come with correct 
paperwork and outer transit boxes which are Good Plus to Excellent.  (2) 

 £60 - £70 

60. Siku (1/32 sale) 3952 OSA 280 Master Forest Machine this Logger is finished in yellow, red with Log Load; 3452 OSA 
Master Moulden Kipper red, yellow and 4080 OSA Master Pneumatic - Kipper red, black - conditions appear to be generally 
Near Mint to Mint in generally Good Plus (slightly crushed) to Excellent window boxes.  (3) 

 £70 - £80 
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61. Siku (1/32 Scale) 3852 OSA 280 Master Forest Machine green, pale yellow with Log Load and 3952 another but yellow, 
red with Log Load - conditions appear to be generally Near Mint to Mint in Good (require slight cleaning) to Good Plus window 
boxes.  (2) 

 £50 - £60 

62. Siku (1/32 Scale) Group of Tractors to include 2850 Deutz - Fahr DX 6.3 Turbo green, black; 2851 Fendt 308LS green, off 
white, red; 2855 Ford 8630 blue, off white; 2861 Fiat brown, black and 3154 Deutz DX 6.3 Turbo (Double Rear Wheeled) green, 
black - conditions appear to be generally Near Mint to Mint in Good Plus to Excellent boxes. (5) 

 £70 - £80 

63. Siku (1/32 Scale) Group to include 3853 Mercedes Trac 800 red, black, white with Hay Trailer red, black, white; 2 x 2853 
Massey Ferguson MF 284S (3050A) red, silver, off white with Milk Churns another but (284S); 2 x 3453 Massey Ferguson 
Tractor with Front Shovel a pair of variations (1) 3050A (2) 284S - conditions appear to be Near Mint to Mint in Good to 
Excellent window boxes.  (5) 

 £70 - £80 

64. Siku (1/32 scale) Group to include 2864 Steyr Tractor red, white; 2951 Mercedes Trac green, black, red; 3450 Fendt 308 
LS with Front Fork and 3755 Renault with Heckbagger - conditions appear to be generally Near Mint to Mint in generally Good 
Plus to Excellent boxes.  (4) 

 £50 - £60 

65. Siku (1/32 Scale) to include 2850 Deutz - Fahr a pair (1) DX 86 green, black (2) same as (1) but DX 4-70 green, black, 
grey; 2851 Fendt 308LS drab green, black, red; 2950 Deutz DX 4.70 (Double Rear Wheeled) green, black; 2570 Massey 
Ferguson 284S red, white, silver and 2856 Renault 145-14TX conditions appear to be generally Near Mint to Mint in Good Plus 
to Excellent Plus window boxes.  (6) 

 £70 - £80 

66. Siku (1/32 scale) Group to include 2850 Deutz - Fahr DX 4.70 green; 2852 Mercedes MB-Trac 800 pale green; 2855 Ford 
TW-35 light blue, white; 2570 Massey Ferguson 284S; 3450 Fendt 308LS with Front Fork and 3151 Mercedes Trac with Snow 
Plough conditions appear to be generally Near Mint to Mint in Good (slightly crushed) to Excellent window boxes.  (6) 

 £70 - £80 

67. Siku (1/32 scale) Group to include 2951 Mercedes Trac yellow, black; 3160 JCB Fastrac 2150 yellow, black; 3151 
Mercedes Trac with Snow Plough drab green; 3275 Case Quadtrac red, black and 3267 JCB 8250 yellow, black conditions 
appear to be generally Near Mint to Mint in Good to Excellent Plus window boxes.  (5) 

 £70 - £80 

68. Siku (1/32 scale) 3151 Mercedes Trac with Snow Plough pale green; 2554 Roller green and 1950 Disc Harrow blue 
conditions are generally Mint in Good Plus to Excellent Plus window boxes.  (3) 

 £40 - £50 

69. Siku Group of earlier issues to include 270 Zettelmeyer Loader green, orange, yellow; 326 Michigan 180 Tractor yellow, 
orange and 2818 Loader & Trencher orange, yellow conditions appear to be generally Excellent to Near Mint in generally Good 
(slightly grubby) early window boxes.  (3) 

 £50 - £70 

70. Siku a group of smaller scale blister card issues including 1611 Tractor; 0823 Bulldozer; 1620 Mercedes Unimog; 1714 
Tractor (Massey Ferguson) plus others - condition appear to be generally Near Mint to Mint on Fair to Excellent blister cards.  
(7) 

 £40 - £50 
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71. Siku (1/55 scale) 2919 Mercedes Articulated Tipper Truck “Wimpey”; 3716 Man Low Loader with Load and 3912 Man Low 
Loader with Front Shovel Load - conditions are generally Near Mint to Mint in Good (slightly crushed) to Good Plus window 
boxes.  (3) 

 £50 - £60 

72. Siku (1/55 scale) Group to include 2510 Zettelmeyer Loader; 2528 Piste Bully; 3122 Fork Lift Truck; 3120 Zettelmeyer 
Wheel Loader and 2825 Volvo Tipper conditions appear to be generally Near Mint to Mint in Good Plus to Excellent window 
boxes.  (5) 

 £60 - £70 

73. Siku Group to include (1/55 scale) Liebherr Bulldozer; 2 x 2919 Mercedes Articulated Tipper “Wimpey”; 1924 Wheel 
Loader; 1715 Renault Tractor and (1/87 scale) 1897 Piste Bully - conditions appear to be generally Near Mint to Mint in Good 
Plus to Near Mint boxes.  (6) 

 £50 - £60 

74. Siku Group to include (1/50) 2940 Tractor with Snow Plough; 4911 Piste Bully with Crane; (1/87 scale) Tractor with Trailer 
and 2 x Graders conditions are generally Mint in Good Plus to Near Mint window boxes.  (5) 

 £40 - £50 

75. Joal 206 Massey Ferguson Tractor with Front Shovel red, grey, with plastic figure driver - although overall condition is 
generally Good Plus to Excellent does have some (melting to rear hubs and paper has stayed attached) comes in a generally 
Good window box; 250 Ebro 6100 Tractor red, white, grey Near Mint in a Good Plus window box and 207 Truck with 
“Caterpillar” Load red, yellow - Excellent Plus in a Good (slightly grubby) window box.  (3) 

 £60 - £70 

76. Joal 214 Front Wheeled Loader yellow including hubs; 215 Caterpillar Forklift Truck - yellow, black with 2 x detachable 
forks; 217 Caterpillar Scraper 12G yellow, including hubs and 220 Caterpillar Bulldozer conditions appear to be generally 
Excellent to Mint in generally Good to Good Plus window boxes (some have loose cellophane).  (4) 

 £60 - £70 

77. Joal 352 3-piece Caterpillar Gift Set to include Bulldozer, Earth Dumper and Rear Dumper - conditions appear to be 
generally Near Mint to Mint in generally Good to Good Plus presentation window box with polystyrene in a tray - hard to find set. 

 £50 - £70 

78. Joal a group of Tractors to include 250 Ebro 6100 red, white; 179 Valmet 8400 (Double Rear Wheeled); plus 
others - include some duplications conditions are generally Excellent to Mint in generally Fair to Excellent window boxes.  (7) 

 £60 - £70 

79. Joal a group of construction vehicles including 246 JCB 712 Dumper; 237 Volvo Logger; 247 Caterpillar Scraper plus 
others - See Photo conditions are generally Near Mint to Mint in Good to Excellent Plus window boxes.  (9) 

 £70 - £80 

80. Joal group of construction related to include 227 Volvo Front Wheeled Loader; 233 Caterpillar Challenger 65; 230 Volvo 
Excavator Loader plus others - conditions appear to be generally Near Mint to Mint in Good Plus to Excellent Plus window 
boxes.  (8) 

 £70 - £80 
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81. Joal a group of construction models to include 233 Caterpillar Challenger 65; and 195 JCB Fastrac; 230 Volvo Excavator 
Loader plus others - conditions appear to be generally Near Mint to Mint in Good Plus to Excellent window boxes.  (8) 

 £70 - £80 

82. Joal group of construction gift sets to include 401 containing Volvo BM L70 and Volvo BM 6300; 321 Articulated Truck with 
Caterpillar Bulldozer; 381 Caterpillar 2 piece and JCB 2 piece set “Fifty Years of Worldwide Success” - comes with display 
plinth and outer sleeve otherwise conditions are generally Near Mint to Mint in Good Plus to Excellent boxes - see photo.  (4) 

 £70 - £80 

83. Ros (1/25 scale) a group to include Excavator Loader; same 170 Galaxy Tractor; Antonio Carraro Tractor - plus others 
conditions appear to be Near Mint to Mint in generally Good to Excellent window boxes.  (6) 

 £70 - £80 

84. Ros (1/32 scale) a group of Tractors to include Turbomatik green, red; Iseki blue, black; Landini blue, silver with attachment 
plus others conditions appear to be generally Near Mint to Mint in Good (slightly grubby) to Excellent window boxes.  (7) 

 £70 - £80 

85. Ros (1/32 scale) Tractor group to include Massey Ferguson 3070 red, grey; Massey Ferguson B090; Turbomatik plus 
others - conditions appear to be generally Near Mint to Mint in Good (slightly grubby) to Good Plus window boxes.  (7) 

 £70 - £80 

86. Ros a group of (1/25 scale\1/32 scale) to include Titan 190 same; Master H6190; Fiat Allis Bulldozer plus others conditions 
appear to be generally Near Mint to Mint in generally Good to Excellent window boxes.  (6) 

 £70 - £80 

87. Ros (1/18 scale) Fiat 180-90 Tractor reddish brown, black, white and (1/25 scale) Piste Bully red, black, yellow, chrome trim 
conditions are generally Mint in Good Plus black and gold presentation boxes.  (2) 

 £40 - £50 

88. Yaxon group of Tractors including Fiat orange, brown; Landini 14500 blue, grey; same 170 red, white plus 
others - conditions appear to be generally Excellent to Mint (apart from Front Plough which has pitted) - See Photo boxes and 
bubble packs are generally Fair to Excellent.  (13) 

 £80 - £110 

89. Lonestar Roadmaster (Major Series) group to include 1258 Farm King Tractor and Trailer red and black Tractor with blue 
Trailer 3 x 1257 King Farm Tractor (2 x red 1 x yellow) conditions are generally Excellent to Mint in generally Good to Excellent 
carded boxes and blister pack.  (4) 

 £70 - £80 

90. Lonestar (Farmer’s Boy Series) a group of Tractors to include Ford 7610 blue, white; Case International red, black; Massey 
Ferguson red, grey plus others conditions are generally Near Mint to Mint in Fair to Excellent window boxes.  (6) 

 £70 - £90 

91. Lonestar (Farmer’s Boy Series) group to include Massey Ferguson Tractor; Case International Tractor plus others including 
2 x gift sets - conditions appear to be generally Excellent to Mint in generally Fair to Excellent boxes.  (7) 

 £80 - £100 
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92. Lonestar (Farmer’s Boy Series) a group of Tractors and Farm related implements to include 1706 Tractor with Trailer; 1760 
David Brown Tractor white, red, black; plus others conditions appear to be generally Near Mint to Mint in Fair (complete) to 
Excellent window boxes.  (9) 

 £80 - £100 

93. Lonestar group to include 1509 Motor Grader “Wimpey”; 1505 Front Shovel Loader; 1503 Water Carrier plus others 
conditions are generally Excellent Plus to Mint in generally Fair (slightly crushed) to Good Plus window boxes.  (7) 

 £80 - £90 

94. Giodi a group of Tractors to include Fiat 180-90 orange, black; Carraro red, white, black; 2 x jumbo yellow, black, 
silver - conditions are generally Near Mint to Mint polystyrene trays are generally Excellent to Near Mint outer window boxes are 
Fair to Good Plus.  (4) 

 £70 - £80 

95. Giodi group to include Leopard M14 with Front Plough another but with Front Shovel; Fiat 180-90 Tractor with Rear 
attachment and Articulated Truck with Load - conditions are generally Near Mint to Mint in Good (slightly grubby) to Good plus 
window boxes.  (4) 

 £70 - £80 

96. Ertl large scale 800 Ford 8600 Tractor finished in blue, pale grey with separate Exhaust Stack - overall condition is 
generally Excellent Plus (very slight discoloration to front wheel) and 4508 John Deere Tractor green, yellow - Near Mint in a 
Good presentation box.  (2) 

 £60 - £70 

97. Ertl large scale 584 John Deere MF-WD Row-Crop Tractor green, yellow, black and 597 John Deere 4-wheel drive Tractor 
(front and rear double wheeled) conditions are generally Near Mint in Good presentation boxes.  (2) 

 £50 - £70 

98. Ertl large scale 819 Ford 7700 Tractor blue, pale grey - Excellent Plus (does require very slight attention/cleaning) in a 
generally Good (slightly grubby) presentation box and 821 Ford 9600 Tractor (double rear wheeled) blue, grey, white - Near 
Mint in a Good (slightly grubby) presentation box.  (2) 

 £70 - £80 

99. Ertl large scale 464 International 2+2 Tractor red, off white, black and another but red including Cab, silver, 
black - conditions are generally Near Mint in generally Good presentation boxes.  (2) 

 £50 - £70 

100. Ertl 468 International 5088 Tractor with Cab red, silver, black and 401 International Hydro 966 Farmall red, pale grey, 
black conditions are generally Near Mint in generally Good presentation boxes.  (2) 

 £50 - £60 

101. Ertl group (1) 510 John Deere 4-wheel drive Tractor green, yellow; (2) 512 John Deere Generation II Tractor green, 
yellow and 555 John Deere 5020 Tractor green, yellow conditions are generally Near Mint to Mint in Fair (complete) to Good 
presentation boxes.  (3) 

 £60 - £70 

102. Ertl (1/16 scale) 183 Massey Ferguson 1155 Tractor red, silver, black; (1/20 scale) 1107 Massey Ferguson 2775 
Tractor red, silver, black and 1108 Massey Ferguson 2905 Tractor red, silver, black conditions are generally Near Mint to Mint 
in generally Good (slightly grubby) presentation boxes.  (3) 

 £70 - £80 
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103. Ertl (1/16 scale) 1200 Allis-Chalmers 7060 Tractor orange, brown, cream and 1221 Allis-Chalmers 8010 Tractor with 
Cab orange, black, off white conditions are generally Excellent to Near Mint in generally Good to Good Plus presentation boxes.  
(2) 

 £50 - £70 

104. Ertl group 420 International Harvester Tractor red, pale cream, black; 442 4-Bottom Plow red, black; 3418 International 
Harvester Tractor with End Loader red, cream; and 5011 International Tractor with Trailer - conditions are generally Good Plus 
to Near Mint (may need slight attention cleaning) in Fair (complete) to Good presentation boxes.  (4 

 £70 - £80 

105. Ertl group of John Deere (1) 569 Skid-Steer Loader green, black, yellow; another but 554 yellow, black; 544 Tractor 
green, yellow and another but 544 DA green, yellow with label to side - conditions are generally Near Mint to Mint in generally 
Good to Good Plus presentation boxes.  (4) 

 £60 - £70 

106. Ertl 831 Ford 1710 Tractor with Row Bar blue, grey; 415 International Row-Crop Tractor red, silver, black and 841 Ford 
8N Tractor with Dearborn Plow red, grey - conditions are generally Near Mint to Mint in Good to Good Plus presentation boxes.  
(3) 

 £60 - £70 

107. Ertl group to include 581 John Deere Compact Utility Tractor green, yellow; 859 Fordson Super Major Tractor blue, red; 
539 DO John Deere Model A Tractor green, yellow and John Deere Utility Tractor green, yellow conditions are generally 
Excellent to Mint in generally Good to Good Plus presentation boxes.  (4) 

 £70 - £80 

108. Ertl group 1102 Massey Ferguson 698 Tractor with Cab (double rear wheeled) red, silver grey; 805 Ford 4600 Tractor 
blue, grey and 835 Ford 7710 Tractor blue, grey conditions are generally Excellent to Mint (very slight discoloration to wheels) 
in generally Good Plus presentation boxes.  (3) 

 £70 - £80 

109. Ertl group to include 436 International Cub Cadet Lawn and Garden Tractor set yellow, white; another but 465 red, 
white; 435 Tractor yellow, white; 814 Ford Lawn and Garden Set blue, white; 52 International Tractor and Wagon red, off white, 
black; and another but earlier issue - conditions are generally Excellent to Mint in generally Good to Good Plus presentation 
boxes.  (6) 

 £80 - £100 

110. Ertl group to include 463 International 1586 Tractor with Cab red, off white, black; 262 Case Agri King Tractor white, 
orange and 289 Case 600 Tractor cream, orange - conditions appear to be generally Near Mint to Mint in Good to Good Plus 
presentation boxes.  (3) 

 £60 - £70 

111. Ertl group of construction to include 504 John Deere Motor Grader yellow, black; 426 International Pay Loader yellow, 
black and 452 International Harvester TD-25 Crawler with Blade yellow, black conditions are generally Excellent to Mint in 
generally Good (slightly grubby) presentation boxes.  (3) 

 £70 - £80 

112. Ertl 589 John Deere Backhoe Loader yellow including hubs another but with bright yellow hubs - conditions are 
generally Excellent Plus to Near Mint in generally Fair (complete) to Good presentation boxes.  (2) 

 £70 - £80 
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113. Ertl 428 International Harvester Tractor-Loader Backhoe yellow, cream and 472 International Loader-Backhoe yellow, 
cream - conditions appear to be generally Excellent to Excellent Plus in generally Fair (complete) to Good presentation boxes.  
(2) 

 £70 - £80 

114. Ertl 625 Case W30 Wheel Loader and 590 John Deere Skidder yellow, black - conditions are generally Excellent Plus 
to Near Mint in generally Good (slightly grubby) presentation boxes.  (2) 

 £70 - £80 

115. Ertl 287 (1/16 scale) Case 580 Super E Loader Backhoe and 608 Case 1450B Dozer - conditions are generally Near 
Mint in Good to Good Plus presentation boxes.  (2) 

 £60 - £70 

116. Ertl 820 Giant Ford 7500 Tractor\Loader\Backhoe finished in yellow, bright yellow plastic hubs, black - with Chimney 
Stack - overall conditions are generally Excellent (does have some small marks on mud guard edges) still a bright example of 
an early issue in a generally Good presentation box. 

 £60 - £70 

117. Ertl 511CO John Deere Grader yellow, black - Excellent (does require slight attention cleaning) in a Fair presentation 
box. 

 £50 - £60 

118. Ertl 511CO John Deere Grader yellow, black - Excellent Plus beautiful example in a Good presentation box. 

 £50 - £60 

119. Ertl 504 John Deere Motor Grader - yellow, black; 571 Industrial Loader - yellow, black; 507 Front Loader - yellow, 
black and 509 Bulldozer - yellow, black - conditions appear to be generally Excellent to Near Mint in generally Good to Good 
Plus presentation boxes. (4) 

 £70 - £80 

120. Ertl 58 John Deere Tractor - green, yellow and 2 x 850 Fordson Tractor - grey, red - conditions are generally Excellent 
to Excellent Plus in Fair to Good presentation boxes. (3) 

 £30 - £50 

121. Ertl (1/32nd scale) Tractor group to include 1637 Case 4890 4-wheel Drive - white, orange, black; 1691 4-wheel Drive 
Tractor Massey Ferguson 4880 - red, grey; 1925 Steiger - green, black and 1926 Ford FW-60 - conditions appear to be 
generally Near Mint to Mint in Good to Good Plus presentation boxes (some bubbles have discoloured).  (4) 

 £60 - £70 

122. Ertl (1/32nd scale) group of Tractors to include 1225 Allis-Chalmers - orange, black; 1213 Allis-Chalmers 
8550 - orange, black; 1939 Steiger - yellow, black and 1930 Steiger ST251 - green, black - conditions appear to be generally 
Near Mint to Mint in Good to Good Plus presentation boxes (some bubbles are slightly discoloured).  (4) 

 £60 - £70 

123. Ertl (1/32nd scale) Tractor group to include 265 Case International; 1692 Case 2290; H787 David Brown; 1635 John 
Deere 3140 and 1638 International 184 - conditions are generally Near Mint to Mint in generally Good to Excellent presentation 
boxes. (5) 

 £60 - £70 
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124. Ertl (1/32nd scale) Tractor group to include 1643 Ford TW-20; 1635 John Deere 3140; 5512 Utility and 1787 Case 
1690 - conditions appear to be generally Excellent to Near Mint in generally Fair to Good Plus presentation boxes. (5) 

 £60 - £70 

125. Ertl (1/32nd scale) Tractor group to include 1139 Massey Ferguson 3050; 641 Case International 9150; 257 Case 
International 2294 and 697 Case International 2294 with Spreader - conditions are generally Near Mint to Mint in generally 
Good Plus to Excellent window boxes (one does have slight fading to cellophane). (4) 

 £50 - £70 

126. Ertl (1/32nd scale) Tractor group 881 Ford TW-15; 882 E1 Ford TW-5; 5537 John Deere 3140 and 5580 E1 John 
Deere 5530 - conditions appear to be generally Near Mint to Mint in Good Plus to Excellent window boxes (apart from one 
which has some fading to cellophane).  (4) 

 £50 - £60 

127. Ertl 4789 Ford TW-15 Radio-controlled Tractor; 4791 International 6388 Radio-controlled Tractor; 0031 John Deere 
Radio-controlled Tractor and 698 Case 5130 Battery-operated Tractor - conditions appear to be generally Excellent to Mint in 
Fair to Good Plus presentation window boxes. (4) 

 £60 - £70 

128. Ertl (1/16th scale) 560 John Deere The Model A Tractor - green, yellow and 284 Farmall - The Farmall 
Regular - bluish-grey, red - conditions are Near Mint to Mint, polystyrene cases are Good Plus, outer carded picture boxes are 
generally Good to Good Plus. (2) 

 £50 - £60 

129. Ertl Tractor group to include (1/43rd scale) 5599 John Deere 630LP; 5598 Model A; (1/64th scale) 575 John Deere plus 
others - conditions appear to be generally Near Mint to Mint in generally Good to Excellent Plus carded and presentation 
window boxes. (7) 

 £50 - £60 

130. Ertl (1/32nd scale) 1449 Ford Backhoe/Loader; another but 1456; (1/50th scale) 16187 Bell Grader and 14409 Case 
Grader - conditions appear to be generally Near Mint to Mint in Good to Excellent presentation boxes (some cellophane is 
slightly discoloured).  (4) 

 £50 - £60 

131. Ertl a group of Construction Vehicles to include (1/64th scale) 5540 John Deere Grader; 5521 Backhoe/Loader; 
(1/32nd scale) 5573 Crawler; 5520 Backhoe/Loader plus others - conditions appear to be generally Near Mint to Mint in Fair to 
Excellent presentation boxes. (7) 

 £60 - £70 

132. Ertl a group of "Mighty Movers" Series to include (1/64th scale) 1855 Scraper 412B; 2410 Caterpillar Loader; 2415 
Caterpillar Challenger plus others - conditions appear to be generally Near Mint to Mint in generally Good to Excellent bubble 
and presentation window packs. (15) 

 £70 - £80 

133. Ertl "Vintage Vehicles" Tractor Series a group to include Allis-Chalmers; Ford 8N; Massey Harris Challenger; Farmall 
plus others - conditions appear to be generally Near Mint to Mint in Good to Excellent Plus presentation boxes (some bubbles 
have discoloured).  (15) 

 £80 - £90 
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134. Ertl "Mighty Movers" Series - a group (1/50th scale) to include 2430 Caterpillar Tractor; 2435 Caterpillar Loader; 2436 
Caterpillar Tractor and 2431 Caterpillar Dumper - conditions are generally Near Mint to Mint in generally Good Plus to Excellent 
presentation window boxes. (4) 

 £50 - £60 

135. Ertl (1/16th scale) a group of John Deere Tractors to include 5771 Crawler 430 - yellow, black; 5941DA Crawler 
430 - green, yellow and 5067DA Dozer 420 - yellow, black - conditions appear to be generally Near Mint to Mint in generally 
Good Plus to Excellent presentation window boxes. (3) 

 £60 - £70 

136. Scale Models (1/16th scale) Field Boss 4-210 Tractor - grey, black, chrome - Near Mint in a Good carded box. 

 £60 - £70 

137. Scale Models (1/16th scale) Hesston Model 980 Tractor - brown, cream, white - Excellent in a Good Plus presentation 
box and White 2-135 Tractor - grey, black, chrome - Near Mint in a Good presentation box. (2) 

 £50 - £70 

138. Scale Models (1/16th scale) Hesston Model 980DT Tractor - brown, cream, black - Excellent Plus (slight discolouration 
to chimney stack) in a Good Plus presentation box; unboxed Versatile 1500 - red, yellow, black - Excellent and (1/32nd scale) 
Ford 276 Tractor with accessories - condition is generally Near Mint to Mint on a Good Plus (unopened) blister card. (3) 

 £60 - £70 

139. Scale Models 410 Deutz Diesel Tractor - green, red; 402 Allis-Chalmers G 1948 - orange, black and Daisy Heddon 
Limited (Canada) Minneapolis Moline Tractor - yellow, red, white, silver, black - conditions appear to be generally Excellent Plus 
to Near Mint in generally Fair to Good presentation boxes. (3) 

 £60 - £70 

140. Speccast (1/16th scale) a pair of Caterpillar (1) No.1 and (2) No.4 - conditions appear to be generally Mint in generally 
Good Plus to Excellent boxes (couple of small scuffs on edges).  (2) 

 £70 - £80 

141. Universal Hobbies (1/16th scale) Fordson Power Major Tractor - brushed finish - this example is Mint including 
presentation "50th Anniversary Edition" box, comes with outer transit carton which is Near Mint - see photo. 

 £40 - £50 

142. Universal Hobbies (1/16th scale) Fordson E27N Roadless Tractor - blue, orange and Ferguson Tea-20 Sue 
1958 - conditions appear to be generally Mint in Excellent boxes (both polystyrene inners have graffiti).  (2) 

 £60 - £70 

143. Universal Hobbies (1/16th scale) Dual Drive Ferguson Ted-40 Tractor - finished in grey, black - this limited edition is 
generally Mint complete with correct certificate, polystyrene case is Near Mint, outer carded box is Mint, also comes with correct 
display plinth and all correct inner packing with outer carton - see photo. 

 £50 - £60 

144. CCM (Classic Construction Models) Caterpillar Motor Grader (1/24th scale) brass model - this limited edition 125/175 
appears to be Mint including presentation lift off lid box (very expensive when purchased new). 

 £400 - £500 
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145. CCM (Classic Construction Models) Caterpillar 16M Motor Grader (1/48th scale) - condition is believed to be Mint 
including factory shrink wrapped presentation box with outer transit carton - see photo. 

 £90 - £110 

146. CCM (Classic Construction Models) Caterpillar 16M Motor Grader (1/48th scale) - condition appears to be Mint 
including presentation box with outer transit carton - see photo. 

 £80 - £100 

147. Diecast Masters (1/50th scale) 85507 Caterpillar 16M3 Motor Grader - condition appears to be generally Mint including 
presentation tin with outer transit carton - see photo. 

 £60 - £70 

148. Diecast Masters (1/50th scale) 85519 Caterpillar 12M3 Motor Grader - Mint including presentation tin with outer transit 
carton - see photo. 

 £50 - £60 

149. Diecast Masters (1/50th scale) 85521 Caterpillar 18M3 Motor Grader - Mint including presentation tin with outer transit 
carton. 

 £50 - £70 

150. Diecast Masters (1/50th scale) 85522 Caterpillar 18M3 Motor Grader - Mint including presentation tin with outer transit 
carton. 

 £50 - £60 

151. Diecast Masters (1/50th scale) 85552 Caterpillar 24 Motor Grader - Mint including presentation tin with outer transit 
carton - see photo. 

 £60 - £70 

152. Diecast Masters (1/50th scale) 85560 Caterpillar 12M3 Motor Grader - Mint including presentation box with outer 
carded sleeve - see photo. 

 £50 - £60 

153. Diecast Masters (1/50th scale) 85030C Caterpillar 140H Motor Grader - Mint including window box with outer transit 
carton; (1/125th scale) 85539 Caterpillar 24M Motor Grader - Mint including presentation box with outer carded sleeve and HO 
Scale 85520 Caterpillar 12M3 Motor Grader - Mint including presentation tin with outer transit carton. (3) 

 £70 - £80 

154. Norscot (1/50th scale) 55062 Caterpillar D11R Track-type Tractor - gold plated finish "Caterpillar Celebrating 75 
Years" - Mint in an Excellent window box and (1/25th scale) 399 Caterpillar RD8 Diesel Tractor - yellow, black (based on NZG 
model) - Near Mint, polystyrene packaging is Good Plus including outer carded sleeve. (2) 

 £50 - £60 

155. Norscot (1/50th scale) group to include 55189 Caterpillar 14M Motor Grader; 2 x 55236 Caterpillar 140M Motor Grader 
and 55252 Military 120M Motor Grader - conditions appear to be generally Mint in Excellent to Near Mint window boxes. (4) 

 £70 - £80 
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156. Norscot (1/50th scale) 55030 Caterpillar 140H Motor Grader - Mint in a Good Plus window box; 55111 another but 
military camouflage - Mint in a Good window box and (1/32nd scale) Claas Challenger - green, black - condition is generally 
Mint in a Good Plus window box. (3) 

 £50 - £60 

157. Norscot (1/50th scale) 55133 Caterpillar 24H Motor Grader and 55264 Caterpillar 24M Motor Grader - conditions 
appear to be generally Mint in Good Plus (slight creasing to perspex) window boxes. (2) 

 £50 - £60 

158. (Canadian made) P/N93770 (circa 1997) - Champion Motor Grader 740A (1/32nd scale) - finished in red, 
grey - condition is generally Excellent (does have some small loss of paint to blade and base) still a beautiful example in a 
Good carded box. 

 £50 - £60 

159. Motor Art (1/50th scale) Volvo G740B Grader; another but G970 and Case 856C - conditions appear to be generally 
Mint in Good Plus to Excellent window boxes. (3) 

 £60 - £70 

160. Motor Art (1/50th scale) Volvo G740B Motor Grader and New Holland Grader - conditions appear to be generally Mint 
in Good Plus to Excellent window boxes. (2) 

 £40 - £50 

161. Motor Art (1/50th scale) Volvo G960C Motor Grader a pair - finished in yellow, grey, black - conditions are Mint in 
Excellent to Mint presentation window boxes. (2) 

 £50 - £60 

162. 1st (First Gear) - Komatsu group of (1/50th scale) Motor Graders (1) mustard, black; (2) lime green and (3) orange, 
black - conditions appear to be generally Mint in generally Excellent window boxes (couple of small scuffs on edges) - see 
photo. (3) 

 £50 - £60 

163. 1st (First Gear) a group of Komatsu (1/50th scale) Motor Graders (1) red, black; (2) mustard, black and (3) mustard, 
black with Plough attachment - conditions are generally Near Mint to Mint in generally Excellent to Near Mint presentation 
window boxes. (3) 

 £50 - £70 

164. (1/35th scale) a pair of Motor Graders (1) Sany - mustard, grey, black and (2) Tiangong - yellow, grey, 
black - conditions appear to be generally Mint in Good to Good Plus (slightly grubby around edges) presentation window boxes. 
(2) 

 £70 - £80 

165. A group of Motor Graders (1/48th scale) XCMG GR180 - off white, black (does have some wear to print); (1/35th scale) 
Shantui - mustard, grey, black and XCMG (1/35th scale) GR215 - yellow, grey, black - conditions are generally Near Mint to 
Mint (unless stated) in generally Good to Excellent window and carded boxes - (some do have pen graffiti to polystyrene 
packaging and outer boxes).  (3) 

 £70 - £90 

166. Motor Graders a group by various manufacturers including Ertl (1/50th scale) New Holland RG200B; John Deere 872D; 
Majorette "Majoteams"; plus others - conditions appear to be generally Near Mint to Mint in generally Good Plus to Excellent 
presentation boxes. (6) 

 £60 - £70 
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167. Motor Graders a group of smaller scale issues to include Norscot (1/87th scale) Caterpillar 163H; Athearn John Deere 
770CH plus others - conditions appear to be generally Near Mint to Mint in Excellent to Mint window boxes. (6) 

 £50 - £60 

168. Minimac (Brazil) Komatsu GD523A Motor Grader - mustard, blue, black - Mint in a Good Plus carded box - see photo. 

 £50 - £60 

169. NZG 638/05 Kasper Motor Grader - red, black, off white and 638 HBM - Nobas Motor Grader - yellow, 
black - conditions appear to be generally Mint, polystyrene trays are Near Mint to Mint including outer carded picture boxes. (2) 

 £60 - £70 

170. NZG (1/50th scale) 638/02 HBM-Nobas Motor Grader - blue, off white and another 638/03 - dark yellow, 
green - conditions appear to be generally Mint in Excellent to Near Mint polystyrene packaging and outer carded picture boxes. 
(2) 

 £60 - £70 

171. NZG (1/50th scale) 638/06 HBM-Nobas Motor Grader - yellow, black and another 638/04 - green, grey - conditions are 
generally Mint in Excellent to Mint polystyrene trays and outer carded picture boxes. (2) 

 £60 - £70 

172. NZG (1/50th scale) 703 Terex TG190A Motor Grader - pale cream, grey and 621 Wirtgen - pale cream, 
grey - conditions are Mint in Excellent to Mint polystyrene trays and outer carded boxes - (some small black pen marks to 
polystyrene trays).  (2) 

 £60 - £70 

173. NZG (1/50th scale) 871 Wirtgen - pale cream, grey and another 871/01 - blue, grey - conditions appear to be generally 
Mint in Excellent to Mint polystyrene trays (do have some black pen writing) in generally Near Mint to Mint carded picture boxes. 
(2) 

 £60 - £70 

174. NZG 108 Caterpillar 941 Track-Type Loader - finished in yellow, mustard rubber tracks, comes with separate figure 
and exhaust stack - Excellent Plus a lovely bright example of an early issue in a generally Good Plus white, yellow and black 
carded box. 

 £60 - £70 

175. Gescha Modell 291 Fiat-Allis 41-B Crawler Tractor - yellow, rubber tracks - Excellent Plus in a generally Good Plus 
carded box - see photo. 

 £50 - £60 

176. Gescha 284 Caterpillar 950 Front Wheel Loader - yellow, black with separate exhaust stack and figure - Excellent a 
beautiful example (couple of very small marks on shovel edges) in a generally Good Plus blue, white and pink carded box - see 
photo. 

 £70 - £80 

177. Conrad 2762 (1/50th scale) Terex 2366 Articulated Dump Truck - green, black - Near Mint in a Good to Good Plus 
carded box - see photo. 

 £60 - £70 
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178. NZG (1/40th scale) 164 Terex 82-50 Crawler - green, black rubber tracks - Excellent a beautiful example in an 
Excellent Plus carded box. 

 £60 - £70 

179. Gescha Modell (1/40th scale) 410 Terex 72-71 Loader - green, black, with figure driver - overall condition is generally 
Good Plus to Excellent (does have some super bright green detailing) in a generally Good Plus carded box. 

 £50 - £70 

180. NZG 130 Ford Backhoe/Loader - bright yellow, black - Good Plus still a bright example of an early issue in a Good 
(slightly grubby) picture box. 

 £50 - £60 

181. NZG 161 Ford 550 Backhoe/Loader - yellow, black - Excellent (couple of small marks around hubs) still a bright 
example in a Good Plus carded box with inner packing piece - see photo. 

 £60 - £70 

182. NZG 105 JCB 3C - yellow, white, red including hubs - Good Plus still a lovely bright example of an early issue in a 
generally Good presentation window box. 

 £50 - £70 

183. NZG 142 JCB 418 Articulated Loader - yellow including plastic hubs, white cab, red shovel - Good Plus to Excellent 
(cab unit loose) in a Good Plus early carded picture box. 

 £40 - £50 

184. NZG 251 JCB 430 Articulated Wheeled Loader - yellow, white cab, black - Excellent a lovely bright example in a Good 
Plus carded picture box. 

 £50 - £70 

185. NZG 277 JCB 3CX Excavator Loader - yellow, black, white roof - Excellent (couple of small chips on rear loader) in a 
Good Plus to Excellent early carded picture box. 

 £50 - £60 

186. NZG (1/50th scale) 301 O&K Faun D23.2 - yellow, red, black and Faun F2000C Front Loader - yellow, 
black - conditions are generally Excellent to Near Mint in generally Excellent red and white striped boxes. (2) 

 £60 - £70 

187. Conrad (1/50th scale) 2422 "O&K" L55 Front Loader - red, grey and Cursor Modell L25 Front Loader - red, 
grey - conditions are generally Excellent to Near Mint in Good Plus to Excellent red and white striped carded boxes. (2) 

 £50 - £60 

188. NZG (1/50th scale) 232 "O&K" Motor Grader G130 - red, white, black and 278 L4 Front Loader - red, grey - conditions 
appear to be generally Excellent to Excellent Plus in generally Good Plus to Excellent red and white striped carded boxes. (2) 

 £50 - £60 

189. NZG (1/50th scale) 332 "O&K" F156A Motor Grader - red, grey and another but grey, green - conditions are Excellent 
to Near Mint in generally Good Plus to Excellent carded boxes. (2) 

 £50 - £60 
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190. NZG (1/50th scale) 197/272 Zettelmeyer Dozer ZD3000 - yellow, pale grey roof; another but military green (some small 
cracks to window) and Front Loader - yellow, black - conditions are generally Excellent to Excellent Plus in generally Good 
(plain) to Excellent carded boxes. (3) 

 £60 - £70 

191. Cursor Modell 1269 Hanomag K12C Crawler - dull orange, plastic rollers with black rubber tracks; NZG 129 Massey 
Ferguson MF300 Crawler - yellow including rollers with black rubber tracks and Conrad 268 Faun Motor Grader - yellow, 
black - conditions are generally Good Plus to Excellent Plus in generally Good (slightly grubby) to Good Plus boxes. (3) 

 £50 - £60 

192. Conrad (1/50th scale) 2428 Hanomag Compactor CL310 - mustard, blue - Near Mint in a Good Plus carded box and 
3425 Hanomag Wheel Loader - yellow, grey - Near Mint in a Good Plus carded box. (2) 

 £50 - £60 

193. Conrad 2420 (1/50th scale) Dresser 560B Pay Loader - mustard, black, blue and 2421 Furukawa 345 Wheel 
Loader - mustard, grey - conditions are generally Near Mint to Mint in Good Plus to Excellent boxes. (2) 

 £60 - £70 

194. NZG (1/50th scale) 237 Caterpillar 966D(E) Wheel Type Loader - yellow, black; Conrad 2884 Clark 125B Front 
Loader - yellow, black and 2888 Caterpillar IT28 Tool Carrier - yellow, black - conditions appear to be generally Excellent to 
Excellent Plus in generally Good (slightly grubby) to Excellent carded boxes. (3) 

 £70 - £80 

195. Gescha Modell (1/50th scale) 280 Liebherr Crawler - mustard, white; Conrad 2801 Liebherr LR621 Crawler - mustard, 
white, black; 2803 Liebherr PR722 Crawler - mustard, white and 2853 Hanomag Crawler - yellow, grey - conditions appear to 
be generally Excellent to Near Mint in generally Good to Excellent carded boxes. (4) 

 £70 - £80 

196. Conrad (1/50th scale) 2852 Caterpillar D11N Track-Type Crawler and 285 Caterpillar D10 Dozer - conditions appear to 
be generally Excellent to Excellent Plus in generally Good to Good Plus boxes. (2) 

 £60 - £70 

197. Gescha Midi Modell Series group of 4 (1) 298 Caterpillar Forklift Truck; (2) 288 Caterpillar 920 Front Loader; (3) 302 
FMA Pokorny Robot Generator and (4) 286 Caterpillar 12F Motor Grader - conditions appear to be generally Near Mint to Mint 
in generally Good to Good Plus presentation window boxes. (4) 

 £70 - £80 

198. NZG (1/50th scale) Caterpillar Tractor group of 3 (1) 233 D8N - mustard, black rubber tracks; (2) same as (1) but 
yellow including rubber tracks and (3) D8L - yellow including rubber tracks - conditions appear to be generally Near Mint to Mint, 
polystyrene packaging is generally Excellent Plus to Near Mint in Good Plus to Excellent window boxes, all come with outer 
carded sleeves - see photo. (3) 

 £70 - £80 

199. NZG (1/50th scale) 260 Caterpillar 615 Scraper - Excellent including carded picture box and 127 Caterpillar 627 
Scraper - Good Plus to Excellent (does have some chips around rear wheels) in a Fair carded box. (2) 

 £60 - £70 
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200. NZG (1/50th scale) 132 Caterpillar 621 Dumper - Good Plus to Excellent (does have a loss of paint around wheel 
edges) in a Good Plus carded box and Gescha 276 Caterpillar 769 Dumper - Excellent Plus in a Good Plus carded box. (2) 

 £50 - £60 

201. NZG (1/50th scale) 166 Caterpillar D300 Dumper - yellow, white roof and Conrad 2862 Caterpillar D400 Articulated 
Dump Truck - yellow, black - conditions appear to be generally Excellent Plus to Near Mint in generally Good Plus to Excellent 
boxes. (2) 

 £60 - £70 

202. NZG (1/50th scale) 135 Caterpillar 825 Compactor - yellow, bare metal blade - overall condition is generally Good Plus 
(does have some superdetailing) in a Good Plus carded box and Gescha 2872 Caterpillar 594 Pipe Layer - yellow including 
rubber tracks with separate attachment - Excellent in a Good Plus carded box. (2) 

 £50 - £60 

203. NZG (1/50th scale) 134 Caterpillar 988 Wheel-Type Loader - yellow, black and 150 Caterpillar Motor Grader 
12G - yellow, black - conditions are generally Excellent to Near Mint (both have some tissue still attached to hubs where melting 
has occurred) in generally Good to Good Plus carded boxes. (2) 

 £40 - £50 

204. NZG (1/50th scale) 167 Caterpillar 988B Wheel-Type Loader - yellow, black and 127 Caterpillar 627 Scraper - yellow, 
black - conditions appear to be generally Excellent to Excellent Plus in generally Good to Good Plus carded boxes. (2) 

 £60 - £70 

205. Conrad (1/50th scale) 2851 Caterpillar D6H Track-Type Tractor - yellow, rubber tracks and 2886 Caterpillar 936 Front 
Loader - conditions are generally Excellent to Near Mint in generally Good Plus to Excellent boxes. (2) 

 £50 - £60 

206. NZG (1/50th scale) 237 Caterpillar 266F Wheeled Loader - metallic silver, black - this Special Edition is generally Mint 
in a Good Plus to Excellent black and silver carded picture box and 183 (large scale) Caterpillar 3208 Engine mounted on 
plinth - Good Plus (does have some paint touch-ins and superdetailing) in a Fair to Good polystyrene case with outer carded 
sleeve. (2) 

 £40 - £50 

207. NZG (1/50th scale) 366 Caterpillar 994 Wheel Loader - mustard, black and Conrad 2854 Caterpillar D11N with Impact 
Ripper - mustard, black - both come with certificates - conditions are generally Near Mint to Mint, polystyrene cases are 
generally Good to Good Plus, outer carded sleeves are Good Plus - see photo. (2) 

 £60 - £70 

208. NZG (1/50th scale) 387 Caterpillar Motor Grader 166; Conrad (Norscot) 2874 Caterpillar D9G Track-Type Tractor and 
Joal Caterpillar Motor Grader 12G - conditions appear to be generally Near Mint to Mint in Good (slightly grubby) to Excellent 
polystyrene cases, window box and outer carded sleeves. (3) 

 £60 - £70 

209. Conrad (1/25th scale) 2873 Model Sixty Diesel 1931 Tractor - grey with "Caterpillar" in red including trim; Ertl (1/16th 
scale) Caterpillar 2-ton Track-Type Tractor - grey, red, black and another Holt 2-ton Track-Type Tractor - grey, 
black - conditions appear to be generally Near Mint to Mint in generally Good to Excellent window and carded boxes. (3) 

 £50 - £60 
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210. NZG/Conrad or similar group to include Caterpillar D9G Track-Type - Near Mint in a Good Plus rigid perspex case with 
"Caterpillar Dealer" labels (Gescha tag); Caterpillar 955 Track-Type Loader with "NZG" to case and Caterpillar 769B 
Dumper - yellow, black (with Gescha tag) - mounted in rigid perspex case - conditions are generally Good Plus to Excellent in 
generally Good to Excellent rigid perspex cases. (3) 

 £60 - £70 

211. NZG (1/50th scale) 210 Caterpillar Motor; 235 Zeppelin 908 Loader; Gescha 2881 Zeppelin Log Front Loader and 
smaller scale NZG 119 Caterpillar D4 Tracked Dozer (does have yellow superdetailing) otherwise conditions are generally 
Good Plus to Near Mint in generally Good Plus to Excellent boxes. (4) 

 £70 - £80 

212. Old Cars (Italy) a group to include Fiat-Allis Front Loader; Rossi 1600B Front Loader and Fiat-Allis FL20 Tracked 
Loader - conditions appear to be generally Good Plus to Excellent, all come with rigid perspex cases which are generally Good 
to Good Plus (one has crack) - two come with plain carded boxes which are Fair to Good. (3) 

 £70 - £80 

213. NZG (1/50th scale) 191 Kramer Allrad - yellow, white, red; 242 Schaeff Front Loader - orange, white, black; 195 Atlas 
AR41B Loader - orange, red, black; (1/35th scale) Kramer Allrad 314 - yellow, black, white and 196 Case (Bobcat) - conditions 
appear to be generally Excellent to Mint in generally Good (plain) to Excellent boxes. (5) 

 £70 - £80 

214. Conrad (1/35th scale) 2426 Case Wheel Loader with Forklift, Lift Boom and Case 4-in-1 Bucket; NZG 176 Case 850B 
Angle/Tilt Dozer - orange, black; Gama (unconfirmed scale) 2420 "O&K" L30 Front Loader - red, pale grey and Faun 
Dumper - yellow, black - conditions appear to be generally Excellent to Near Mint in generally Good to Excellent boxes. (4) 

 £70 - £80 

215. Conrad group to include 2430 (1/50th scale) GHH Loader - yellow, black; (1/35th scale) 2963 Case DH4B Tractor; 
2887 (1/50th scale) Liebherr 531 Front Loader and 2964 (1/35th scale) Case Excavator - conditions appear to be generally 
Excellent to Mint in generally Good Plus to Excellent boxes. (4) 

 £70 - £90 

216. NZG small scale issues a group to include 120 Caterpillar D4D; another but with separate rear attachment; 124 
Caterpillar B25 Forklift Truck; 112 Caterpillar 920 Front Loader and Gescha 250 Demag Impactor - conditions appear to be 
generally Excellent to Mint in generally Good to Excellent boxes and presentation case. (5) 

 £50 - £60 

217. Supermini (1/50th scale) - a pair (1) Caterpillar 966C Front Loader - yellow, black and (2) Caterpillar D8L - yellow, 
black, rubber tracks - conditions are generally Good Plus to Excellent in generally Good (slightly crushed) to Good Plus boxes. 
(2) 

 £70 - £80 

218. Minibrinds (Brazil) - (1/43rd scale) pair (1) Massey Ferguson 336 and (2) Caterpillar D4E - conditions appear to be 
generally Excellent to Excellent Plus in generally Good to Good Plus white and black boxes. (2) 

 £60 - £70 

219. Siku (1/32nd scale) JCB Fastrac 2135 - yellow, black, with figure driver - Mint in a Good carded tray (does have some 
stains) in an Excellent silver and black carded box; First Gear (1/50th scale) Allis-Chalmers Forty-Five Motor 
Grader - orange - Mint in a Near Mint presentation box and Speccast 827 Leeboy 785 Motor Grader - deep yellow, black 
(unconfirmed scale) - Mint in a Good Plus box (polystyrene tray does have some pen graffiti).  (3) 

 £50 - £60 
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220. Diapet T74 Komatsu Motor Grader GD605A - finished in dark yellow (mustard), black - this early issue is generally 
Near Mint, polystyrene tray with colourful lift off lid is Good to Good Plus - see photo. 

 £50 - £60 

221. Diapet K3 Bulldozer "Big Power" - green, off white, grey; K31 Komatsu D20QF - red, black plastic rollers with rubber 
tracks and K48 Komatsu D455A Bulldozer with rear attachment - mustard including metal tracks - conditions are generally 
Excellent to Near Mint in generally Good to Good Plus boxes (one does have pen writing to polystyrene) - see photo. (3) 

 £70 - £80 

222. Diapet K13 Kawasaki Front Loader KLD85Z - deep yellow (orange); K32 Kubota Loader - orange, black, chrome and 
K38 Komatsu Front Loader - mustard, black - conditions appear to be generally Excellent to Mint in generally Good Plus to 
Excellent boxes (some have small creases around edges) - see photo. (3) 

 £70 - £80 

223. Diapet group to include F13 Shovel Tractor - red, orange (NO27); F14 another (NO237) - orange, red jib, black shovel; 
K3 - orange, yellow; K25 Kawasaki Front Loader - yellow, white and T88 Mitsubishi Motor Grader - mustard, chrome, 
black - conditions appear to be generally Near Mint to Mint in generally Good Plus to Excellent Plus boxes. (5) 

 £70 - £90 

224. (Japan) Furukawa FL200-1 Wheel Loader - mustard, white, black and Shinsei Hitachi LX70 Wheel Loader - orange, 
white, black - conditions are generally Excellent to Near Mint in generally Excellent polystyrene boxes with carded lift off lids. (2) 

 £60 - £70 

225. Shinsei W-03 Komatsu D475A Bulldozer - mustard, blue and 615 Komatsu WA350 Front Loader - mustard, 
blue - conditions appear to be generally Near Mint to Mint in generally Good Plus to Excellent polystyrene trays with Good Plus 
to Excellent carded lift off lids. (2) 

 £70 - £80 

226. Shinsei plus others a group to include TCM 800 Series Wheel Loader; Caterpillar 992C Wheel Loader; Mini Power M21 
with accessories and Yonezawa Caterpillar Motor Grader - green, red blade, chrome and grey trim - conditions appear to be 
generally Near Mint to Mint in generally Excellent to Near Mint polystyrene and carded boxes. (4) 

 £70 - £80 

227. Shinsei Mini Power group to include 4131 Earth Drill - orange; 4123 Forklift Truck with barrel; 4125 Earth 
Scraper - orange and 4138 Amphibious Bulldozer - metallic green - conditions appear to be generally Near Mint to Mint in Good 
Plus to Excellent Plus bubble packs. (4) 

 £70 - £80 

228. Shinsei Mini Power group to include 4113 Bulldozer - orange; 4132 Tractor with Multi-Ripper; 4111 Front Loader 
Tractor Shovel and 4114 Bulldozer - (model has yellow superdetailing) - otherwise conditions are generally Excellent to Mint in 
generally Good Plus to Excellent bubble packs. (4) 

 £60 - £70 

229. Eidai Grip Corporation a group of Construction related to include 5 Bulldozer; 7 Front Loader; 11 Front Loader with 
Plough; 36 Earth Scraper plus others - conditions appear to be generally Near Mint to Mint in generally Good to Excellent Plus 
window boxes. (8) 

 £80 - £100 
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230. KDW (Bosiny Toys) - group of (1/35th scale) Motor Graders to include (1) Kaidiwei - off white, grey and 2 x yellow, 
grey - conditions appear to be generally Mint in Good to Good Plus window boxes. (3) 

 £70 - £80 

231. A group of Bobcats/Skid Loaders to include Gescha 1401 Bobcat - white, red; NZG 294 New Holland - yellow, black 
including forks with load; another but 276 with front shovel - yellow, black; 236 - red, grey with front shovel and Conrad Case 
1845C - conditions are generally Near Mint to Mint in Good Plus to Excellent Plus boxes - scales are (1/25th/1/35th).  (5) 

 £70 - £80 

232. Group of Forklift Trucks to include RW Modell Clark C500 - drab green, black; Hyster - yellow, black; Mini Auto 
"O&K" - red, white, black forks; another but with white forks and unconfirmed manufacturer Caterpillar - yellow, 
black - conditions appear to be generally Excellent to Mint in generally Good to Excellent boxes. (5) 

 £60 - £70 

233. RW Modell Clark C500 Forklift Truck - drab green, black; NZG 144 Wagner with Trailer and figure - orange, black, grey 
and unconfirmed manufacturer Manitou Telescopic Front Loader - cream, red - conditions appear to be generally Excellent to 
Near Mint in generally Good to Good Plus carded boxes and window box with rigid perspex case. (3) 

 £50 - £60 

234. Gescha 3043 Mercedes MB Trac - green, black; another same as previous but with chimney stack; Conrad same as 
previous but drab green/lime green; Cursor Modell Mercedes Pick-up - green, red wheels; Conrad 5150 Military Half Track with 
Trailer and 5201 Piste Bully - red, grey, yellow - conditions are generally Excellent Plus to Mint in generally Good to Excellent 
boxes. (6) 

 £60 - £70 

235. Gescha 293 (1/50th scale) Case 580C Construction King - deep yellow, black with rear attachment; Conrad 2932 Case 
580G Construction King - tan, brown and Conrad 2934 (1/35th scale) Case 580K Construction King - tan, brown - conditions 
appear to be generally Excellent to Near Mint in generally Good to Excellent boxes. (3) 

 £60 - £70 

236. Conrad 2951 (1/35th scale) Massey Ferguson 50B - yellow, black (does have some tissue attached to rear wheels 
because of slight melting) otherwise Excellent in a Good Plus carded box, comes with rear attachment and 2952 Massey 
Ferguson 50D - yellow, black with rear attachment - Excellent Plus in an Excellent box. (2) 

 £60 - £70 

237. Conrad 2954 Massey Ferguson 50H - yellow, black with rear attachment - Near Mint in an Excellent carded box and 
Cursor 1280 Kramer Allrad - yellow, white roof, red wheels - Excellent Plus in an Excellent box. (2) 

 £60 - £70 

238. NZG 2851 (1/50th scale) Caterpillar 428 Backhoe/Loader - yellow, black - Near Mint, polystyrene tray is Excellent 
including outer carded sleeve and 285 Caterpillar 416 - yellow, black - Excellent including box. (2) 

 £50 - £60 

239. Corgi 50 Massey Ferguson 65 Tractor - pale grey, red including hubs, silver trim, black steering wheel, tow 
hook - Good Plus to Excellent (does have some small chips around hubs) in a Fair to Good blue and yellow carded picture box. 

 £40 - £50 
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240. Corgi 66 Massey Ferguson 165 Tractor - grey, white, red including hubs, black steering wheel and seat, tow 
hook - Good Plus to Excellent (steering wheel and seat have been overpainted) in a generally Excellent Plus blue and yellow 
carded picture box. 

 £50 - £60 

241. Corgi 67 Ford 5000 Super Major Tractor - blue, grey including plastic hubs, chrome trim, figure driver - Good Plus 
(does have wear to both side engine labels) in a generally Good Plus to Excellent hard to find late issue striped window box 
with early model illustrations to rear - see photo. 

 £50 - £60 

242. Corgi 73 Massey Ferguson 165 Tractor with Saw Attachment - grey, white, red including hubs, black seat and steering 
wheel, yellow attachment with chrome saw blade and trim - overall condition is Excellent Plus (does have over-paint 
superdetailing to steering wheel, seat and centre hubs - inner plastic tray and display card are Excellent, outer blue and yellow 
window box is Good (slight crushing to cellophane) - see photo. 

 £70 - £80 

243. Corgi GS13 Gift Set to include Fordson Power Major Tractor - blue, orange hubs (plastic), silver steering wheel and 
seat, black attachment with red and yellow Four Furrow Plough - overall condition is generally Excellent (small piece missing 
from top of chimney stack), inner carded tray is Good Plus, outer blue and yellow carded picture box is Fair - see photo. 

 £70 - £80 

244. Corgi GS9 Gift Set to include Massey Ferguson 165 Tractor - grey, white, red including hubs, with figure driver - comes 
with Tipping Trailer - yellow including detachable raves, red including hubs, with correct carded packing display piece (hard to 
find) - overall condition is generally Excellent to Excellent Plus, polystyrene tray is Good Plus including outer blue and yellow 
window box - still a lovely bright example that displays well. 

 £100 - £120 

245. Corgi GS34 Gift Set to include David Brown 1412 Tractor - white, red including hubs, black roof and chimney stack, 
amber tinted windows, with Tipping Trailer - yellow, red including hubs - overall condition is generally Near Mint to Mint, 
polystyrene tray is Near Mint, outer striped window box is Good Plus still a lovely bright example. 

 £40 - £50 

246. Corgi 1112 David Brown 1412 Tractor (Combine Harvester) - finished in white, red including hubs, black roof, clear 
windows with red and yellow plastic Combine Harvester attachments - overall condition is Near Mint a beautiful example in a 
Good to Good Plus striped window box. 

 £40 - £50 

247. Corgi 50 Massey Ferguson MF50B Tractor - yellow, black, red hubs, with figure driver; 54 Massey Ferguson MF50B 
with shovel - yellow, red including hubs, black, with figure driver and 55 David Brown 1412 Tractor - white, red including hubs, 
black roof and chimney stack, clear windows - conditions are Near Mint to Mint in generally Good to Excellent striped window 
boxes. (3) 

 £60 - £70 

248. Corgi 54 Massey Ferguson MF50B Tractor with Shovel "Block Construction" - fluorescent orange, white, black and 
another but 1110 JCB Crawler Loader - fluorescent orange, grey, white plastic rollers with black rubber tracks, figure 
driver - conditions are generally Near Mint to Mint in generally Good Plus striped window boxes. (2) 

 £50 - £60 
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249. Corgi/Dinky a pair of Code 3 issues (1) Corgi 55 David Brown 1412 Tractor - finished in yellow, black roof and chimney 
stack, red hubs, comes in an Excellent standard issue striped window box and unboxed Dinky Michigan Tractor Dozer - finished 
in drab yellow-green, figure driver, fitted with front and side ploughs - this pair of (restored/repainted) issues display superbly. 
(2) 

 £30 - £40 

250. Corgi 1113 Hyster Challenger 800 - yellow, black with "United States Lines" container, another later issue finished in 
blue, white, black with "Michelin" container - conditions appear to be generally Near Mint to Mint in generally Good to Good Plus 
window boxes (do have small tears on corners) - inner plastic and carded trays are Excellent and 1110 JCB Crawler 
Loader - yellow, grey, red including plastic rollers with black rubber tracks, figure driver - Near Mint in a Good Plus striped 
window box. (3) 

 £60 - £70 

251. Corgi 406 Mercedes Unimog - yellow, graphite grey chassis, red including hubs, khaki plastic canopy - Near Mint in a 
Good Plus blue and yellow window box and 1145 Mercedes Unimog with Dumper - yellow, graphite grey, red including interior 
and hubs - Good Plus in a Poor blue and yellow window box. (2) 

 £40 - £50 

252. Corgi 61 Four Furrow Plough - blue, chrome with correct instruction leaflet; 62 Tipping Trailer - yellow including 
detachable raves, red including plastic hubs and 71 Wheel Controlled Tandem Disc Harrow - red, yellow with collectors club 
folded leaflet - conditions appear to be generally Excellent to Excellent Plus in generally Good Plus blue and yellow carded 
picture boxes. (3) 

 £60 - £70 

253. Corgi 1111 Massey Ferguson 780 Combine Harvester - red including hubs, yellow plastic tynes, seat and steering 
wheels, figure driver - overall condition is generally Good Plus to Excellent (although front belt spinner has been replaced with 
screw and plastic), comes in a generally Fair to Good blue and yellow lift off lid box with one packing piece. 

 £50 - £60 

254. Corgi 1103 Euclid TC-12 Twin Crawler Tractor - green including metal rollers with black rubber tracks, silver trim, blue 
engine, silver-grey plastics, metal tow hook - Good Plus still a lovely bright example in a Fair blue and yellow lift off lid box. 

 £50 - £60 

255. Corgi 438 Land Rover 109WB - metallic green, dark green plastic canopy, lemon interior, grey base, black plastic tow 
hook - Near Mint in a Good Plus to Excellent (slightly creased) striped window box. 

 £40 - £50 

256. Corgi group to include 403 Skip Dumper; 419 CJ5 Jeep; 421 Land Rover (usual detached side ladder); 459 Raygo 
Rascal; 477 Land Rover Breakdown Truck and 1156 Volvo BM860S with Rapier Mixer - conditions appear to be generally 
Excellent Plus to Mint (unless stated) in generally Fair to Excellent striped window boxes - see photo. (6) 

 £60 - £70 

257. Corgi unboxed group to include Euclid Tractor Dozer - yellow, silver blade, metal rollers with black rubber tracks; 
Massey Ferguson Tractor with front shovel - red, cream and Fordson Power Major Tractor - blue, dull orange hubs with red 
plough - conditions are generally Fair to Good (some have overpainting and superdetailing) - see photo. 

 £40 - £50 

258. Dinky unboxed group to include 3 x Motor Grader; 2 x Field Marshall Tractor; Land Rover with Trailer; David Brown 
Tractor; Jeep; 2 x Blaw Knox Bulldozers, plus others - conditions are generally Poor to Good Plus (some have been 
repainted/restored) - see photo. (15) 

 £70 - £80 
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259. Dinky 305 David Brown 990 Tractor - red, yellow, white chimney stack - overall condition is generally Excellent a lovely 
bright example in a Good Plus to Excellent yellow and red carded box with detailed picture, comes with "Colour of model may 
differ from illustration" flash - see photo. 

 £70 - £90 

260. Dinky 305 David Brown 990 Tractor - white including hubs and rear plastics, brown, red chimney stack - Excellent a 
lovely bright example in a Good Plus carded picture box. 

 £70 - £80 

261. Dinky 305 David Brown 990 Tractor - white including hubs and rear plastics, brown, red chimney stack - Good Plus to 
Excellent a lovely bright example in a generally Good Plus bubble pack - see photo. 

 £50 - £70 

262. Dinky 305 David Brown 995 Tractor - white including rear plastics, red engine, hubs and chimney stack - Good Plus to 
Excellent, carded base is Good Plus, bubble is Fair (discoloured). 

 £40 - £50 

263. Dinky 305 David Brown 995 Tractor - white, red engine, hubs and rear plastics - Good Plus (does have some 
overpainting to engine and plastics), carded base is Good Plus, bubble is Fair (discoloured). 

 £40 - £50 

264. Dinky 308 Leyland 384 Tractor - a pair (1) metallic red, white hubs (broken chimney stack and missing figure 
driver) - otherwise Good Plus in a Good carded picture box and another but blue, silver hubs - Good Plus (has been heavily 
superdetailed) in a Good carded box. (2) 

 £60 - £70 

265. Dinky 308 Leyland 384 Tractor - orange, silver, white hubs, figure driver, metal tow hook - Excellent a lovely bright 
example in a generally Good Plus window box. 

 £40 - £50 

266. Dinky 308 Leyland 384 Tractor a pair of restored/repainted - Code 3 issues (1) blue, plastic figure driver (large wheels 
to front and rear) and (2) yellow, double rear wheels - both come with Poor to Fair original bubble packs. (2) 

 £30 - £40 

267. Dinky pre-war 22 Series Tractor (Meccano Dinky Toys) base - finished in yellow, blue, red - overall condition is 
generally Fair to Good still a bright example of an early issue. 

 £70 - £80 

268. Dinky 300 Massey Harris Tractor - red, yellow metal wheels, black seat, steering wheel, chimney stack and tow hook, 
light tan figure driver - Good (does have small marks on side edges) in a Fair to Good yellow and red carded picture box and 
321 Massey Harris Manure Spreader - red, yellow hubs with black tyres - Good to Good Plus in a Fair yellow and red carded 
picture box. (2) 

 £60 - £70 

269. Dinky 27ak Gift Set to include Massey Harris Tractor - red, yellow metal wheels, black seat, steering wheel, chimney 
stack and tow hook, light tan figure driver with Hay Rake - red, yellow - Good to Good Plus still a bright example in a generally 
Good blue and white striped lift off lid box - see photo. 

 £80 - £90 
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270. Dinky 399 Gift Set to include Massey Ferguson Tractor - red, yellow hubs (plastic to front), plastic figure driver and 
bright yellow chimney stack complete with Trailer - finished in red, grey, chrome hubs, metal tow hook - overall condition is 
generally Good Plus a nice bright example, inner carded tray is Good, outer yellow and red window box with detailed pictures to 
sides is Fair to Good still a bright example - see photo. 

 £80 - £100 

271. Dinky 437 Muir Hill 2-wheeled Loader - red including hubs, "Taylor Woodrow" rear decal, figure driver - Fair to Good 
including yellow lift off lid box with detailed picture and another but yellow, bare metal hubs, figure driver - Excellent in a Good 
Plus window box. (2) 

 £50 - £60 

272. Dinky (Dublo Dinky) 069 Massey Harris Ferguson Tractor - blue, grey knobbly plastic wheels, tow hook - Good Plus in 
a Fair plain yellow and red carded box and another but unboxed - Good Plus. (2) 

 £30 - £40 

273. Dinky 563 Heavy Tractor RARE ISSUE - finished in blue, light blue metal rollers with green rubber tracks, light tan 
figure driver, tow hook - Fair to Good still a bright example in a Fair blue lift off lid box with paper label (grubby around edges). 

 £50 - £60 

274. Dinky 401 Coventry Climax Forklift Truck - burnt orange, black mast, mid-green forks/guard and ridged hubs with grey 
treaded tyres, light tan figure driver - Good in a Fair to Good blue and white striped lift off lid box; 562 Dumper Truck - yellow, 
red metal wheels, with a late issue plastic figure driver, tow hook - Good Plus (does have superdetailing) in a generally Good to 
Good Plus green lift off lid box with paper label and 563 Heavy Tractor - red, black metal rollers with green rubber tracks 
(heavily perished), light tan figure driver, tow hook - Good Plus in a Good (slightly grubby) blue lift off lid box with paper label. 
(3) 

 £50 - £60 

275. Dinky 967 Muir Hill Loader and Trencher "Taylor Woodrow" - yellow, orange, bare metal cast hubs, figure driver; 973 
Eaton Yale Articulated Tractor Shovel - orange, yellow, bare metal cast hubs and 977 Shovel Dozer - yellow, orange, black 
plastic rollers with grey rubber tracks - conditions are generally Excellent to Near Mint in Fair (discoloured and cracked) bubble 
packs, carded bases are generally Good Plus - and 976 Michigan Tractor Dozer - yellow, silver blade, with figure driver - model 
has been heavily superdetailed otherwise Good Plus to Excellent in a generally Fair to Good carded box. (4) 

 £80 - £90 

276. Dinky 404 Conveyancer Forklift Truck a pair - both are finished in orange, yellow including plastic hubs, figure 
driver - conditions are generally Good Plus to Excellent (both have some superdetailing and slight melting to hubs) - come with 
grey and red pallets, 1 x key, 2 x instruction leaflets and inner packing pieces, outer carded picture boxes are Good to Good 
Plus and 430 Johnson 2-ton Dumper - orange, yellow, bare metal cast hubs, figure driver - Excellent in a Good Plus window 
box. (3) 

 £50 - £60 

277. French Dinky 886 Richier (Motor Grader) - finished in yellow, red plastic hubs, grey blade, figure driver, drab green 
engine - Good Plus (small touch-in mark to engine cover) still a lovely bright example in a generally Good (slightly grubby 
around edges) blue and white striped lift off lid box with some inner packing pieces - see photo. 

 £80 - £90 

278. Triang Spot-On 137 Massey Harris Ferguson 65 Tractor - red including mudguards, grey engine and body, yellow 
wheels, black seat and steering wheel, silver grille - overall condition is generally Good Plus to Excellent (couple of very small 
marks on engine cover) still a bright example of a hard to find issue, comes in a generally Fair (complete) carded box, also 
comes accompanied with folded leaflet and correct colour collectors card - see photo. 

 £400 - £500 
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279. Triang Spot-On 116 Caterpillar D9 Bulldozer - yellow including rollers with black rubber tracks, silver blade - overall 
condition is Good Plus (does have some paint touch-ins) in a generally Good lift off lid box with correct inner packing piece, 
comes accompanied with folded leaflet and correct colour collectors card - see photo. 

 £300 - £400 

280. Budgie Toys 282 Euclid 21 Yard Scraper - yellow, black solid wheels - Good Plus still a lovely bright example in a 
generally Good to Good Plus yellow and black carded picture box with colour folded leaflet. 

 £50 - £60 

281. Budgie Toys 282 Euclid 21 Yard Scraper - yellow, black solid wheels - Good Plus still a lovely bright example in a 
Good (slightly grubby on edge) yellow and black carded picture box. 

 £40 - £50 

282. Budgie Toys 282 Euclid 21 Yard Scraper - yellow, black solid wheels - Good Plus still a bright example in a Good 
(slightly crushed at one end) yellow and black carded picture box. 

 £40 - £50 

283. Budgie Toys 234 Transporter - finished in orange cab, tan trailer, grey plastic hubs, with Tractor load - finished in 
orange, metal rollers with black rubber tracks - condition is generally Excellent to Excellent Plus in a generally Good (slightly 
crushed) yellow and black carded picture box. 

 £50 - £60 

284. Lone Star Commercials a group to include 34 Euclid Tractor - yellow, red plastics, black rubber tracks; 3 x 25 Tractor 
with Front Shovel (1) orange, red wheels, light orange plastics; (2) same as (1) but darker orange plastics and (3) same as (1) 
but blue - conditions appear to be generally Excellent to Near Mint in Fair to Good blister cards and carded box. (4) 

 £50 - £60 

285. Scaledown Models a pair of kits - T11 Fordson Major 1955 Roadless Tractor and T12 Fordson Major Roadless 
Half-Track - conditions are believed to be Mint in Excellent (sealed) boxes. (2) 

 £60 - £70 

286. Scaledown Models a pair of kits - T7 Fordson Major E1A and T15 Fordson Power Major 1959 - conditions are believed 
to be Mint in Excellent sealed boxes. (2) 

 £50 - £70 

287. Scaledown Models a pair of kits - T14 Field Marshall Tractor Series II and T17 Fordson E27N 1946 - conditions are 
believed to be Mint in Excellent sealed boxes. (2) 

 £50 - £70 

288. Scaledown Models T6 Marshall 135 Crawler and 4005 Scammell Snowtrac with generator - conditions are believed to 
be Mint in Excellent (sealed) boxes. (2) 

 £50 - £70 

289. Scaledown Models (kits) T13 Doe 1956 Triple D Tractor; T33 Matbro "Mastiff" Tractor and Copycat Models 1 Fordson 
Tractor - conditions are believed to be Mint in Excellent to Excellent Plus boxes. (3) 

 £60 - £70 
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290. Finecast (3/8 to 1 scale) metal kit Agricultural Engine - this white metal kit appears to be generally Mint with instruction 
leaflet and unapplied label sheet (not checked for correctness) -also comes accompanied with colour folded leaflet and 
illustrated catalogue, plus outer mailaway carton - see photo. 

 £60 - £70 

291. Chad Valley Co Ltd Fordson Major Tractor - finished in dark blue, orange, black steering wheel, silver trim and exhaust 
stack - Good Plus still a bright example in a Poor to Fair (with inner packing piece) carded picture box. 

 £100 - £140 

292. Chad Valley Co Ltd Fordson Major Tractor - mid-blue, orange hubs - this unboxed example is generally Fair to 
Good - see photo. 

 £50 - £60 

293. Chad Valley Co Ltd Fordson Dexta Tractor - mid-blue, dull orange hubs and front grilles - overall condition is generally 
Fair to Good (missing front tyres). 

 £40 - £50 

294. Clifford Series (Empire made) Fordson Major Tractor - finished in mid-blue, silver grilles, orange hubs - overall 
condition is generally Good Plus still a nice bright example in a Good carded picture box (slightly grubby around edges). 

 £130 - £150 

295. Denzil Skinner & Co Ltd David Brown Tractor - unboxed example finished in red, black steering wheel and chimney 
stack - overall condition is generally Good - see photo. 

 £80 - £100 

296. Denzil Skinner & Co Ltd Nuffield Tractor - finished in orange including hubs - overall condition is generally Excellent a 
lovely bright example in a Good lift off lid box with paper label to lid - also is accompanied with instruction leaflet plus some 
facsimile sheets and original paper advert cut-out - see photo. 

 £150 - £200 

297. Timpo 172 Tractor - turquoise, red, with figure driver, comes complete with plough and harrow - this plastic issue is 
generally Near Mint to Mint in a Good (slightly crushed cellophane) window box with price label - see photo. 

 £90 - £110 

298. Crescent Toys 1806 Hay Rake - orange, black rubber tyres, brown seat with figure - Good Plus in a Good lift off lid box, 
also comes accompanied with Tractor - finished in orange, silver, black rubber wheels, figure driver (plus extra figure) - Good 
Plus - see photo. 

 £70 - £90 

299. Crescent Toys pair to include (1) Plough - blue, red, yellow - Good Plus (showing some fatigue) and (2) Trailer - red, 
blue, yellow detachable raves, black rubber wheels - Good Plus - both come in Fair to Good lift off lid boxes. (2) 

 £50 - £60 

300. Crescent Toys 1803 Dexta Tractor - blue, red plastic hubs with black tyres, complete with Trailer - finished in red 
including plastic hubs, yellow including detachable raves - overall condition is generally Near Mint in a Good Plus to Excellent 
red and white striped lift off lid with green base - see photo. 

 £70 - £80 
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301. Crescent Toys group to include 1809 Dexta Tractor - blue, red plastic hubs with black tyres (blue steering wheel); 
another but with (black steering wheel); 2 x 150 Plough - red, silver-grey - conditions appear to be generally Excellent to Near 
Mint in generally Good to Good Plus window and carded boxes. (4) 

 £70 - £80 

302. Charbens Tractor - finished in orange, blue and silver metal wheels; another clockwork issue - finished in yellow, bare 
metal wheels, figure driver (untested) and Maylow Products England Tractor - dark blue, orange metal wheels - conditions are 
generally Fair. (3) 

 £60 - £70 

303. Lincoln International (Empire made) Bulldozer - red, yellow including blade and rollers with black rubber tracks, silver 
trim and chimney stack - overall condition is generally Good still a bright example in a Fair carded box - see photo. 

 £80 - £100 

304. Lincoln International (Empire made) Tractor with Front End Loader - red, yellow including shovel and seat, silver trim 
with separate chimney stacks - overall condition is generally Good Plus a nice bright example in a Good (slightly grubby around 
edges) carded picture box. 

 £100 - £120 

305. Fun Ho (New Zealand) 520 - "500 Hectare Farm" Series Tractor - finished in green, black wheels, white steering wheel 
with "Fun Ho" decals - condition appears to be generally Near Mint in an Excellent sealed bag with header - see photo. 

 £70 - £80 

306. Fun Ho (New Zealand) 505 - "500 Hectare Farm" Series Tractor - finished in red with figure driver, black wheels 
(bonnet label has become loose) otherwise Near Mint in an Excellent bag with header - see photo. 

 £70 - £90 

307. Fun Ho (New Zealand) 104B - "50 Hectare Farm" Series - finished in red, green wheels with figure driver - Near Mint 
(very minor wear to decal) in an Excellent bag with header. 

 £70 - £80 

308. Fun Ho (New Zealand) 313 - "Light Construction" Series Bulldozer - finished in red, silver including blade, figure 
driver - condition appears to be generally Mint in a Good Plus with bag with header. 

 £70 - £90 

309. Fun Ho (New Zealand) 539 - "500 Hectare Farm" Series Double Furrow Plough - blue, orange, silver - Near Mint in an 
Excellent bag with header. 

 £60 - £70 

310. Fun Ho (New Zealand) 81 - "50 Hectare Farm" Series Tractor - finished in lime green, red including figure driver with 
blue hat, white wheels with correct "Fun Ho" decal to bonnet - overall condition is generally Near Mint in a Good bag (without 
header). 

 £50 - £60 

311. Fun Ho (New Zealand) 103 - "50 Hectare Farm" Series Tractor - finished in orange including figure with green hat, 
white wheels - Near Mint in an Excellent bag (without header). 

 £50 - £70 
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312. Fun Ho (New Zealand) 537 - "Heavy Construction" Series Crawler Bulldozer (repainted/restored) - finished in red, 
green, silver with replacement tinplate figure - see photo. 

 £40 - £50 

313. Fun Ho (New Zealand) - "Mighty Movers" Series trade pack containing twelve examples - to include 3 x 46 Caterpillar 
Bulldozer - yellow, black rubber tracks, bare metal blade; 2 x 42 Caterpillar Tractor - yellow, black rubber tracks; 3 x 44 
Caterpillar with Front End Loader - yellow, black rubber tracks, bare metal shovel; 3 x 39 Trailer (1) blue; (2) orange; and (3) 
drab brown; 3 x 16 Fordson Super Major Tractor (1) red; (2) orange and (3) blue - conditions appear to be generally Excellent 
Plus to Mint in generally Good Plus to Near Mint presentation window boxes, all contained in a generally Good lift off lid trade 
box - also comes accompanied with original purchase invoice "Underwood - Fun Ho Toy Division" - dated 12/10/78 - see photo. 

 £300 - £400 

314. Fun Ho (New Zealand) - "Mighty Movers" Series 58 Jeep - lime green body, bare metal seats - Near Mint in a Good 
Plus presentation window box, also comes accompanied with large folded catalogue/poster showing the range of "Fun Ho" 
models - overall condition is generally Good to Good Plus. (2) 

 £60 - £70 

315. Tekno 466-467 International Tractor - finished in red, grey, with figure driver, dark grey hubs - comes with 
attachments - overall condition appears to be generally Near Mint in a Fair window box (inner carded tray is reproduction) - see 
photo. 

 £70 - £80 

316. Tekno Ferguson Tractor - finished in orange including hubs, green seat, black steering wheel - Good Plus (very small 
crack to steering wheel) with Trailer - green, red hubs (still mounted on original inner packing piece) - see photo. 

 £60 - £70 

317. Tekno 101 Accessory Pack containing eleven Churns with Trolley - conditions are generally Excellent in a Fair carded 
box. 

 £20 - £40 

318. Tekno 864 Hyster Forklift Truck - two-tone yellow, black, cast hubs - Good Plus still a lovely bright example in a Good 
(slightly repaired) carded picture box - see photo. 

 £70 - £80 

319. Marklin 8029 Tractor - finished in green, red hubs, figure driver - Excellent Plus (driver is only Good Plus, couple of 
small chips) in a generally Good yellow, white and black carded picture box. 

 £100 - £120 

320. CIJ 3/39 Tractor with Log Trailer - finished in orange including hubs and trailer, figure driver, with log load - condition is 
generally Excellent a lovely bright example in a Good carded picture box. 

 £100 - £120 

321. Norev 111 Bulldozer plastic issue - finished in red, yellow, grey, black rollers with rubber tracks - comes with correct 
separate exhaust stack in a generally Good Plus perspex and card case with label to end - see photo - also comes 
accompanied with "Miniatures Norev" paper bag - see photo. (2) 

 £40 - £50 
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322. Norev a pair of plastic issues (1) 111 Bulldozer - red, yellow, grey, black rubber tracks with separate exhaust 
stack - Excellent Plus in a Fair perspex and card box and (2) 127 Richier Motor Grader - yellow, grey - Near Mint in a Fair 
perspex case with carded base (missing lid and had some overpainting to top).  (2) 

 £50 - £60 

323. Norev 117 Tractor plastic issue - finished in red, silver-grey, chrome, figure driver - Near Mint, unboxed. 

 £30 - £40 

324. Norev 117 Renault Tractor plastic issue - finished in yellow, green wheels, chrome trim, with figure driver - Near Mint in 
an Excellent perspex case with carded base. 

 £60 - £70 

325. Norev 105 plastic issue Renault Tractor - finished in yellow, silver-grey, black, figure driver, chrome trim, with Cattle 
Trailer - dark green, black, 2 x cow figures - overall condition is Near Mint in a Good (slightly grubby) perspex case with carded 
base - see photo. 

 £60 - £80 

326. Elastolin 4428 Deutz-Tractor D6206 - set containing two examples (1) green, red including wheels, black; (2) same as 
(1) but with white cage and figure driver - conditions are Mint in a Near Mint window box with pictorial inner, also comes 
accompanied with outer transit carded sleeve which is Good - see photo. 

 £80 - £100 

327. MS Toy (DBGM) - MS1775 Tractor - finished in two-tone green, red with white seat, grille and headlights, black 
steering wheel - Near Mint in a Good Plus carded box. 

 £50 - £70 

328. Schuco 377-799 "Coles" Hydraulic Crane - finished in black, yellow including jib with hook - Near Mint in a Good Plus 
rigid perspex case. 

 £40 - £50 

329. Barlux (Italy) Carraro 88-4 Tractor - finished in red, white, brown - Mint including black plastic plinth with an Excellent 
coloured backing card, outer window box is Good Plus - see photo. 

 £50 - £60 

330. Mattel (Italy) Fiat Tractor - finished in orange, brown, cream wheels - Near Mint in a Good Plus window box - (1/43rd 
scale). 

 £50 - £60 

331. Miltan (Milton India) Massey Ferguson 1035 Tractor - finished in red, silver-grey engine and wheels, black steering 
wheel and chimney stack - overall condition is generally Excellent (very minor wear to labels) in a Fair carded picture box. 

 £60 - £70 

332. Maxwell Toys (India) 1001 Ford 3600 Tractor - blue, off white including wheels, black seat and steering wheel - Good 
Plus still a nice bright example in a Good Plus to Excellent carded picture box. 

 £40 - £50 
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333. Maxwell Toys (India) 549 Ford Super Major 5000 Tractor - red including hubs, silver, with plastic figure driver - overall 
condition is generally Good Plus still a lovely bright example in a Fair carded picture box. 

 £50 - £60 

334. Maxwell Toys (India) Zetor Tractor - finished in red, silver, black including steering wheel and chimney stack - overall 
condition is generally Excellent (some small marks around wheel centres) in a Fair to Good carded picture box (does have a 
puncture hole to one side). 

 £50 - £70 

335. Maxwell Toys (India) Escort 335 Tractor - finished in orange, white including hubs and chimney stack, black seat and 
steering wheel - Good Plus to Excellent a lovely bright example in a Fair carded picture box. 

 £60 - £70 

336. Maxwell Toys (India) Heavy Duty Hindustan Tractor - finished in two-tone orange, yellow, black steering wheel and 
chimney stack - Excellent (couple of small marks on seat edges) in a Fair to Good carded picture box. 

 £60 - £70 

337. Maxwell Toys (India) Tractor - finished in red, white, black including seat and steering wheel - overall condition is 
generally Excellent a nice bright example, comes in a Fair period plain box with white and black label on front (can not confirm if 
original issue with tractor) - see photo. 

 £50 - £70 

338. Playart (Hong Kong) Tractor - finished in green, orange hubs and seat, chrome trim with rear attachment - finished in 
blue, orange - condition is generally Mint, bubble pack is Good (bubble is discoloured) - see photo. 

 £60 - £70 

339. Solido early issue clockwork Tractor - finished in red, yellow wheels, black chimney stack and steering wheel, with 
figure driver - model has been (restored/repainted) - still displays very well with facsimile copy of instruction sheet - see photo. 

 £40 - £50 

340. Solido 510 Renault Tractor - red, white, cream, black; 512 Renault Tractor - red, white, black with Trailer - red, white 
and 514 Renault Tractor - orange, white, cream with Silo Trailer - white, orange, cream - conditions appear to be generally 
Excellent to Mint in generally Good (slightly crushed window boxes. (3) 

 £60 - £70 

341. (1/25th scale) Tractor group (made in Italy) to include (1) Hurlimann - drab green, black, cream; (2) same - orange, 
black, cream and (3) Lamborghini - off white, black - conditions appear to be generally Near Mint to Mint in generally Fair 
(complete) to Good window boxes. (3) 

 £60 - £70 

342. Marbil Models Fordson Tractor with tracks - dark blue, orange rollers with black rubber tracks and Allis-Chalmers 
Tractor - orange, dark orange wheels (spud to rear) - both come with correct decals to base - conditions are generally Near 
Mint. (2) 

 £60 - £70 

343. Marbil Models Massey Harris 744D Tractor - red, cream hubs and another but with narrow front wheels - conditions are 
generally Excellent to Excellent Plus (both come with correct decals to base).  (2) 

 £60 - £70 
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344. Marbil Models Massey Harris Tractor - red, cream wheels (spud to rear) and another but with (tracked rear) - conditions 
are generally Excellent to Near Mint - both come with correct decals to base. (2) 

 £60 - £70 

345. Marbil Models Fordson Major Tractor - dark blue, orange wheels with black tyres and another but with orange wheels 
(spud to rear) - conditions are generally Excellent to Excellent Plus - both come with correct decals to base. (2) 

 £60 - £70 

346. Buby (Argentina) Fiat Tractor - finished in dark orange, dark greyish-blue including wheels with black tyres - Near Mint 
in a Fair (Fiat) orange and white carded box - see photo. 

 £50 - £60 

347. Supermini (Brazil) CBT8060 Tractor - yellow, grey, black - Excellent in a Good Plus to Excellent box and Valmet 980 
Turbo Tractor - dark yellow, black - Near Mint in a Good Plus carded box. (2) 

 £60 - £70 

348. Supermini (Brazil) Agrale 4300 Tracto-matic Tractor - orange, black, white - Near Mint in an Excellent carded picture 
box and Minimac Massey Ferguson 275 Tractor - red, black, grey, white roof - Excellent in a Good to Good Plus carded box. (2) 

 £70 - £80 

349. A pair of (made in Italy) International 844 Tractors (1) red, cream and (2) same as (1) but with plastic canopy and 
lighter shade orange-red - conditions are generally Excellent to Excellent Plus in generally Good to Good Plus carded boxes. 
(2) 

 £50 - £60 

350. Polistil (1/41st scale) group of Tractors to include CE113 International 1055 - red, white; CE116 Same Tiger 100 - red, 
white; CE115 Ford 8700 - blue, black, white and CE114 Fendt - green, white, grey, red - conditions appear to be generally 
Excellent to Mint in generally Fair to Good window boxes with colourful pictorial headers. (4) 

 £50 - £60 

351. A group of (Italian made) Tractors to include Forma-Toys Same Buffalo 130 - orange, blue, red; 2 x Fiat Tractor (1) 
orange including hubs, dark grey and (2) same as (1) but dark blue, white hubs - conditions are generally Excellent to Mint in 
generally Good (slightly grubby) to Good Plus window boxes and rigid perspex cases. (3) 

 £60 - £70 

352. Ziss-Modell Fiat 640 Tractor - orange including wheels, blue, black seat; Cursor Modell Fendt Tractor - drab green, 
grey, white roof, red wheels and Conrad Steyr Tractor - red, white, grey, black - conditions appear to be generally Near Mint to 
Mint in generally Excellent to Excellent Plus carded picture boxes. (3) 

 £70 - £80 

353. Reika-Modell Deutz Tractor - green, black, red wheels; Cursor Modell Fendt Tractor with Tipper - drab green, white 
roof, red wheels and Ros (Italy) Massey Ferguson 3050 Tractor - red, grey, black - conditions appear to be generally Near Mint 
to Mint in generally Good Plus to Excellent Plus window and carded boxes. (3) 

 £60 - £70 

354. Conrad Eicher Tractor - blue, grey, red wheels; NZG 154 Case Tractor "Traction King" - white, orange, grey, black and 
Scalemodels Versatile 256 Tractor - red, black, yellow including wheels - conditions are generally Near Mint to Mint in generally 
Good Plus to Excellent boxes. (3) 

 £60 - £70 
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355. Conrad 5010 Case Tractor - white, orange, grey (with separate roof accessories); NZG 154 Case Tractor "Traction 
King" - white, orange, black, grey and 156 David Brown 1412 Hydra-shift Tractor - white, orange, black - conditions appear to 
be generally Near Mint to Mint in generally Excellent to Excellent Plus boxes. (3) 

 £70 - £80 

356. A group of Eastern European made diecast and plastic Tractors to include Zetor - red, white, silver; Universal 1010DT 
plus others - see photo - conditions are generally Excellent to Near Mint in generally Fair (complete) to Good Plus boxes. (4) 

 £50 - £70 

357. A group of Eastern European plastic made Tractors including Zetor with front end shovel - red, white, orange; plus 
others - conditions appear to be generally Near Mint to Mint in generally Fair (complete) to Excellent window and carded boxes. 
(4) 

 £50 - £60 

358. A group of Eastern European made Tractors to include Belarus - red, black; another but red, cream, plus others 
including (Italian made) Forma-Toys Lamborghini R1056 - off white, blue - conditions are generally Near Mint to Mint in Good 
Plus to Excellent window boxes. (4) 

 £60 - £70 

359. Unboxed Tractor group to include Corgi (Code 3) re-worked Doe 130 Tractor - blue, grey; Matchbox King Size 
Fordson - yellow, black (restored/repainted) plus others (unconfirmed manufacturers) - conditions are generally Good to Near 
Mint (unless stated).  (6) 

 £80 - £90 

360. Way-Boy's (France) - "Les Routiers" Motor Grader - finished in red, grey plastic wheels, silver trim - overall condition is 
generally Excellent a lovely bright example in an Excellent yellow, blue and red carded box. 

 £50 - £60 

361. Way-Boy's (France) - "Les Routiers" Motor Grader - finished in red, grey plastic wheels, silver trim - overall condition is 
generally Excellent a lovely bright example in a Good Plus yellow, blue and red carded box. 

 £50 - £60 

362. Lit-L Toy (Mercury) 12 Motor Grader - finished in yellow including blade - overall condition is generally Good Plus to 
Excellent (couple of small marks on top edges) in a generally Good carded picture box and Minimac (Brazil) Motor 
Grader - mustard body, black - Near Mint in a Good (slightly grubby) carded box. (2) 

 £50 - £60 

363. Small scale Tractor group to include Mercury Fiat - orange, white; Politoys 127 International Tractor - yellow, silver; J34 
Tractor - yellow, bare metal and Fastwheel (Hong Kong) Tractor - finished in green, orange, black wheels, with Trailer (twin 
pack) - conditions are generally Excellent to Mint in generally Fair to Good Plus boxes and blister card. (4) 

 £50 - £60 

364. Tomica a group of Tractor and Construction related vehicles to include 32 Earth Scraper; 37 Toyota Jobsun - orange, 
black; another but green, black; F34 Tractor - red, white and 114 Komatsu Bulldozer - yellow, blue - conditions appear to be 
generally Near Mint to Mint in Good Plus to Excellent carded boxes. (5) 

 £50 - £60 

365. Majorette to include 211 Shovel Loader - a pair; 255 Bulldozer plus others - conditions appear to be generally Excellent 
to Mint in generally Good to Excellent rigid perspex cases. (7) 

 £70 - £80 
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366. Majorette group of mainly Construction and Tractor related to include Front Loader; Articulated Truck with load; Motor 
Grader; Tractor - red, white, black; another but blue, white, black, plus others - conditions appear to be generally Near Mint to 
Mint in generally Good to Excellent Plus window boxes and bubble packs (some have slight discolouration to cellophane).  (9) 

 £70 - £80 

367. Gama 914 Fiat Tractor - orange, silver grille, grey plastic steering wheel, yellow plastic hubs with black tyres - Near 
Mint in an Excellent green window box (slight crushing to cellophane). 

 £50 - £60 

368. Gama 9401 Deutz Tracked Loader - orange including plastic rollers with black rubber tracks, grey, chrome and 9412 
Deutz Front Loader - orange, grey, chrome, black, yellow plastic hubs with black tyres - conditions are Near Mint to Mint in 
generally Good Plus to Excellent carded and window boxes. (2) 

 £50 - £60 

369. Gama 2405 Bobcat a pair (1) finished in white, black, green flashes, grey cab and shovel; (2) same as (1) but blue 
flashes and another but "Clark" - conditions appear to be generally Near Mint to Mint in generally Good Plus to Excellent boxes. 
(3) 

 £50 - £70 

370. Gama Intrac 2002 - green, yellow, red hubs; Intrac 2005 - green, yellow, red hubs; another but with "Gama" label to 
tailgate - conditions are generally Near Mint to Mint in Good Plus to Excellent boxes. (3) 

 £60 - £70 

371. Gama large scale Hanomag Radlader - this version is finished in yellow with "Massey Ferguson" livery - yellow 
including hubs - Excellent in a Good Plus carded box - see photo. 

 £50 - £70 

372. Gama 2307 Fendt Turbomatik 620LS - green, red wheels, yellow seat and 2310 Massey Ferguson Tractor 2640 - red, 
grey, black - conditions appear to be generally Near Mint to Mint in Excellent to Near Mint window boxes. (2) 

 £60 - £70 

373. Gama 424 Deutz Tractor - green, silver-grey, black, red hubs - Mint in a Good Plus window box and 4362 Deutz 
Tractor with implement - finished in orange, silver, grey with gold and red implement - Mint in a Good (slightly crushed to 
cellophane) window box. (2) 

 £60 - £70 

374. Gama group to include 9205 Linde Forklift Truck - finished in orange, grey, yellow with pallet and load; 006 Plough; 001 
and 004 - conditions are generally Near Mint to Mint in generally Good (slightly grubby) to Excellent window and carded boxes. 
(4) 

 £40 - £50 

375. Gama group of larger scale issues to include 432 Deutz Tractor - green, red; 433 Mercedes MB Trac 1300 - orange, 
white and 3305 Deutz Tractor (remote control) - green, grey, red - conditions appear to be generally Excellent to Mint in 
generally Good (slightly grubby) to Good Plus window boxes. (3) 

 £50 - £60 
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376. Gama 2388 Fendt Tractor - finished in green, red, off white roof, black with red and black Trailer - overall condition is 
generally Mint in a Fair window box and 4225 Deutz Intrac - finished in green, white, red with yellow and red Tipping 
Trailer - comes with instruction leaflet - comes with instruction leaflet - condition is generally Near Mint in a Fair window box. (2) 

 £50 - £60 

377. Gescha (large scale) Case 580B Backhoe/Loader - this early example is finished in yellow with silver and orange hubs, 
black plastics - overall condition is generally Good Plus still a bright example of a hard to find early issue - see photo. 

 £50 - £70 

378. Buddy L a group of tinplate and plastic large and small scale Construction and Tractor Related group which includes 
Deluxe Farm Set; Tractor with Front End Shovel; ATC Motorcycle; Low Loader with Tractor, plus others - conditions appear to 
be generally Excellent to Mint in generally Good to Excellent presentation boxes. (11) 

 £70 - £80 

379. Tonka (Construction) a group to include 8 x larger scale models include Dumper; Impactor; Roller plus others, and 6 x 
smaller scale issues to include Front Loader; Motor Grader plus others - conditions are generally Near Mint to Mint in generally 
Good Plus to Near Mint window boxes. (14) 

 £70 - £80 

380. Nylint Steel Toys a group of Tractor and Construction Related in various scales, models include Skid Loader; Tractor; 
Jumbo Bulldozer plus others - conditions appear to be generally Near Mint to Mint in generally Good Plus to Excellent Plus 
presentation boxes. (6) 

 £50 - £70 

381. Ros Toys a group of Tractors to include Fiat 80-90; Landini 7830 (tracked); Massey Ferguson 194F plus 
others - includes various scales - conditions are generally Near Mint to Mint (apart from one which is only Good - broken front 
wheels) in generally Fair to Excellent window boxes. (11) 

 £70 - £80 

382. Lego Technic a group to include 8700 4.5V; 8828 Front Shovel Loader; 8271 another and 8853 - conditions appear to 
be generally Near Mint to Mint in generally Good Plus to Excellent presentation boxes (none appear to have been opened at 
any time) - see photo. (4) 

 £50 - £60 

383. Lego Technic 8849 Tractor with Rear Attachment and 8862 Backhoe/Loader - conditions appear to be generally Near 
Mint to Mint in Good to Excellent presentation boxes, also comes accompanied with 1989 colour catalogue (appear never to 
have been opened).  (2) 

 £50 - £60 

384. Lego group to include 1656 Fire Engine and Low Loader with Front Shovel; 4543 Backhoe/Loader with Trailer and 
7685 (City) Dozer - conditions appear to be generally Near Mint to Mint in generally Excellent to Excellent Plus boxes (appear 
to have never been opened) - see photo. (3) 

 £50 - £60 

385. Lego a group of Mini Series including 6808 Tractor; 6507 Dumper; 6524 Tractor with Plough, plus others - conditions 
appear to be generally Near Mint to Mint in generally Excellent to Near Mint boxes (all appear to have never been used) and 
2629 (Duplo) Tractor Set with figure - Mint in an Excellent box - see photo. (10) 

 £50 - £70 
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386. Roco "HO Scale" 1403 Caterpillar Motor Grader; 4 x 1404 Caterpillar Earth Scraper and 2 x 1405 Caterpillar 
Scraper - conditions appear to be generally Near Mint to Mint in generally Fair (complete) to Good Plus window boxes - see 
photo. (7) 

 £50 - £60 

387. Wiking (1/87th scale) a group of plastic issues mainly Tractors and Articulated Trucks to include Front Loader; Low 
Loader with "Scholpp" load; "Sarrasani" Circus Truck and Trailer, plus others - see photo - conditions appear to be generally 
Near Mint to Mint in generally Fair to Near Mint plastic cases. (13) 

 £40 - £50 

388. Solido a group to include 367 Volvo Front Loader - orange, silver; another but yellow, black; 3306 Dumper; 356 
Dumper; 3124 Front Loader and 5 x Piste Bully - some duplication, and Snow Truck with Plough and Rear Gritter - conditions 
appear to be generally Excellent to Mint in generally Fair to Excellent Plus window boxes. (11) 

 £70 - £80 

389. A group of mainly Construction Related to include Norscot (1/50th scale) Articulated Truck and Trailer "Caterpillar"; 
Siku 2839 Actros Gritter with Snow Plough; New Ray Kenworth T300 Gritter with Snow Plough; Ertl John Deere Road Grader, 
plus others - various scales - conditions are generally Excellent to Mint in Fair to Excellent boxes and perspex case - see photo. 
(10) 

 £70 - £80 

390. Hubley 1952 Front End Loader - finished in dark yellow, red arms and shovel, chrome engine and side guards, black 
rubber tracks - condition is generally Good Plus still a lovely bright example in a Good presentation carded box. 

 £70 - £80 

391. Hubley Dozer - dark yellow, red including blade and arms, chrome engine and guards - Good to Good Plus and Motor 
Grader - orange, black - Fair - both come with reproduction 1952 Front End Loader presentation boxes. (2) 

 £50 - £60 

392. Kempal (Engineering Model Developments) - 1/50th scale Austin - Western Motor Grader - yellow, black - Near Mint 
mounted in modern perspex display case with a homemade transit box - see photo. 

 £50 - £60 

393. RR Models (France) Raygo Giant Motor Grader - finished in lime, black - Near Mint, comes with a homemade transit 
box - see photo. 

 £80 - £100 

394. (1/32nd scale) Champion 1936 Motor Grader - orangey-red, black - Near Mint in a modern perspex case with plaque, 
comes with reproduction box for transit - comes with some facsimile paperwork (possibly made by Teeswater Custom Tractor 
RR) - see photo. 

 £80 - £100 

395. Unboxed Tractor and Construction group to include Conrad Motor Grader; Tootsietoy Bulldozer; NZG Lift Truck; Diapet 
Kawasaki Front End Loader; Corgi "Marks & Spencer" Exclusive Issue Tractor, plus others - conditions are generally Fair to 
Excellent Plus. (11) 

 £70 - £90 

396. Smaller scale Tractor group to include Hot Wheels (Mattel) Bulldozer; Universal Hobbies Ferguson Tractor - grey, gold; 
Ertl Caterpillar Challenger; "Terence the Tractor" - "Thomas the Tank" plus others, includes some duplication - conditions are 
generally Mint on Good Plus to Mint blister cards and boxes - see photo. (12) 

 £60 - £70 
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397. Airfix plastic kits a group to include A14V Matador; A203V Gun & Tractor; A9V Bren Carrier plus others - mainly Military 
Related - conditions appear to be generally Near Mint to Mint in Good to Excellent polythene bags with header cards - see 
photo. (15) 

 £70 - £80 

398. Tamiya plastic kits a group of Military Related to include (1/35th scale) British Universal Carrier; Dragon Wagon; 
Semi-Track; M113; Quad Tractor plus others - conditions appear to be generally Near Mint to Mint (none are checked for 
correctness) in generally Good Plus to Near Mint boxes (many have been re-wrapped in cellophane) - see photo. (8) 

 £70 - £90 

399. Plastic kits a group of mainly UPC - Military Related including (Honest John Rocket Launcher); Self-propelled Gun; 
Long Tom & Tractor plus others - conditions appear to be generally Near Mint to Mint (not checked for correctness) in Good to 
Good Plus colourful lift off lid boxes (some have small scuffs on edges).  (5) 

 £50 - £60 

400. Aurora 310 (1/4th scale) plastic Military Kit M8, Carrier and Howitzer - contents appears to be generally Near Mint to 
Mint in an Excellent Plus colourful lift off lid box - see photo. 

 £50 - £60 

401. Aurora 310 (1/4th scale) plastic Military Kit M8, Carrier and Howitzer - contents appears to be generally Near Mint to 
Mint in an Excellent Plus colourful lift off lid box - see photo. 

 £50 - £60 

402. Italeri a group of Military mainly (1/35th scale) Kits to include Water Buffalo; Alligator; Recovery Vehicle; 155mm Gun 
plus others - includes some duplication - conditions believed to be generally Near Mint to Mint in generally Excellent to Near 
Mint boxes (many have been re-cellophaned) - see photo. (11) 

 £80 - £100 

403. AR11 (1/46th scale) plastic Military Kits to include (1) Patriot Missile M903; (2) Patriot Ladar; (3) Patriot Controller and 
(4) Patriot Antenna Mast - all appear to be generally Mint in generally Excellent to Mint boxes - all have been re-shrinked into 
one pack - see photo. 

 £60 - £70 

404. A group of plastic Military Kits to include Nitto (1/35th scale) Tractor Cargo; ARV (1/35th scale) Recovery Tank "Nam"; 
Imai (1/24th scale) Tractor M-5 plus others - conditions appear to be generally Near Mint to Mint (contents not checked for 
correctness) in Fair to Near Mint boxes (some have been re-cellophane wrapped) - see photo. (7) 

 £70 - £80 

405. Plastic Military Kits group to include Bandai (1/48th scale) Sherman Tank; Bluetank (1/35th scale) Alligator; Trumpeter 
(1/35th scale) Russian Tractor plus others - conditions appear to be generally Near Mint to Mint (not checked for correctness) in 
generally Good to Near Mint boxes (some have been re-cellophaned) - see photo. (8) 

 £70 - £90 

406. Plastic Kits a group to include Dragon (1/35th scale) Scud B; Revell (1/9th scale) Kettenkrad; another but ESCI and 
Revell (1/32nd scale) Automatic Cannon - conditions appear to be generally Near Mint to Mint (not checked for correctness) in 
generally Good to Good Plus boxes (some have been re-cellophaned).  (4) 

 £50 - £70 
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407. Plastic Military Kits group to include Glencoe Models FROG 3 Missile Carrier; Incom (1/35th scale) Weasel; Trumpeter 
(1/35th scale) Artillery Tractor; Hawk (1/4th inch scale) Guerrilla Combat Team plus others - conditions appear to be generally 
Near Mint to Mint (contents not checked for correctness) in generally Good to Excellent Plus boxes (most have been 
re-cellophaned at some time) - see photo. (10) 

 £70 - £90 

408. Plastic Military Kits group to include Dragon (1/72nd scale) AAV-7A1; Tyco Adventurer (Motorized); Tomy (1/35th 
scale) Field Gun Tractor; Airfix (1/35th scale) CMP Field Artillery Tractor - conditions appear to be generally Near Mint to Mint 
(not checked for correctness) in generally Good Plus to Near Mint boxes (many have been re-cellophaned).  (8) 

 £70 - £80 

409. Plastic Kits group of Military Related to include Airfix (HO/OO Scale) Bedford Gun & Tractor; Tente Low Loader with 
Tank; Revell (1/40th scale) Scissors Bridge and Tank Launcher plus others - conditions appear to be generally Near Mint to 
Mint (not checked for correctness) in generally Good to Near Mint boxes (many have been re-cellophaned) - see photo. (12) 

 £70 - £90 

410. Plastic Kits a group of Military Related to include ARV Club (1/35th scale) LVT-4; Hobbyboss (1/35th scale) AAVP Ram 
plus others - conditions appear to be generally Near Mint to Mint in generally Good Plus to Near Mint boxes (many have been 
re-cellophaned) - see photo. (8) 

 £80 - £90 

411. Plastic Kits a group of Military Related to include Vulcan (1/35th scale) Soviet Artillery Tractor; Trumpeter (1/35th scale) 
Howitzer Gun; Dragon (1/72nd scale) LTV; Academy (1/72nd scale) Dragon Wagon plus others - conditions appear to be 
generally Near Mint to Mint (contents not checked for correctness) in generally Good to Mint boxes (many have been 
re-cellophaned).  (9) 

 £80 - £90 

412. Plastic Kits a group of Military Related to include Monogram US Personnel Carrier; Italeri (1/35th scale) Gun; Tamiya 
(1/48th scale) Komatsu Bulldozer; Dragon (1/35th scale) Kettenkred - conditions appear to be generally Near Mint to Mint 
(contents not checked for correctness) in generally Good (slightly crushed) to Near Mint boxes - see photo. (18) 

 £80 - £100 

413. Plastic Kits a group of mainly Aircraft Related to include Novo (1/72nd scale) Airspeed Oxford; Hasegawa (1/72nd 
scale) Mentor Beechcraft; Fujimi (1/72nd scale) Flight Deck Crew & Carrier Tractor; Academy (1/288th scale) Space Shuttle 
plus others - conditions appear to be generally Near Mint to Mint (not checked for correctness) in generally Fair to Excellent 
boxes (many have been re-cellophaned) - see photo. (9) 

 £70 - £80 

414. Plastic Kits a group of Space Related to include Revell (1/96th scale) Apollo; (1/24th scale) Gemini; (1/144th scale) 
Enterprise with Booster Rockets and Mercury Capsule - conditions appear to be generally Near Mint to Mint (not checked for 
correctness) in generally Good to Excellent lift off lid boxes. (4) 

 £50 - £60 

415. Pola-LGB a pair of Kits (1) Lanz Tractor and (2) Trailer - conditions appear to be generally Near Mint to Mint in 
generally Excellent to Near Mint colourful carded boxes. (2) 

 £60 - £70 

416. Bandai (1/16th scale) Pendle Princess Steam Engine and ERTL 6000/7000 Tractor Kit - conditions appear to be 
generally Mint in Excellent boxes. (2) 

 £50 - £60 
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417. Plastic Kits a group of Construction Related to include Matz Caterpillar D6C; AMT Caterpillar Bulldozer D8H and Davric 
(1/32nd scale) JCB Crawler Excavator - conditions appear to be generally Near Mint to Mint (contents not checked for 
correctness) in generally Fair (complete) to Good colourful lift off lid boxes. (3) 

 £50 - £60 

418. Plastic Kits a group of more recent issues to include AMT (1/25th scale) - "Christine"; "Meister Brali"; Polar Lights 
"Back to the Future III" - Time Machine and Round 2 Models "Don Garlits" Wynnscharger - conditions appear to be generally 
Near Mint to Mint including boxes. (4) 

 £50 - £60 

419. Kibri (HO Scale) Plastic Kits to include 10322; 10294 Front-End Loader; 10146; 10454 Dumper plus others - conditions 
appear to be generally Near Mint to Mint (not checked for correctness) in generally Good Plus to Near Mint boxes. (13) 

 £70 - £80 

420. Plastic Kits a group to include Tamiya (1/32nd scale) Mercedes Unimog; Giodi Fiat Tractor (1/28th scale); Revell 
(1/24th scale) Mercedes Unimog Gritter with Snow Plough plus others - conditions appear to be generally Near Mint to Mint (not 
checked for correctness) in generally Good to Excellent Plus boxes (one has been re-cellophaned).  (5) 

 £50 - £60 

421. ERTL Plastic Kits a group of Farm Related to include (1/25th scale) Wagon; Semi-mounted International Plow; Massey 
Ferguson 1155 Tractor and International 1466 Tractor - contents are believed to be generally Near Mint to Mint (not checked for 
correctness) in generally Good Plus to Near Mint lift off lid boxes (have been re-cellophaned).  (4) 

 £60 - £70 

422. ERTL Plastic Kits a group to include (1/25th scale) John Deere 310 Backhoe Loader; Massey Ferguson Farm Wagon; 
John Deere Moldboard; John Deere 4430 Tractor and Wagon - contents appear to be generally Near Mint to Mint (not checked 
for correctness) in generally Fair to Good Plus boxes (some have been re-cellophaned).  (5) 

 £60 - £70 

423. Humbrol/Heller a group of Plastic Kits to include (Bobcat) Front End Loader; Wabco Scraper; Massey Ferguson Tractor 
plus others - includes duplication - conditions appear to be generally Excellent to Mint (not checked for correctness) in generally 
Good Plus to Near Mint boxes (some have been re-cellophaned).  (7) 

 £70 - £80 

424. Plastic Kits group to include AMT (1/25th scale) Kenworth Tractor; Revell (1/144th scale) Trinity House Lightship; 
Scalecraft Traction Engine plus others - conditions appear to be generally Near Mint to Mint (not checked for correctness) in 
generally Fair to Excellent boxes (many have been re-cellophaned) - see photo. (12) 

 £60 - £70 

425. Plastic Kits a group of Tractor Related including Scalecraft (Action Kit) Massey Ferguson 165; Protar Pezzi da 
Montare, plus others - conditions appear to be generally Near Mint to Mint (contents not checked for correctness) in generally 
Good to Excellent boxes. (4) 

 £40 - £50 

426. Hasbro Transformers (circa 1984) 1 Construction Bonecrusher and 3 Construction Scraper - both are finished in green 
with purple accessories - conditions are generally Mint on Good Plus to Excellent (factory sealed) blister cards. (2) 

 £50 - £60 
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427. Hasbro Transformers (circa 1991) - "Constructicons" - Decepticon a pair - which are generally Mint on Near Mint 
(factory sealed) blister cards. (2) 

 £50 - £60 

428. Hasbro Transformers (circa 1997) Targetmaster Autobot "Scoop" - orange, black, yellow with accessories - Mint on a 
Good Plus (factory sealed) blister card. 

 £40 - £50 

429. Hasbro Transformers (circa 1989) - Micromaster 4-piece set Autobot - Construction Patrol - containing four 
construction vehicles - conditions are generally Mint on an Excellent (factory sealed) blister card. 

 £40 - £50 

430. Remco (circa 1985) - "Zybots" a group of 4 - to include Snocat ATV; Scooter and 2 x Bulldozer - conditions appear to 
be generally Mint on Excellent to Near Mint (factory sealed) blister cards. (4) 

 £70 - £80 

431. Remco (circa 1985) - "Zybots" group to include Scooter; Snocat ATV and Tow Truck - conditions appear to be 
generally Near Mint to Mint on generally Excellent to Excellent Plus (factory sealed) blister cards. (3) 

 £60 - £70 

432. Bandai Robo Machine RM-11 Bulldozer a group of four - which all appear to be generally Mint on Good Plus to 
Excellent (factory sealed) blister cards - (some bubbles have slightly discoloured).  (4) 

 £60 - £70 

433. Airfix 53330-2 Micronauts Crater Cruncher with figure - condition appears to be generally Good Plus to Excellent in a 
Fair presentation box; Play Makers 637 "Space Cats" - Thunder Craft - white, red, black rubber tracks - Excellent in a Good to 
Good Plus window box; (Hong Kong) 3383B 3-in-1 Roll-bots - Near Mint on a Good Plus (factory sealed) blister card and 
Silverlit Toys "Multimac" Power Shovel - Mint on a Good Plus (factory sealed) blister card. (4) 

 £50 - £60 

434. Joustra 1006 battery-operated Sonic Control "L'atlantis-Albator" comes with accessories in sealed bag plus colour 
folded leaflet (appears to have had no use or very little) - therefore condition is generally Near Mint in a Good lift off lid with 
Good Plus polystyrene base - see photo. 

 £50 - £60 

435. Echo "Silver Striker" battery-operated plastic Tracked Vehicle - finished in silver, red, black, chrome - condition appears 
to be generally Mint in a Good Plus presentation window box and Radio Shack plastic battery-operated "Battle Iron Claw 
Z.707" - condition appears to be generally Excellent in a Fair polystyrene base with lift off carded lid. (2) 

 £40 - £50 

436. Supertoys "Explorer III" - Super Land Vehicles a group of 3 different variations - these plastic battery-operated issues 
are generally Near Mint to Mint in Good Plus window boxes. (3) 

 £60 - £70 

437. Hasbro (circa 1991) - "GI Joe" 6816 Eco Warriors - Mint on a Near Mint (factory sealed) blister card. 

 £30 - £50 
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438. Galoob "The A-Team" Off Road Attack comprising of ATC, Trailer with accessories and 2 x figures (1) Murdoch; (2) 
BA - condition appears to be generally Near Mint to Mint in a Good window box. 

 £70 - £80 

439. Tyco "Crash Dummies" a group to include Dirt Digger Bob Crash; Crash ATV; Crash Lawn Mower; Sideswipe; "Crash 
Robots" - Daryl and Spin - conditions appear to be generally Near Mint to Mint in Excellent to Mint boxes and blister cards. (6) 

 £70 - £80 

440. Palitoy Action Man "Task Force" 77012 Snowcat - finished in camouflage white, green, black rollers with tracks - labels 
have been applied otherwise condition is generally Near Mint in a Good carded box (stars have been carefully removed from 
side) with correct instruction leaflet and Snow Patrol Outfit - finished in white, mounted on yellow (factory sealed) blister card 
which is Good Plus with "Hasbro Industries remnant before closure 1987" hand written on back - see photo. (2) 

 £60 - £70 

441. Playmobil group to include 3696; 3469; 3464; 3694 and 3460 - contents appear to be generally Near Mint to Mint in 
generally Good Plus (very slightly crushed) to Excellent Plus boxes. (5) 

 £70 - £80 

442. Playmobil a group of mainly Construction Related vehicles including 3458; 3734; 3557; 3558; 3507; 3757; 3500 and 
3594 - conditions appear to be generally Near Mint to Mint in generally Good Plus to Near Mint boxes. (8) 

 £70 - £90 

443. Polistil S695 (1/25th scale) Toyota Land Cruiser - yellow, black; S649 Land Rover LWB - dark turquoise, cream; 
Bburago (1/24th scale) Range Rover "British Trans-Americas Expedition" - beige and Barlux 73052 Fiat Campagnola "Soccorso 
Stradale" - yellow, white - conditions appear to be generally Excellent Plus to Mint in generally Fair to Good Plus boxes. (4) 

 £60 - £70 

444. Pedigree "The Good Eggs" a pair (1) Eggtractor - red, yellow, white, black and (2) "Farmer & Eggtractor" - red, yellow, 
white, black, with Farmer figure dressed in white, green, yellow, brown with red fork - conditions appear to be generally Near 
Mint in Good Plus window boxes. (2) 

 £30 - £40 

445. (1/18th scale) a group of Plymouth Fury 1958/57 Editions to include Joyride - "Christine" - red, white; Motor 
Max - cream, gold and chrome trim; another but red and Anson - red, white, gold and chrome trim - conditions appear to be 
generally Near Mint to Mint in generally Good Plus to Excellent window boxes. (4) 

 £70 - £80 

446. Dragon - (DID) 1/6th scale Kettenkrad - finished in camouflage brown, green, tan - comes with Trailer and 
accessories - condition appears to be generally Near Mint to Mint, comes with various leaflets in a generally Good Plus box with 
polystyrene inner - see photo. 

 £70 - £80 

447. Britains 2041 clockwork Trailer - finished in blue, brown load, red wheels with black tyres - overall condition is generally 
Good Plus still a lovely bright example in a Fair to Good red lift off lid box with yellow label, also comes with correct folded 
leaflet and replacement key - see photo. 

 £60 - £70 
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448. Britains Military Vehicles Series 9780 Kettenkrad (German) - finished in drab grey, 2 x figures - condition appears to be 
generally Mint in a Good Plus window box (slight crushing to cellophane with original price label). 

 £40 - £50 

449. Britains Military Vehicles Series 9780 Kettenkrad - drab grey, 2 x figures - Mint in a Good (crushed) window box. 

 £30 - £40 

450. Britains 9788 Kubelwagen with Field Gun - finished in drab green with dark green chassis, drab green gun with black 
plastic wheels, comes with 2 x figures and missiles attached to sprue - Near Mint to Mint in an Excellent camouflage window 
box (slight discolouration to end label). 

 £70 - £90 

451. Corgi Military group to include 907 SDKFZ Rocket Launcher - grey, black rollers with rubber tracks, with missiles; 908 
AMX 30D Recovery Tank with accessories in sealed dome and 909 Quad Tractor with Ammunition Trailer and Field Gun 
(Desert Rats) complete with missiles attached to sprue - conditions are generally Near Mint to Mint in Good to Good Plus 
striped window boxes. (3) 

 £80 - £110 

452. Kemlows Modern Armoured Car with detachable Field Gun - finished in camouflage green, black - overall condition is 
generally Good Plus to Excellent in a Fair green carded box - hard to find issue - see photo. 

 £80 - £90 

453. Roko (HO Miniatures) - a group of Military issues to include Covered Wagon; Tank; Wreck Truck plus 
others - conditions appear to be generally Good to Mint on generally Fair to Good Plus blister cards and window box - see 
photo - lot also comes accompanied with Roko Minitanks Book - which is generally Good Plus - see photo. (20) 

 £70 - £80 

454. Dinky Military group to include 604 Land Rover Bomb Disposal - green with fluorescent side panels (without 
accessories); 622 Bren Gun Carrier and 699 Leopard Recovery Tank with decal sheet - conditions are generally Excellent to 
Mint in Fair (discoloured) bubble packs and window box. (3) 

 £50 - £60 

455. Dinky Land Rover "Sellers & Batty" - finished in white, orange side stripes, blue header with "ERF" to bonnet and rear, 
black jib with red plastics - comes with 2 x red roof lights (detached but present) - this period Code 3 issue may have been done 
as a short promotional run - Good - see photo. 

 £30 - £40 

456. Group of Aircraft to include Hobby Master Stearman PT-17; 2 x Boeing Stearman and Oxford 72A0003 Airspeed 
Oxford AS10 and 72DV008 DH104 Dove JCB - conditions appear to be generally Near Mint to Mint in Good to Excellent 
presentation boxes. (5) 

 £50 - £60 

457. Corgi Classics group 17702 "Wimpey" Set; 31008 "Wimpey" Set - (box has some stains on end); 30101 Thames 
Trader "Wimpey"; 20401 Bedford Tipper "Laing" and CC13237 DAF Articulated Truck and Trailer "JCB" - conditions appear to 
be generally Near Mint to Mint in generally Good Plus to Excellent Plus boxes (unless stated).  (5) 

 £60 - £70 
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458. Corgi Classics 80107 Fowler Super Lion Showmans Engine "Millennium Collection" - chrome plated - Mint including 
presentation box with Excellent outer carded sleeve and 2 x CC20510 Showmans Burrell Locomotive "Crowther & 
Johnson's" - conditions are generally Mint in Near Mint to Mint lift off lid boxes. (3) 

 £30 - £40 

459. Corgi (1/72nd scale) AA36111 "Royal Air Force" Consolidated Catalina Mk.IV - finished in grey, off white with "RAF" 
roundels - condition appears to be generally Mint (unchecked for correctness) in a generally Excellent lift off lid box - see photo. 

 £40 - £50 

460. A group of Record Cars to include 3 x IXO Models "JCB Diesel Max" - yellow, black - conditions are generally Mint in 
Good Plus to Near Mint window boxes and 2 x Lledo Thrust SSC (1) silver; (2) black - conditions are generally Mint including 
rigid perspex cases, outer carded sleeves are Good Plus to Excellent. (5) 

 £50 - £60 

461. Corgi "Bloodhound SSC" group of six to include 2 x "Castrol" - orange, blue; 2 x "Castrol Edge" and 2 x without 
"Castrol", plus 2 x Articulated Trucks - conditions are generally Mint in Good Plus to Mint window boxes (apart from one truck 
box which is only Fair).  (8) 

 £50 - £60 

462. Lledo/Vanguards group to include Vanguard Ford "London Transport" Van; another "Segas"; Lledo (Trackside) 6 x 
"Wimpey" Scammell with Trailer load and 3 x Guy "Wimpey" Tipper - conditions appear to be generally Near Mint to Mint in 
Good (slightly discoloured) to Near Mint boxes. (11) 

 £50 - £60 

463. Corgi CC82290 Mini "50th Anniversary" - gold plated finish - Mint in an Excellent window box; 3 x "Paddington" New 
Routemaster Bus - red, white - all appear to be generally Mint in Near Mint to Mint window boxes; TY86001 "Wimpey" 
Roller - yellow, black, red, chrome; 66401 Crawler - yellow, black, red - conditions appear to be generally Mint in Good Plus to 
Excellent window boxes and 1110 "JCB" Crawler - yellow, red, grey, figure driver - Near Mint in a reproduction box. (7) 

 £50 - £60 

464. Diapet M2 Military Tracked Vehicle - drab green, with figures - Mint, inner carded tray is Excellent, outer window box is 
Good (slightly grubby around edges) and Eidai Grip 33 Jeep with Cannon - drab green, chrome - Mint in a Good Plus window 
box with folded leaflet. (2) 

 £50 - £60 

465. Solido group to include Berliet T12 Low Loader - finished in yellow, clear roof light - Good (missing some accessories) 
in a Poor to Fair (repaired) carded box, also comes accompanied with 403 Bungalow load - which appears to be generally Near 
Mint (not checked for correctness) in a Fair carded box; Military Berliet T12 Low Loader - finished in green (does have some 
melting to plastics and missing some accessories); Half-Track M3; Berliet Amphibian; Willy's Jeep with Trailer and Camouflage 
Jeep with Trailer - conditions appear to be generally Good Plus to Mint (unless stated) in generally Fair to Good Plus window 
and carded boxes. (6) 

 £70 - £90 

466. Metallico Metal Construction Kit (Meccano copy) - a group of 3 to include (1) 10 and (2) 20 - conditions appear to be 
generally Mint (not checked for correctness) in Good Plus boxes - see photo. (3) 

 £50 - £60 

467. Meccano (Mogul) a pair (1) Tractor Digger - green, black, white, red and (2) Tractor with Trailer - finished in red, silver, 
black - conditions appear to be generally Excellent to Near Mint in generally Fair to Good presentation boxes. (2) 

 £40 - £50 
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468. Meccano Construction Kits a group of more recent issues to include Tractor; Earth Scraper; Motor Grader plus 
others - some duplication - conditions appear to be generally Near Mint to Mint (not checked for correctness) in generally Good 
Plus to Near Mint boxes (some still in factory seal).  (8) 

 £50 - £60 

469. Accurate Armour (1/35th scale) K52S C.E.T - "Swimming" - this resin kit appears to be Mint with accessories (not 
checked for correctness) in a Good Plus lift off lid box with paper label. 

 £50 - £60 

470. Accurate Armour (1/35th scale) K12 Centaur Dozer - this resin kit comes with accessories and instruction 
leaflet - condition appears to be generally Mint (not checked for correctness) in a Good Plus lift off lid box with paper label. 

 £50 - £60 

471. Plusmodel a pair of Military Tractors (1) Lanz Bulldog and (2) Stalinets S60 - this pair of resin kits appear to be 
generally Near Mint to Mint (not checked for correctness) in generally Good to Good Plus colourful carded boxes (inner trays do 
have some graffiti) - see photo. (2) 

 £50 - £60 

472. Military Resin Kits a group to include Cromwell Models M5 Artillery Tractor; Resi Cast Dozer and The Tank Workshop 
Bulldozer - these kits appear to be generally Near Mint to Mint (not checked for correctness) in generally Good to Good Plus 
plain boxes with labels. (3) 

 £70 - £80 

473. Corgi group to include 2 x 30101 "Wimpey" Thames Trader; 31008 "Wimpey" 3-piece set and 17702 "Wimpey" 
Scammell Constructor Set - contents appear to be generally Near Mint to Mint in generally Good Plus to Excellent boxes. (4) 

 £40 - £50 

474. Mixed group to include Lledo "Bristol City & Marine Ambulance"; Corgi "Trekker's" Motorised Tractor; ERTL diecast 
metal Bank "Hector Hamer" - Code 3; Russian made Military Tracked Personnel Carrier; EFE "Wimpey" Tipper; Roadmaster 
white metal Road Grader Kit plus others - conditions vary from Excellent to Mint in generally Fair to Mint packaging - see photo. 
(Qty) 

 £60 - £70 

475. Large scale radio/remote controlled Construction Vehicles including New Bright Caterpillar Loader; Dickie Toys Power 
Team Loader plus others - conditions appear to be generally Near Mint to Mint (all untested but appear to have never been 
used) in generally Fair to Good Plus window boxes. (5) 

 £50 - £60 

476. A group of Radio/Remote Controlled Tracked Vehicles including New Bright Caterpillar Dozer; Dickie Toys Piste Bully; 
some smaller scale to include New Bright Caterpillar Power Dozer plus others - conditions are generally Near Mint to Mint (all 
are untested but appear to have never been used) in generally Fair to Good Plus boxes. (6) 

 £50 - £70 

477. A group of larger scale Plastic Related Tractors and other vehicles including radio controlled Bobcat; Orion Dumper 
with Snow Plough; remote control Farm Tractor; plus others - conditions appear to be generally Excellent to Mint (all untested) 
in generally Fair to Good boxes - see photo. (10) 

 £50 - £60 
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478. A large quantity of mainly Jigsaws/Puzzles including Ravensburger - Construction/Farm; Tame Puzzles Motorway 
Scene; MB Farm plus others - conditions are generally Near Mint to Mint (none are checked for correctness) in generally Good 
to Mint packaging (some have been re-cellophaned but many are still in original sealed packaging) - see photo. (32) 

 £40 - £50 

479. A group of TV/Character Related Jigsaws and Puzzles including Chad Valley "The Archers"; "Rosie and Jim"; 
"Postman Pat"; "Mr Men"; "Micro Machines"; "Fraggle Rock"; "Thundercats" plus others - conditions appear to be generally 
Near Mint to Mint (not checked for correctness) in generally Good (slightly grubby) to Mint boxes (many have been 
re-cellophaned but some are in original cellophane sealed packets) - interesting lot - see photo. (31) 

 £40 - £60 

480. A group of Jigsaws/Puzzles mainly Farm and Steam Related to include Victory Garrett Traction Engine; Philmar 
"Sunshine"; Jumbo "Golden Days" plus others - conditions appear to be generally Near Mint to Mint (unchecked for 
correctness) in generally Fair to Near Mint boxes (many have been re-cellophaned) - see photo. (30) 

 £40 - £50 

481. A large group of Jigsaws/Puzzles including Orchard Toys "Big Tractor"; Chad Valley "Farmyard" plus many 
others - conditions appear to be generally Near Mint to Mint (not checked for correctness) in generally Good to Mint boxes 
(many have been re-cellophaned and many are still in original factory sealed wrap) - see photo. (Qty) 

 £40 - £50 

482. A large group of Jigsaws/Puzzles including Gibsons "I Love the Seaside"; Falcon "Wasgij" plus others - conditions 
appear to be generally Near Mint to Mint (not checked for correctness) in generally Good to Mint boxes (some have been 
re-shrink wrapped but many are still in original cellophane wrap) - see photo. (40) 

 £40 - £60 

483. "Christine" - "Stephen King" a group of related items to include Greenlight "Christine" Plymouth Fury (1/43rd 
scale) - Mint including rigid perspex case and outer carded sleeve, plus a quantity of other related items to include VHS Videos; 
hardback/softback Books; original Quad Poster plus others - conditions appear to be generally Good Plus to Mint - see photo. 

 £40 - £50 

484. Lincoln International (Hong Kong) large “Heavy Duty Bulldozer” - large scale plastic model is yellow, includes rubber 
tracks, separately applied headlamps, exhaust stack and air cleaner, also comes with driver figure. The vendor has had a 
replacement control panel and levers professionally made for display, and also the hand controller has been modified to take a 
6 volt external power supply (untested) as an alternative to the models batteries (comes with vendors hand written instructions). 
The model is 10.5 inches/27 cm long and will benefit from further cleaning otherwise generally Good Plus in a Fair colourfully 
illustrated box which has had some cardboard reinforcement circa 1961. 

 £30 - £50 

485. Marx Toys (Hong Kong) “Marx Mighty Bulldozer” - a large scale plastic battery operated model (similar casting to the 
previous lot) - finished in yellow, comes with rubber tracks and walkie talkie shaped hand controller attached by cable. An ex 
shop stock model which comes with a sealed plastic bag containing driver, air cleaner and exhaust pipe accessories together 
with 2 x plug in headlamps 10.5 inches/27cm long - Excellent Plus to Near Mint and comes in a Good illustrated card box. 

 £40 - £50 

486. Raphael Lipkin (LRL Products UK) “Pull-apart Polythene Bulldozer” - scarce 1960’s plastic model - blue with yellow 
fittings, some fitted accessories have been repainted but does include the original driver figure - Good Plus 6 inches/15cm long 
and comes in a Good illustrated card box. 

 £40 - £50 
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487. Tomy (Hong Kong) “Construction Scooper” battery operated plastic bulldozer - pale orange with black rubber tyres, 
includes push button controls to rear and clean battery compartment to under side, black plastic accessories - Excellent Plus 
and comes in a Good illustrated box 10 inches/25cm long circa 1970’s. 

 £30 - £40 

488. A group of Japanese and Hong Kong plastic assorted bulldozers - mostly 1970’s (1) Matsushiro (Japan) battery 
powered MTC Bulldozer, the friction drive is disconnected but does include a replacement bulldozer blade control and has been 
fitted with replacement elasticated tracks, finished in red and yellow circa 1978 (2) Japanese plastic battery powered Euclid 
TC12 Bulldozer with repainted driver figure (3) Hong Kong plastic miniature plot work Bulldozer (4) IMCD (Hong Kong) large 
yellow plastic battery operated bulldozer with black rubber tracks, with clean battery compartment to under side with control 
lever to cab 8 inches/21cm long - otherwise Good to Good Plus.  (4) 

 £30 - £50 

489. Hong Kong plastic a pair of “Gyro Bulldozer” - ex shop stock examples comprise 1 in orange and the other in 
yellow - both have the black tracks and fittings, each is 5 inches/12cm long - Near Mint to Mint in Good Plus window boxes. (2) 

 £20 - £30 

490. Hong Kong plastic a pair of boxed battery operated Bulldozers (1) BBRB “Bull-Dozer with flashing engine” - orange, 
comes with sealed bag and separately applied driver figure and bright plated accessories 7 inches/17cm long (2) Bradgate 
“Push button Bulldozer” - two tone orange, includes both rubber tracks but one has split, circa 1970’s - Good Plus to Excellent 
in Fair to Good Plus illustrated boxes. (2) 

 £30 - £40 

491. Playwell (Hong Kong) “Battery operated remote control” Bulldozer - circa 1970’s - pale orange with black accessories 
and rubber tracks, comes with remote control unit and cable attached - Near Mint 8.5 inches/21cm long and comes in a Fair to 
Good window box. 

 £20 - £30 

492. Hong Kong Toy Centre “Caterpillar 977K Traxcavator” - large scale plastic model is yellow with orange shovel, rubber 
driver and plastic link type tracks, see through engine compartment - Excellent Plus to Near Mint 11.5 inches/29cm long and 
comes in a Fair illustrated box. 

 £30 - £40 

493. Nomura (TN Toys of Japan) “Bulldozer with Stick Shift Control” - scarce 1970’s battery operated example - yellow 
plastic finish with tinplate engine cover, long stick shift rod, comes with black rubber tracks and a clean battery 
compartment - Excellent Plus 8 inches/20cm long and comes in a Good Plus window box. 

 £30 - £40 

494. ITES Eastern European “Fiat BD20” Bulldozer with Caterpillar tracks - large scale plastic battery operated model is 
red/yellow black rubber tracks, comes with air cleaner and exhaust pipe accessories in a plastic bag, together with a loose 
replacement driver figure, clean battery compartment to under side - otherwise Excellent 12 inches/30cm long and comes in a 
Good Plus illustrated box. 

 £30 - £40 

495. Marx Toys (Hong Kong) “Battery Operated Baby Bulldozer” - circa 1960’s - orange plastic model with black rubber 
tracks, grey tinplate base plate to under side, comes with fitted accessories including exhaust, lamps and driver figure “super 
detailed”, clean battery compartment to under side - otherwise Excellent 7 inches/18cm long and comes in a Good Plus 
illustrated box. 

 £20 - £30 
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496. Miniflex (Hong Kong) “Take apart Bulldozer” - scarce 1970’s battery operated educational toy featuring a clear plastic 
body with red fittings, visible gear train to interior, faint crack to each side of body and the rubber tracks have lost their nature 
otherwise a Fair example which includes an illustrated box with some inner packaging 9.5 inches/24cm long. 

 £20 - £30 

497. Triang Minic Clockwork Bulldozer - smaller scale - tinplate and plastic 1950’s model with orange body and green blade, 
the exhaust pipe accessories loose (in a bag within the box), the motor is present but will need some adjustment, however does 
come with a key - Good Plus for a display and unusually still retains a Good Plus to Excellent illustrated box. 

 £30 - £50 

498. Triang Minic Large Scale tinplate plastic Bulldozer - orange plastic body, black exhaust pipe and rubber tracks, tinplate 
blade, comes with a replacement driver figure, some bowing to the plastic wheel covering on the left hand side preventing 
access to the motor otherwise a Fair to Good scarce example 7 inches/18cm long. 

 £20 - £30 

499. Clim (Spain) a scarce model bulldozer from 1967, produced by Climent Hermanos Spanish Toy Company - yellow 
plastic body with orange blade and black fittings, battery operated with remote control cable attached, notes from the vendor 
explaining operation which needs attention otherwise Good Plus for display 10.5 inches/27cm long. Also included is a Mykids 
(China) “Simba Super Powered” Bulldozer - yellow plastic body with black rubber tracks, driver figure - Near Mint in an Excellent 
illustrated box. (2) 

 £30 - £40 

500. Gama (Germany) large tinplate and plastic bulldozer - scarce battery operated example circa 1960’s with yellow plastic 
body, blue lifting arms and red buckets, includes driver figure, orange tinplate base plate to under side with clean battery 
compartment, has been some slight interaction between the wheels and rubber tyres otherwise Excellent for display 12 
inches/30cm long. 

 £40 - £60 

501. Horikawa (Japan) “Battery Operated Super Bulldozer” - scarce example with orange plastic body, tinplate fittings, driver 
figure, engine detail with working pistons, rubber track, SH logo to rear, circa 1970’s production - Excellent Plus to Near Mint in 
a Good Plus illustrated box with inner packaging. 

 £40 - £60 

502. PMC (Hong Kong) No33 “Battery Operated Atomic Bulldozer” - scarce plastic 1960’s space related toy with yellow/red 
plastic body, grey robot driver, untested but with a clean battery compartment to under side with sliding lid, together with 
mystery action, wired for illuminated control panel (untested) - an Excellent scarce example for display which comes in a Good 
colourfully illustrated box 7.5 inches/19cm long. 

 £50 - £70 

503. TPS (Japan) “Battery Operated U-Turn Caterpillar Bulldozer” - scarce 1970’s issue tinplate and plastic model with tin 
printed detail to the engine cover, and sides of the tracks, fitted with a tinplate blade to the front, mystery action to under side 
with a clean battery compartment, some minor age related wear to the edges 9.5 inches/24cm long - otherwise Excellent 
example in a Good illustrated box. 

 £40 - £60 

504. Marx Toys (UK) “Mechanical Hydraulic Bulldozer Tractor” - scarce 1970’s tinplate clockwork tractor - red/yellow with 
colourful tin printed detail, red blade and supports to front, tin printed driver figure, fitted with rubber tracks, comes with a key, 
the motor is in working order. NB the vendors recommended winding instructions are enclosed on a card within the 
box - otherwise an Excellent Plus bright example which has survived remarkably well circa 1956 and comes in a Fair to Good 
card box 9.5 inches/23cm long. 

 £60 - £80 
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505. Marx Toys (USA) 1950’s Tinplate Clockwork Crawler Bulldozer Tractor - scarce example is orange, with tin printed 
detail, yellow trim, includes a red front blade, tin printed driver figure, black rubber tracks, the clockwork motor is in working 
order (a little slow in operation may need a lubrication) includes an integral key, some age related wear particularly to the edges 
of the bonnet otherwise Good Plus to Excellent 10.5 inches/27cm long, circa 1950’s. 

 £50 - £70 

506. Japanese Tinplate “Power Shovel” - scarce 1960’s unboxed example with registration number 2761, finished in red 
with tin printed detail including yellow lever operated front shovel, plastic seat and steering wheel to cab, friction drive 6.5 
inches/16cm long, some age related wear but otherwise Good Plus. 

 £30 - £50 

507. TN Toys (Nomura of Japan) “Heavy Duty Bulldozer”- scarce battery operated electric  example, of tinplate 
construction with plastic fittings, detailed tin printing to engine compartment and seated driver, remote control unit with tinplate 
control unit and cable attached, lever operated controls to the control unit, includes black rubber tracks, there is a tape repair to 
the control cable as it enters the control unit, and some surface rust to the interior of the battery compartment otherwise the 
model itself is otherwise an impressive example Excellent for display 11 inches/28cm long. All is contained in a Good illustrated 
card box with hand written instructions from the vendor (untested) circa 1955. 

 £60 - £80 

508. Linemar (Japan) “Battery Operated Bulldozer” - scarce tinplate electric bulldozer model, finished in yellow with tin 
printed engine detail and driver, still has its rubber tracks, circa 1956, the box claims “with automatic back and forth action” 
(untested) - otherwise an Excellent example for display 7.5 inches/19 cm long and comes in a Fair colourfully illustrated box 
which has had some cardboard strengthening to the interior 

 £50 - £70 

509. TN Toys (Nomura of Japan) “New Bulldozer” - circa 1958, a tinplate battery operated bulldozer claims to have a 
mystery action, lighting and engine noise (untested), some surface rust under the paint here and there and some retouching 
inside the battery compartment but does have its rubber tracks and rear hook and chain accessory together with a tin printed 
driver, finished in red/silver 9.5 inches/24 cm long. 

 £40 - £50 

510. Tonka (Canada) 3906 Mighty Bulldozer - scarce Canadian issue pressed steel large scale model finished in yellow with 
black fittings and rubber tracks, unusually comes with a plastic sun shade for the driver, lever operated blade to the front, the 
rubber exhaust pipe is detached but present, some minor retouching to the Tonka and instrument panel otherwise an Excellent 
Plus a bright example 12 inches/31 cm long and comes in a Good illustrated card box. 

 £60 - £80 

511. Vandy (Japan) Pressed Steel “Shoveldozer” - deep yellow pressed steel construction with orange plastic seating area, 
black rubber track battery operated with clean battery compartment, lever controls for elevation and bucket emptying - an 
Excellent Plus bright example which comes in a Good window box 11.5 inches/29cm long, circa 1970’s. 

 £60 - £70 

512. Vandy (Japan) unboxed Shoveldozer - deep yellow metal body with orange plastic seating area, includes lever 
operated elevation and bucket controls, black rubber tracks, almost identical to the previous lot but this model is a non-powered 
free wheeling item 11.5 inches/29 cm long - Excellent Plus. 

 £40 - £60 

513. Buddy L (USA) Pressed Steel (Scooper) Tractor - similar to the contemporary Tonka models, finished in yellow/black, 
articulated body with raising and lowering shovel, will benefit from a more detailed cleaning otherwise generally Excellent 11 
inches/28cm long and comes in a Good Plus illustrated box. 

 £30 - £50 
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514. Marx Toys (UK) “New Bulldozer” - sturdily constructed from pressed steel finished in lime green with black fittings and 
rubber tracks, free wheeling item, made to go with the Marx Toys range of Power House Series of Trucks and Tractors 10 
inches/25cm long - Excellent Plus and comes in a Fair illustrated cardboard box which has had some inner cardboard 
strengthening. 

 £40 - £60 

515. San Toy Company (Japan) 1962 Tinplate Friction Drive Bulldozer - an orange pressed steel construction with black 
fittings and rubber tracks, includes plastic driver figure, lever operated blade control, some light age related wear otherwise 
generally a Good scarce example 7 inches/18cm long. 

 £40 - £50 

516. Saunders Aurora (USA) “Marvellous Mike” Robot Tractor novelty - large impressive pressed steel bulldozer finished in 
yellow/black, fitted with plastic robot driver, battery operated with a mystery action to underside, some retouching to the edges 
otherwise a Good scarce example which comes in a homemade reproduction box but does include some operating instructions 
from the previous vendor (untested) 13 inches/33cm long. 

 £80 - £100 

517. Triang Toys (Lines Bros UK) “Hi-Loader” 1950’s pressed steel tractor with operating loading shovel - red, with pale 
yellow fittings, rubber wheels, comes with replacement rubber exhaust pipe, some surface rust to top of radiator grill and some 
light wear here and there otherwise a Good to Good Plus example which still retains its plastic engine block (often missing) and 
comes in a Fair card box (some cardboard strengthening) 18 inches/33cm long. 

 £40 - £50 

518. Triang 1950’s Pressed Steel “Road Grader” - scarce example is red, with yellow fittings, some retouching particularly to 
the rear steering control, but does include the adjustable blade to the underside, fitted with 6 x rubber wheels - Fair to Good 18 
inches/46cm long. 

 £30 - £40 

519. Triang Jumbo Series a group of assorted Diecast Tractors - circa 1960’s, to include JCB style tractors, 2 fitted with 
black adjustable plough to front (1 has repainted cab), another with operating bucket mechanism, together with a plane 
“Tugster” - otherwise Good to Good Plus. (4) 

 £60 - £70 

520. Raphael Lipkin (UK) Mighty Antar Low Loader with a Bulldozer Load - a large scale plastic model 14 inches/35 cm 
long, includes rear ramps and operating jacks, winch and opening locker doors to tracks unit, finished in blue. The bulldozer is 
red/blue and the model comes with a separate bag with bulldozer driver, seat, spare wheel and other accessories - an Excellent 
Plus example which is marked “Made in England” to base but comes in a strengthened colourfully illustrated box for the French 
market and marked “Made in France” 14 inches/36 cm long. 

 £70 - £90 

521. Wells Brimtoy Tinplate Clockwork Bulldozer - circa 1960, tinplate with detailed tin printing, grey blue wheels, driver 
figure, clockwork motor in working order to underside, with backwards and forwards novelty motion 8 inches/20cm long, some 
light wear here and there otherwise generally a Good Plus to Excellent. 

 £30 - £50 

522. Linemar Toys (Japan) “Friction Power Dozer” - scarce circa 1952 bulldozer toy finished in lime green, with working 
motor, operating front plough, rubber tyres and exhaust pipe 4.5 inches/11cm long and comes in a Good card box with 
illustrated lid and the vendors plotted history of the model inside. 

 £40 - £50 
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523. Marx Toys (UK) Tinplate and Plastic Diesel Tractor circa 1950’s - scarce toy with red plastic body, detailed tin printed 
base plate, white plough blade, comes with reproduction cast metal driver figure and key, the motor is in working order 
complete with brakes and both black rubber tracks - otherwise Good Plus 6 inches/16cm long. 

 £20 - £30 

524. Marx Toys (USA) scarce “Deluxe Mechanical Farm Set” circa 1953 - this rare set contains a large clockwork copper 
effect plated tinplate crawler tractor with bulldozer blade, rear crane attachment, 2 x trailers, roller attachment and disc harrow 
and spade together with a length of chain and a tin printed driver figure, the substantial motor is in working order with integral 
key, however one rubber tyre has split in 2 places and requires repair. The set is unchecked for completeness but the contents 
are otherwise generally Good and come in a Fair card box with some inner packaging and instruction slips for some of the 
accessories. 

 £120 - £160 

525. Marx Toys (USA) “Heavy Duty Type Road Grader” - scarce 1950’s pressed steel example, finished in orange with 
silver plastic engine block, adjustable blade with direction control to rear wheels, very similar to the contemporary Triang item of 
the 1950’s - Excellent 17 inches/43cm long and comes in a Fair correct cardboard box. 

 £60 - £80 

526. Marx Toys (USA) “Heavy Duty Rocker Dump” - large pressed steel 4 wheeled articulated tractor with dumper trailer, 
circa 1950’s, believed to be based on the contemporary British Triang products of the time. Comprising green tracks unit with 
grey tipping trailer operated by winding handle and winch system, includes the black plastic seat and control panel, together 
with the rubber exhaust pipe, marked “Lumar”, formally an ex shop stock item - Excellent Plus 18 inches/45cm long and comes 
in a Fair original cardboard box with some inner packaging. 

 £60 - £80 

527. Doepke Model Toys (USA) Large Pressed Steel Road Grader - circa 1950, a large American post war toy constructed 
of pressed steel, includes steering control to rear wheels, adjustable blade, substantial rubber tyres, some over painting and 
retouching but still a Fair scarce example 26 inches/66cm long. 

 £50 - £60 

528. Ertl (USA) No12 Diecast Road Grader - large scale model dating from 1967, finished in yellow, some retouching but 
does include the adjustable plough and steering wheel, 2 rear wheels, some retouching and detailed repair, the vehicle is bolted 
onto a plastic plinth and comes with a clear plastic perspex case, the model which is 12 inches/30cm long is Fair, the case is 
Excellent secured by velcro straps. 

 £30 - £50 

529. Mettoy (UK) No8092 Motor Grader - unusual plastic model of a road grader - finished in red with blue/yellow fittings, 
steerable rear wheels, adjustable blade - Excellent Plus to Near Mint 12 inches/30cm long and comes in a Good illustrated box. 

 £50 - £70 

530. Mettoy (UK) No8092 Motor Grader - another unusual plastic model of a road grader 12 inches/30cm long, circa 1960, 
blue body with yellow/red fittings, the price has been pencilled on the bonnet “6s” lacks the blade to the underside otherwise 
Fair to Good in a card box (some replacement end flaps). 

 £20 - £40 

531. Mettoy (UK) Tinplate Friction Drive Tractor - blue/yellow with detailed tin printing including driver, yellow wheels with 
brown rubber tracks, friction drive in working order - Excellent Plus 5 inches/13cm long. 

 £30 - £50 
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532. Sutcliffe Models (UK) Pressed Steel “Trojan Dumper” - large scale model of a building site dumper truck - pale orange, 
steerable rear wheels with working tipping mechanism, has been well-oiled otherwise a Good scarce example from this 
company normally associated with model boats 10 inches/22cm long and comes in a Fair to Good card box. 

 £30 - £50 

533. Hubley (USA) or similar Diecast Road Grader - 6 wheel vehicle is red, some paint loss but does include the steerable 
wheels and adjustable spring loaded mechanism for the blade to the underside, fitted with rubber tyres otherwise Fair to Good 
11 inches/28cm long. 

 £30 - £40 

534. Lines Bros (Triang UK) Pre-war Tinplate Clockwork RAF Tractor No.2 - this model finished in RAF blue with black 
rubber SPUD type wheels, the model is fitted with a reproduction tinplate uniformed driver figure. The clockwork motor is in 
working order with integral key and brake, some age related wear, one front wheel is loose on its axel otherwise a Good scarce 
example 9.5 inches/22cm long. 

 £50 - £70 

535. Lines Bros (Triang UK) Tinplate Clockwork Pre-war Tractor No.2 - scarce example is red, with reproduction driver 
figure, clockwork motor with integral key in working order with brake, the original rubber tracks have been replaced with 2 x 
rubber drive belts, some age related wear but otherwise Fair to Good 9.5 inches/22cm long. 

 £40 - £60 

536. Triang (Lines Bros UK) Pre-war Triang Tractor No.1 - scarce tinplate clockwork tractor known as the Nippy, red, with 
black trim, green wheels, this model fitted with a reproduction driver and replacement rubber tracks although one of the 
deteriorated original rubber ones is included along with a photocopy of a pre-war advert for these models. The clockwork motor 
is in working order with integral key and brake - otherwise Good to Good Plus 5 inches/13cm long. 

 £50 - £60 

537. Triang Mini Crawler Tractor and other vehicles - to include a clockwork crawler tractor - green (some fading) otherwise 
Good, in working order with key and comes in a Good box. Unboxed mini vehicles comprised Triang Traction Engine and 
matching 4 wheeled Trailer - both are in green, each with 4 x black plastic spokes wheels, the trailer comes with 2 x wooden 
reproduction packing cases and a photocopy of an article about Triang Minic Toys also included is in working order with key 
and brake - Good. (4) 

 £60 - £80 

538. Triang Hi-way Series Pressed Steel Low Loader - scarce 1976 example, similar to the contemporary Tonka toys of the 
time comprising red tractor unit with yellow trailer, carrying crawler tractor and crane, some light wear to one of the tractors 
otherwise generally Good to Good Plus and comes in a Good window box 10 inches/25cm long. 

 £30 - £40 

539. Lines Bros (Triang UK) 1930’s Tractor No.3 - scarce pre-war 6 wheeled tinplate clockwork tractor, this model has been 
professionally restored in silver, one of the civilian colours available at that time fitted with reproduction rubber tracks, chain 
type drive, no key but the motor is in working order with brake and forward and reverse lever. The model has been done to an 
Excellent standard and comes in a reproduction box with tinplate replacement driver figure, a Triang Minic key and along with a 
plotted history of the pre-war Triang Tractors 12 inches/31cm long. 

 £50 - £70 

540. Marx Toys (USA) Tinplate Clockwork 6 Wheeled Crawler Tractor - scarce example finished in red, with detailed tin 
printing including driver. The rear tipping body and front plough attachment have been professionally restored, and the rear 
body comes with 6 x wooden logs. The clockwork motor is in working order with integral key, brake and forward and reverse 
lever - otherwise Excellent 17 inches/43cm long. 

 £50 - £60 
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541. Gely (Germany) Pre-war Tinplate Clockwork Crawler Tractor. Tin printed detail particularly to engine compartment and 
wheels, the clockwork motor is in working order with integral key and brake, and the model has been fitted with reproduction 
rubber tyres, from the pre-war period, with registration GL165, some age related wear otherwise generally Good 8 inches/21cm 
long. 

 £40 - £60 

542. Marx Toys (USA) Tinplate Clockwork 4 Wheeled Crawler Tractor - pale orange with yellow/red tin printed detail, lacks 
one rubber track but the substantial clockwork motor is in working order with integral key and includes driver figure with brake 
8.5inches/21cm long. 

 £40 - £50 

543. Gescha (Germany) Tinplate Clockwork Crawler Tractor - dark blue with red wheels, still fitted with the original rubber 
tracks which have gone hard around the wheels and mechanism but the motor is present, still fitted to towbar attachment to 
rear and a white painted steering wheel - otherwise a Good scarce example 6.5 inches/16cm long. 

 £40 - £50 

544. Gescha (Germany) No.B720 Tinplate Crawler Tractor with Shovel and matching Trailer - both are finished in red/blue, 
the tractor comes with a driver figure and wind up bucket mechanism, the trailer has an opening tailgate, freewheeling model 
with original rubber tracks - Good Plus to Excellent, together both models measure 18 inches/46cm long and come in a Fair 
card box with a Good illustrated label to the lid marked “Made in Western Zone”. 

 £80 - £120 

545. Arnold (Germany) No.7000 Perplex Tinplate Crawler Tractor and Trailer - battery operated tractor is yellow with red 
trim, includes composition driver figure, rubber tracks, the top of the engine cover opens to reveal a clean battery compartment, 
the 4 wheeled trailer has a working tipping mechanism and rubber tyres together measuring nearly 18 inches/45cm long and 
come in a Good illustrated box with original instruction sheet. 

 £80 - £120 

546. Arnold (Germany) No.820 Crawler Tractor and Trailer - Tinplate Clockwork Model. The clockwork mechanism which 
comes with a correct Arnold key is in working order although the original white rubber tracks (one of which has been repaired) 
are a tight fit on the wheels. The trailer is complete with towbar, spare wheel, working tipping mechanism with opening tailgate. 
Also included is a composition driver figure - otherwise overall generally Good to Good Plus, together both models measure 12 
inches/31cm long and come in a Fair illustrated box. 

 £60 - £80 

547. Gama (Germany) Crawler Tractor with Side Tipping Trailer - scarce tinplate clockwork model is a mid-blue with blue 
and red trailer, the mechanism is present together with front winding handle and brake lever however the mechanism may 
require attention but the model is fitted with its composition driver and both white rubber Caterpillar tracks, red plastic 
wheels - overall Excellent, together both vehicles measure 14.5 inches/37cm long and comes in a Fair plain box with 
reproduction Gama label to the lid. 

 £50 - £70 

548. Gama (Germany) No.66/5 Miniature Tinplate Clockwork Tractor and 4 wheeled Tipping Trailer - each vehicle is 
red/blue, the clockwork motor is in working order with brake and correct Gama key, plus plastic driver and both white rubber 
tracks. The trailer includes working tipping mechanism and opening tailgate, rubber tyres - Good Plus to Excellent 9 
inches/23cm long measured together and come in a Fair card box which lacks an end flap at one end. 

 £40 - £50 
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549. Nomura (TN Toys Japan) “The Mighty Bull Tractor” - large scale battery operated tinplate crawler tractor from the 
1960’s is orange, with red fittings, detailed tin printing to the engine compartment and driver, the drivers tinplate hat is detached 
but present in the box, includes both rubber tracks - some minor marks but otherwise Excellent 10 inches/25cm long and comes 
in a Fair illustrated box with some damage to the base and a puncture hole to the lid but does include some inner packaging. 

 £70 - £90 

550. KDN Tinplate Clockwork Crawler Tractor - of 1980’s Eastern European Construction, red with tin printed detail, 
includes key and separately applied plastic exhaust stack, rubber tyres, motor in working order with forward and reverse lever, 
see through engine compartment with moveable pistons - Excellent Plus to Near Mint 7.5inches/19cm and comes in a Good 
illustrated box with the vendors hand written operating instructions included. 

 £30 - £40 

551. Tinplate Clockwork Tractor - recent Chinese production - tinplate body with tin printed detail and driver figure, rubber 
tracks with plastic wheels, bright plated parts, working order with key 6.5 inches/16 cm long - Excellent Plus in an Excellent card 
box with illustrated label. 

 £20 - £30 

552. Tomy Playmakers Battery Operated “Tumble Tractor” - deep yellow plastic body with black fittings, rubber tracks - Near 
Mint in a Good Plus illustrated box marked “Grace Toys”. 

 £20 - £30 

553. Tomy a pair of Tumble Tractors (1) DBLO with Caterpillar Decals added (2) Explorer version - DBLO with red chassis 
and wheels - both are battery operated and have black rubber tracks - Excellent. (2) 

 £20 - £30 

554. A pair of large scale “Caterpillar” Battery Operated Crawler Tractors of Eastern European plastic construction - each 
tractor is pink, with light blue base, both include the black rubber tracks, untested but appear Excellent Plus to Near Mint for 
display and are 9.5 inches/24cm long and come in Good illustrated boxes with instructions. (2) 

 £30 - £40 

555. Marx Toys (Hong Kong) and other crawler tractors - the larger Marx Toys version is battery operated with remote 
control cable attached 7 inches/18cm long together with a smaller lime green remote control crawler tractor - both have the 
rubber tracks and are generally Good. (2) 

 £20 - £30 

556. Shackleton (UK) very rare Clockwork David Brown Trackmaster 30 Crawler Tractor - produced in the late 1940’s by the 
Shackleton company which is more famous for producing Foden Lorry models - of metal nut and bolt construction, with 
substantial clockwork motor and chain drive, finished in red, has both black rubber tracks, lever operation for brake, together 
with another lever for forward, reverse and neutral, largely original finish but the wheels and seat area have been overpainted in 
red, does include both headlamps and exhaust stack plus toolbox - the model is in working order but the original Diecast key 
isn’t a positive fit and a replacement larger Chad Valley key is supplied and the motor is in working order, some chipping in 
places particularly near the operating area otherwise overall a Good Plus example believed to be 1 of only around 50 produced 
almost 9 inches/22cm long in a Good illustrated box with a repro driver figure, original Diecast key and a larger Chad Valley key 
together with a photocopies of a contemporary newspaper advert for this model. 

 £800 - £1000 
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557. Victory Industries (UK) Vickers Vigor Remoted Controlled Tracklaying Tractor - one of the rarest models in the Victory 
Industries range, comprising a dark blue plastic body with black plastic tracks, maroon drivers seat, includes radiator cap, air 
cleaner and headlamp accessories together with fuel tank filler cap and various levers and controls in the cab, plus towbar to 
rear, battery operated with remote control unit attached. Comes with plastic driver figure, exhaust stack and other accessories 
supplied by the vendor together with a metal “Vickers Armstrong Engineers Ltd” metal plate for display, various information 
about the Vickers company together with a hardback book by Harold Evans - the model is overall Excellent for display and 
comes in a Good Plus illustrated box. 

 £300 - £500 

558. Marx Toys (USA) “Sparkling Climbing Tractor” - large tinplate clockwork crawler tractor circa 1950 - finished in green 
with cream trim, both rubber tracks, fitted with tin printed removable driver figure, plastic wheels, clockwork motor in working 
order with integral key and brake - Excellent Plus 8.5 inches/22cm long and comes in a Good illustrated box. 

 £70 - £90 

559. Linemar Toys (Japan) “Remote Control Piston Action Bulldozer” - scarce 1960’s battery operated tinplate crawler 
tractor is red/yellow, the original rubber tracks are supplied but have deteriorated and requires replacements otherwise a Good 
Plus example with remote control cable attached and includes tinplate driver figure with see through engine compartment. All is 
contained in a Good card box with colourfully illustrated lid and inner cardboard packing piece. 

 £30 - £50 

560. K Toys (Cragstan of Japan) Tinplate “Friction Tractor” - deep yellow with detail tin printing, includes rubber crawler 
tracks, friction drive in working order with clicking sound, circa early 1950’s 5.5 inches/14cm long and comes in a Fair card box 
with illustrated lid. 

 £30 - £50 

561. Japanese Tinplate “T-27 Super Dozer” - 1960’s battery operated example is orange, with see through panel to engine 
compartment, some tin printing, clean battery compartment and mystery action to underside - Good 7.5 inches/19cm long, of 
unmarked Japanese manufacture - lacks driver but has an additional replacement drivers seat attached with repro plastic driver 
figure. 

 £20 - £30 

562. Tinplate and plastic “Lunar Explorer” Battery Operated Tracked Space Vehicle, of Chinese manufacture, with tinplate 
upper body, plastic dome with astronaut pilot, clean battery compartment, includes both grab arms to front (left hand grab arm 
lacks small piece of plastic), mystery action to underside - otherwise a Good Plus scarce space toy 12 inches/30cm long - circa 
1960’s and comes in a Good card box with colourfully illustrated lid and some inner packaging. 

 £40 - £60 

563. Wilesco (Germany) No.D409 Live Steam Showmans Engine - scarce example finished in maroon, with black boiler and 
fittings, unchecked for completeness but appears unused and comes with a spare drive belt, oil bottle, funnel and other 
accessories together with its solid fuel burner - Excellent in a Good Plus illustrated box with inner packaging and instruction 
leaflets. 

 £80 - £120 

564. Wilesco (Germany) Live Steam Traction Engine - blue, with bright plated boiler, red wheels, includes solid fuel burner 
to underside, doesn’t appear to have been used but is unchecked for completeness and is generally Excellent Plus for display, 
comes with a funnel and instruction leaflets, all is contained in a Fair to Good illustrated cardboard box. 

 £60 - £80 

565. Wilesco (Germany) No.A38 2 Wheeled Water Tanker Trailer accessory for the live steam engines - metallic grey tank 
with black chassis - Near Mint in a Good card box £20-£30. 

 £20 - £30 
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566. Mamod (UK) Live Steam Tractor - black/green, with bright plated parts, still includes the oil instruction label to the 
chimney, doesn’t appear to have had any use, includes the solid fuel burner together with a quantity of fuel tablets, steering 
extension and funnel, plus illustrated paperwork - Excellent Plus in an Excellent illustrated box with some inner packaging 
£60-£80. 

 £60 - £80 

567. Rosedale (UK) Plastic Traction Engine - black/red/yellow 7 inches/18cm long and comes in a Fair illustrated box. 

 £20 - £30 

568. Triang (Rovex UK) “Clockwork Marvel” Plastic Steam Traction Engine Model - red, with yellow spoke wheels, white 
roof, clockwork motor in working order driving rear wheels and flywheel - Excellent Plus for display 7 inches/18cm long and 
comes in a Good illustrated box. 

 £20 - £30 

569. Mamod (UK) scarce Live Steam Traction Engine Kit - scarce set of parts to build a live steam traction engine, contains 
wheels, boiler and other components set into presentation box, unchecked for completeness but the contents appear Excellent 
in an unusual presentation gift box with colourful illustration to the window box lid with paperwork including assembly 
instructions. 

 £60 - £80 

570. Tonka (USA) No.2700 Tractor - large pressed steel ex shop stock example is bright green, with black plastic fittings 
Near Mint ex shop stock example circa 1980’s 10.5 inches/26cm long. 

 £30 - £40 

571. Tonka (USA) “Mighty Bulldozer” - scarce USA issue, impressive pressed steel model with rubber tracks, has been 
professionally restored in yellow and black with replacement decals, includes reproduction rubber tracks, includes operating 
lever for the plough at the front and a plastic driver figure 12.5 inches/31cm long. 

 £50 - £70 

572. Tonka (USA) No.2725 “Four Wheeled Drive Tractor and Wagon” - scarce example, both vehicles are deep 
yellow/orange, the tractor has black fittings and is marked “Farm Master”, comes with exhaust pipe, rear light detail to the 
tractor and working shutter and towbar to the trailer. Also included are 2 x “Tonka Toyland” figures and associated coloured 
catalogue together both vehicles measure 25 inches/62cm long and comes in a Good see through window box with some inner 
packaging. An ex shop stock example. 

 £60 - £80 

573. Buddy L (USA) No.5939 “5 Piece Hi-Way Set” - scarce set featuring pressed steel miniature articulated dumper truck, 
tractor with 2 x trailers, bulldozer, road grader and articulated tractor with shovel - all are finished in yellow and are generally 
Excellent Plus to Near Mint and come in a Good Plus illustrated presentation box with carry case. 

 £30 - £50 

574. Triang and Tonka a pair of pressed steel tractors - to include (1) Triang Mighty Mini Hi-Way Series Bulldozer - powder 
blue with yellow and black plastic fittings (2) Tonka (Canada) Tiny Series No.581 tractor with loading shovel - green/yellow 
includes operating mechanism 6 inches/16cm long - Near Mint to Mint in Fair to Good boxes (the Tonka box includes a 
contemporary 1970’s catalogue). (2) 

 £20 - £30 

575. Marx Toys (USA) Marx Toys large pressed steel grader/loader - scarce 1954 6 wheeled toy tractor, made from pressed 
steel, has been professionally restored in yellow with black fittings, includes plastic engine, includes operating adjustable grader 
and a bucket, has done to a Good standard 21 inches/54cm long. 

 £40 - £50 
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576. Ertl large approx.1/16 scale Ford 233 Tractor Conversion - has been resprayed in yellow, with scratch built clear plastic 
cab, adjustable plough to front and “Star Grader” accessory to rear - has been done to a Good well detailed standard. 

 £30 - £50 

577. German and French Large Scale Tractors and Trailers (1) Dickie Toys (Germany) large battery operated tractor with 
matching trailer in green/red, trailer has towbar, tipping mechanism and opening tailgate - Near Mint to Mint, together 
measuring 23 inches/58cm long and comes in a Good illustrated box (2) Joustra (France) “Electric and Manual Joustra Tractor 
and Trailer” - finished in red/green, comes with elevator loader on trailer and plough - Near Mint to Mint in a Good illustrated box 
with inner packaging. (2) 

 £30 - £40 

578. Joustra a pair of boxed tractor models (1) Goliath Farm Tractor - red plastic model with tinplate fittings (2) Joustra Farm 
Tractor with Elevator Loader Trailer and Plough Implement, set includes a contemporary catalogue and unapplied decals sheet, 
circa 1980’s - Near Mint to Mint in Good to Good Plus packaging. (2) 

 £30 - £40 

579. MS Toys (Germany) Plastic/Diecast Metal Farm Tractor with Loading Shovel and Trailer - both vehicles are red/green, 
the trailer has an opening tailgate whilst the tractor has operating lifting arms - Excellent Plus to Near Mint 18.5 inches/47cm 
long and comes in a Fair to Good window box. 

 £30 - £40 

580. A pair of Eastern European Plastic Tractors (1) Playmakers No.503 Tractor Farm Set - tractor with 4 wheeled tipping 
trailer with opening tailgate - red, blue and yellow 17inches/44cm long - Near Mint to Mint in Good Plus illustrated box (2) 
Eastern European large scale plastic kit for a farm tractor with cab, unchecked for completeness but contents appear Excellent 
Plus to Near Mint and come in a Good illustrated box with instruction sheet. (2) 

 £30 - £40 

581. Kovodruzstvo Nachod (Czechoslovakia) a group of 4 tinplate clockwork tractors and trailers -similar to the Kovap 
models - each has a red and yellow tractor with matching 4 wheeled trailer with opening tailgate - Excellent Plus to Near Mint, 
all are boxed, 2 are still wrapped in tissue paper within boxes - Near Mint to Mint in Good Plus to Excellent packaging. (4) 

 £60 - £80 

582. Hover (Hong Kong) Battery Operated “Ford 5000 Super Tractor with Farm Wagon” - circa 1970’s, lot comprises a large 
scale plastic Ford 5000 Tractor in red and white with matching 2 wheeled trailer with opening rear tailgate and a sealed 
polythene bag containing 4 x cows, tractor driver figure and separately applied exhaust stack, both vehicles have plated parts 
and together they measure 15.5 inches/39cm long - Near Mint to Mint ex shop stock example in an Excellent illustrated box with 
inner cardboard packing pieces. 

 £50 - £70 

583. Volvo BM Valmet 805 Tractor and Trailer - unusual plastic model marked “Made in Finland” to underside. Comes with 
an explanatory letter detailing the origin of this model and is said to have been given by a Volvo Valmet sales representative in 
Turkey in 1985. Finished in red/black with white wheels and includes a Velsa 4 wheeled trailer - Near Mint to Mint together both 
vehicles measure 12.5 inches/32cm long and come in a Fair to Good illustrated box with an appropriate badge, keyring and the 
original letter supplied by the vendor. 

 £50 - £60 

584. Clifford Toys (Hong Kong) “Battery Operated Ford 5000 Super Tractor” - a dark blue/white farm tractor only, steerable 
front wheels, plated parts, includes the separately applied exhaust stack and driver figure, some light wear to the plated hubs 
otherwise Excellent Plus to Near Mint and comes in a Fair to Good card box with inner cardboard packing pieces 8 
inches/20cm long overall. 

 £40 - £60 
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585. Bruder and other German made plastic tractors (1) Bruder International Harvester No.844-S International Tractor with 
matching red/green trailer (2) Kovodruzstvo Nachod (Czechoslovakia) plastic tractor and 4 wheeled trailer - red/blue, trailer has 
towbar with removeable tow pin, tractor has its exhaust stack and steering wheel (a small crack below steering wheel where it is 
attached to the body and cab floor, caused during manufacture, but does have steerable front wheels) - otherwise Excellent 
Plus to Near Mint in Good Plus packaging. (2) 

 £30 - £50 

586. Alps (Japan) “Battery Powered Buffing Tractor” - very scarce large scale tinplate and plastic international 560 
tractor - orange plastic base with cream tinplate engine compartment and other fittings, untested but includes see through 
engine compartment, tinplate wheel hubs with rubber tyres, lacks exhaust stack but includes a replacement accessory to the 
bonnet and driver figure together with a plastic oiling container intended to produce the smoke effect , crack to red plastic 
engine cover at one side otherwise a Good Plus unusual example fitted with steerable front wheels 9 inches/23cm long and 
comes in a Fair colourfully illustrated card box with some inner packaging. 

 £40 - £60 

587. Tomiyama (Japan) “Tomy - Matic Farm Tractor with Cart” - unusual tractor model comprises a large scale yellow 
battery operated tractor with plastic body and tinplate base plate, steerable front wheels. Comes with a 4 wheeled tinplate trailer 
in orange/grey with removable wheels (for storage) and tow hook. This battery operated model is untested and does come with 
a note from the vendor to say that the electrical switches have been repaired but the model does come with a separately 
applied exhaust stack and driver figure, together both vehicles measure 20 inches/51cm long and come in a Fair to Good 
illustrated box with some inner packaging. 

 £60 - £70 

588. Daiya (Japan) “Battery Operated Tractor Assembly Set” - made up model, finished in green, comprising tractor and 4 
wheeled trailer, comes with separately applied drivers seat, tow hook and exhaust stack in a sealed bag together with 
instruction book. The model features see through engine and rear axle components and is a Near Mint to Mint ex shop stock 
example which comes in an Excellent illustrated box with inner packaging together both vehicles measure 15 inches/38cm long. 
Also included is a Marx Toys Play People System “Farm Tractor” - set includes a basic farm tractor with lifting arms and a 
quantity of loose fittings and a driver figure for attachment, unchecked for completeness but appears Excellent Plus. (2) 

 £30 - £50 

589. Philimpex Ltd (Hong Kong) “Hercules Remote Controlled Forklift Truck” - scarce large scale battery operated example 
from 1966 - orange/black, includes driver figure. Accessories include 2 x pallets, 2 x plastic packing cases and a pair of 
separately applied forks together with an instruction sheet. The battery operated remote control unit is attached by 
cable - Excellent 10 inches/25cm long and comes in a Fair card box with inner packaging - a rare presentation set. 

 £40 - £60 

590. GBZ 1960’s Eastern European Presentation Set with Tractor and 2 x Trailers - plastic models comprise a 1950’s 
Famulus Tractor with pale turquoise body and red wings, yellow 4 wheeled trailer and blue log trailer with 13 lengths of timber 
secured by chain - unusual set together measuring 25 inches/63cm long and comes in a Fair long card box 

 £40 - £50 

591. GBZ (Eastern Europe) Farm Tractor and 2 Trailers Presentation Set - comprising plastic models of a Famulus farm 
tractor with red body and yellow wings, a blue 4 wheeled trailer and a red log trailer with 8 x wooden sections secured by 
chain - Excellent Plus in a Fair to Good illustrated card box, together the models measure 25 inches/63cm long. 

 £40 - £50 

592. Mettoy 8 inch Tinplate Clockwork Farm Tractor circa 1950 Towing Hay Rake Implement - green/yellow, with tin printed 
detail, balloon wheels, some retouching otherwise a Good example with clockwork motor in working order (no key), and does 
include the seat, steering wheel and steerable front wheels. Also included is a matching Mettoy Hay Rake - red/green with bare 
metal spoked wheels, a scarce accessory - otherwise Good to Good Plus 15 inches/38cm long. 

 £40 - £50 
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593. Mettoy (UK) 1950’s Tinplate Clockwork 8 inch Farm Tractor circa 1950 Towing Grass Cutter Accessory - green/yellow, 
no key but the motor is in working order, also includes the steering wheel, drivers seat and steerable front wheels. Also included 
is a tinplate 2 wheeled trailer with grass cutter attachment, in working order together measuring 11.5 inches/29cm long - Good 
Plus. 

 £40 - £60 

594. Mettoy 8 inch Tinplate Clockwork Tractor - later issue - finished in yellow/red, with plastic engine detail, tinplate balloon 
wheels, circa 1955, some age related wear but the motor is in working order and comes with a (Schuco) key. Also included is a 
2 wheeled farm trailer with opening rear tailgate - red, the tractor comes with a replacement drivers seat but does include the 
steerable front wheels, steering wheel and air cleaner accessory - Good to Good Plus, together measuring 17 inches/43cm 
long. 

 £40 - £50 

595. Mettoy (UK) scarce 10 inch Tinplate Clockwork Tractor rare larger scale variation - light green/red, steerable front 
wheels, includes steering wheel and drivers seat accessories, the motor is in working order and comes with a non-standard 
brass key. Also included is the front starting handle accessory which produces a clicking action - circa early 1950’s - Good to 
Good Plus 9.5 inches/24cm long. 

 £50 - £60 

596. Mettoy Farm Plough Accessory - lot includes a 1950’s illustrated empty box, which comes with a well made scratch 
built model of the original farm plough accessory with working levers and spoked wheels, repainted red/yellow to a Good 
standard in a Fair box 8.5 inches/22cm long. 

 £20 - £30 

597. Mettoy Large Tinplate Clockwork 10 inch Tractor conversion - the model has been fitted with front mudguards, 
headlamps (one is loose), scratch built roof and driver figure with much super detailing and finished in Great Western Railway 
chocolate and cream colours - done to a Good standard 9.5 inches/24 cm long. 

 £20 - £30 

598. Mettoy “Happy Hayseed and His Bucking Tractor” - tinplate clockwork novelty item is red, yellow with tin printed 
detail - clockwork motor in working order with integral key, produces erratic forward, backward and turning motion, includes tin 
printed driver figure and cast metal seat, some fading to the radiator grill otherwise an Excellent bright example 6 inches/15 cm 
long and comes in a Good illustrated box. 

 £50 - £60 

599. Mettoy (UK) Tinplate Clockwork Farm Tractor - circa 1950’s, finished in green/yellow with tin printed balloon wheels, 
some fading to the sides of the radiator grill but comes with the driver figure, pullable front wheels, and is in working order with a 
(non-standard) key 5 inches/13 cm long. 

 £30 - £50 

600. Mettoy (UK) “Modern Farming Mechanical Tractor Set” - scarce presentation set circa 1955, contains yellow/red later 
issue tractor with beige coloured plastic engine detail, balloon wheels, farmer driver figure and Mettoy key (in its own small 
envelope). There is some powdering through storage to the farmers arms otherwise the tractor is in working order with original 
seat, steering wheel and air cleaner. Also in the set is a 2 wheeled trailer with opening rear tailgate, the diecast plough 
accessory - orange/silver, the hay cutter - green/yellow and the disc harrow - green/orange - some items have light wear but 
overall the contents are generally Good Plus to Excellent Plus, all is contained in a Good illustrated presentation box with some 
sellotape repairs to the edges of the lid but does include some inner cardboard packing pieces. 

 £100 - £150 
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601. Pippin Toys (Raphael Lipkin UK) a large “Nuffield Tractor with BMC Diesel Engine” - realistic plastic model, moulded in 
red plastic, fitted with Dunlop rubber tyres, comes with a possible rubber replacement exhaust stack, does include the single 
front headlamp and side lamps to the rear mudguards - otherwise a Good Plus example which comes in a Good Plus colourfully 
illustrated box, inner card packing piece and a photocopy of the instructions for taking the model apart or assembling 8.5 
inches/22 cm long. 

 £100 - £150 

602. Pippin Toys (Raphael Lipkin UK) plastic model of the Nuffield Farm Tractor with BMC Diesel Engine - this version 
moulded in orange coloured plastic, fitted with Dunlop rubber tyres and a painted plastic exhaust stack, some super detailing in 
black, the drivers seat and front axle have been overpainted in orange otherwise a Good Plus example 8.5 inches/22 cm long. 

 £80 - £100 

603. Pippin Toys (Raphael Lipkin UK) “Model Farm Tractor” - smaller scale Massey Harris model, moulded in plastic and 
painted red with cream hubs to a Good standard 6 inches/15cm long and comes in a Good illustrated box. 

 £50 - £60 

604. Pippin Toys (Raphael Lipkin UK) “Pull Apart Farm Tractor” - scarce farm tractor is moulded in yellow, with orange 
detailed wheels, includes exhaust stack accessory steering wheel and lamps - Excellent Plus to Near Mint 5 inches/13 cm long 
and come in Good illustrated box. 

 £40 - £60 

605. Chad Valley (Harborne UK) 1940’s Wooden Tractor - fitted with brown Bakelite wheels, aluminium front grill, includes 
drivers seat, fitted with winding mechanism to underside for elastic band propulsion 6 inches/20 cm long. Also included is a 
tinplate building site dumper truck, the clockwork motor is present the gears require attention otherwise Fair to Good for display. 
(2) 

 £30 - £40 

606. Olson (UK) or similar Tinplate Clockwork Tractor - of simplistic design, finished in mid green/powder blue, clockwork 
motor in working order with key, includes a flat driver figure, black balloon wheels and is towing a metal grid - Excellent 5 
inches/12 cm long and comes in a Good plain card box. 

 £30 - £40 

607. Olson (UK) Horse Drawn Hay Rake with Cast Metal Horse - brown and a red/blue lever operated hay rake with spoked 
wheels, of wire construction, together approximately 12 inches/30cm long and comes in a Fair card box with illustrated label to 
lid and the remains of some straw packing. 

 £30 - £50 

608. Merit (J & L Randall Ltd UK) No.7667 “Take Apart Tractor” - ex shop stock nursery toy, comprising a plastic tractor with 
multicoloured parts, includes string and toggle, driver figure - Excellent Plus to Near Mint in a Good Plus to Excellent illustrated 
box with contemporary colour catalogue circa 1970’s. 

 £30 - £40 

609. Triang (Penguin UK) Playtime Clockwork Toy No.M250 “Tractor with Clicking Engine Noise” from the Clockwork Marvel 
Series - comprising a plastic tractor with working clockwork motor and control knob to one side, finished in blue with red wheels 
and bright plated engine compartment - Excellent Plus to Near Mint 6 inches/15cm long. 

 £20 - £30 

610. Tinplate Simplistic Farm Tractor Model, formed from tinplate painted green with perforated grill and balloon wheels, 
comes with a note from the vendor stating 1944-1946, having probably been made by de-mobbed servicemen after the 2nd 
world war - Fair and comes in a homemade box with note from the vendor 4.5inches/11cm long. 

 £20 - £30 
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611. Marx Toys (UK) “Mechanically Operated Tractor and Trailer - scarce 1950’s example the tractor is finished in blue, with 
detailed tin printed base plate and engine compartment, black plastic wheels, towing a 2 wheeled trailer in yellow with opening 
tailgate, lacks driver and no key but the motor is in working order driving the front wheels and is fitted with a brake together 
measuring 12 inches/30cm long and comes in a Fair to Good colourfully illustrated box. 

 £40 - £50 

612. Marx Toys (USA) “Tricky Tommy The Big Brain Tractor” large scale novelty tinplate and plastic tractor - red, with 
tinplate balloon wheels to rear and steerable rubber wheels to front, battery compartment to underside, fitted with driver with 
articulated limbs, untested but generally Good Plus to Excellent for display and comes in a Good colourfully illustrated box with 
inner packaging 10 inches/25cm long. 

 £40 - £50 

613. Marx Toys (USA) a pair of Tricky Tommy Novelty Tractors (1) blue/orange with black plastic and rubber wheels (2) 
green/yellow with large tinplate balloon wheels to the rear - both are battery operated and have driver figures with articulated 
limbs, each model is 10 inches/25cm long - Good Plus to Excellent for display. (2) 

 £40 - £60 

614. A pair of Novelty Tractors (1) Marx Toys (USA) Tricky Tommy Tractor - battery operated with blue body and orange 
rear wheels, includes driver figure with articulated limbs 10 inches/25cm long. Also included is a smaller Crescent Toys (UK) 
Diecast Tractor with yellow body includes comical driver figure, and rubber tyres and wheels, clockwork motor is in working 
order and comes with a key - Good to Good Plus. (2) 

 £30 - £50 

615. Triang Minic No.2 Large Scale Clockwork Tractor - red plastic body with green tinplate rear mudguards, steerable front 
wheels, 8 inches/20cm long. The model comes with a key and clockwork motor is in working order with brake and reverse lever 
together with a driver figure. A replacement handbrake lever has been fitted to the side otherwise a Good Plus scarce example 
8 inches/20cm long. 

 £40 - £50 

616. Blue Box or similar Hong Kong plastic “Road Construction Set” - set contains steamroller, bulldozer, crane with grab, 
land rover, tractor and forklift truck together with a group of workman figures - Excellent and comes in a Good presentation 
window box. 

 £30 - £50 

617. Blue Box (Hong Kong) “Home Farm Equipment” Tractor with Plough attachment - plastic model finished in orange with 
silver trim, includes driver figure - an Excellent Plus ex shop stock example in a Good window box circa 1960’s. 

 £20 - £30 

618. Blue Box (Hong Kong) Home Farm Equipment Tractor with Power Shovel - orange, with silver trim, includes driver 
figure an Excellent ex shop stock example circa 1960’s and comes in a Good window box. 

 £20 - £30 

619. Fairylite (Hong Kong) “Tractor and Trailer with Animals” - larger scale plastic model circa 1970’s, orange tractor with 
brown 2 wheeled trailer, 3 x animal figures to rear and opening ramp - a Near Mint ex shop stock example with friction drive 9 
inches/22cm long and comes in a Good window box (small puncture hole to cellophane on one side). 

 £30 - £40 

620. A group of Hong Kong Plastic Tractors - to include farm tractor with friction motor- red, “My Lil’ Farm Tractor” with 
friction drive together with a battery operated “Tumbling Tractor” - orange - Excellent Plus to Near Mint in Good to Good Plus 
packaging. (3) 

 £20 - £30 
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621. Hong Kong Plastic Friction Drive British Construction Vehicles - to include (1) MM Toys Muir Hill Dumper 
Truck - orange with painted driver (2) MM Friction Drive Giant Shovel - orange with driver figure and bucket to front (3) Bedford 
TK Construction Set Articulated Dump Truck - red with yellow tipping body 6 inches/15cm long circa 1960’s - Excellent Plus to 
Near Mint on Good to Good Plus illustrated boxes. (3) 

 £30 - £50 

622. Hong Kong Plastic a pair of Home Farm Playsets (1) R1 Toys Home Farm with miniature farmhouse, haystack, 
Bedford TK farm lorry, tractor and hay rake, various trees fencing, cart and various farm animal figures, fencing, trees etc. Also 
included is NMP Toys No.5612 “Farm Set” - this larger set contains a variety of plastic figures including a larger scale stable 
building with 2 x haystacks, horse and tumbrel cart, tractor and hay rake, various trees, fencing and farm figures - unchecked 
for completeness but appear ex shop stock examples, some still wrapped in cellophane - circa 1960’s & 70’s Quantity in 2 x 
illustrated set boxes. 

 £40 - £60 

623. Hong Kong Plastic Children’s Playsets circa 1960’s & 70’s (1) 1960’s “Polythene Building Constructors Set” - featuring 
2 x tractors, tractor towing compressor on trailer, dump truck and cement truck (2) farm animals playset - to include 2 x tractors, 
one with hay rake, various farm animal figures together with fencing etc - both are still sealed on their blister packs - Excellent in 
Good to Good Plus packaging (2 playsets). 

 £30 - £50 

624. Jean Toys (Germany) a pair of plastic Farm and Vehicle sets (1) farm set with farm building with stalls, various 
animals, tipping trailer and tractor with fencing etc. Also included is a 6 vehicle set comprising a road roller, tractor with plough, 
dump truck, forklift truck, farm tractor and 6 wheeled concrete mixer - Excellent Plus to Near Mint in Good Plus blister packs 
circa 1970’s. (2) 

 £30 - £40 

625. Philip Niedermeir (Germany) No.420 Tinplate Clockwork “Trakaktor” Farm Tractor - scarce example with black chassis 
finished in red tin printed detail and composition driver, comes with a key and the draw bar pin still in a small brown envelope 
within the box. The model which dates from the late 1950’s is in working order 6.5 inches/16cm long and is generally Good Plus 
to Excellent, comes in a Fair card box with black and white illustrated label. 

 £60 - £70 

626. Chinese Clockwork “Tractor” - 1960’s Tinplate Clockwork Model of a 2 wheeled ride-on rotavator with detailed tin 
printing, fuel tank, handlebars and driver operator, plastic pully wheel to sides, in working order with key - Excellent in a Good 
Plus illustrated box 7 inches/18cm long. 

 £40 - £50 

627. JI Case Company Incorporated (USA) Plastic Tractor Model - believed issued as a promotional by the this well-known 
tractor company, manufactured in orange plastic with rubber tyres - Good Plus 9 inch/22cm long and comes in a Fair card box 
(which lacks end flaps at one end) circa 1950’s. 

 £50 - £70 

628. Arnold (France) “Tracteur Mechanique” Tinplate Clockwork Tractor circa 1950’s - brick red with black mudguards, 
includes a composition driver figure, key and draw bar pin, steerable front wheels, the motor is in working order, some minor 
wear to the edges but overall an Excellent example which has survived very well. The tractor also comes with a 4 wheeled draw 
bar trailer with blue plastic body and red hubs, rubber tyres which is Good Plus. Together both vehicles measure 17.5 
inches/44cm long and come in a Good illustrated box. 

 £80 - £120 
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629. Marusan Toys (Japan) No.5212 “Cultivator Tractor” - this model is part of a construction set, the tractor is friction drive 
with red tinplate body, tin printed detail, rubber tyres, 6 inches/15cm long. Also included are a number of Meccano style 
perforated metal components and metal wheels to build a trailer to go with the friction drive tractor, unchecked for completeness 
contents appear Excellent to Excellent Plus - all is contained in a Fair to Good card box with fold out cardboard panels to which 
the perforated Meccano style components are attached - an unusual toy circa 1950’s which comes with its 4 sided instruction 
leaflet. 

 £70 - £90 

630. Sperry Rand Division of New Holland Tractors Plastic Model of a Combine Harvester - a detailed model finished in pale 
yellow, fitted with steerable wheels to front, well detailed, with rotating harvester attachment, believed to have been a 
promotional model for the company 9.5 inches/24cm long, but the manufacturer is unmarked and the model comes in the 
vendors own illustrated box. 

 £50 - £60 

631. Eastern European Articulated Tractor with Towing Equipment to rear - well detailed plastic model finished in yellow with 
black fittings, opening cab doors to each side and removeable bonnet to reveal engine compartment - Excellent 6.5 
inches/16cm long and comes in a Fair illustrated card box with some staple repairs. 

 £30 - £40 

632. Plasto (Finland) Articulated Plastic Tractor Model with Large Wheel on Trailer. Also included is Anasta (USA) Hong 
Kong plastic motorised tractor - green together with wooden nursery toy bulldozer by Craftwood - Excellent Plus to Near Mint in 
Fair to Good plus packaging. (3) 

 £10 - £15 

633. Tomte and other Rubber and Plastic Tractor Vehicles - to include Tomte (Sweden) tractor and 4 wheeled trailer with 
load of 18 x milk churns, together with a Tomte larger approx. 1/32 scale farm tractor with driver figure - yellow, a Galanite 
(Sweden) miniature bulldozer and a larger version with red blade 5 inches/12cm long. Also included are 2 x Realtoy (Hong 
Kong) friction drive crawler tractors with implements - some would benefit from cleaning otherwise Good to Excellent. (6) 

 £30 - £40 

634. Clim (Spain) “Yumbo Retroexcavadora” Large Scale Tinplate Battery Operated Retro Excavator Model - battery 
operated with remote control cable attached, large model almost 31 inches/78cm long, made out of tinplate, fitted with plastic 
bucket to front and removable metal trenching attachment to rear, white plastic cab area with blue driver figure, steerable front 
wheels, untested but Excellent Plus to Near Mint for display and comes in a Fair card box with torn corners to the illustrated lid 
but does include some inner packaging. 

 £60 - £70 

635. Cragstan (Japan) Large Tinplate Ford 4000 Industrial Tractor Loader - scarce tinplate battery operated model circa 
1963, cream in colour with black rubber tyres, tinplate remote control unit attached by cable, glue repairs to plastic steering 
wheel but overall is a Good Plus impressive model for display 20 inches/50cm long, fitted with metal bucket to front and a rear 
trenching attachment. 

 £60 - £80 

636. CKO Kellermann (Germany) 1/43 scale Tractor and Trailer - well detailed friction drive tin plate models comprise a farm 
tractor - yellow with yellow plastic bucket to front and matching yellow/red 4 wheeled trailed with draw bar, the tractor loader is 
in working order, all have red metal hubs and are generally Near Mint to Mint with plastic driver figure in a Fair illustrated box. 

 £50 - £70 
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637. La Hotte Saint Nicholas (France) “Tracteur 328” - scarce tinplate clockwork tractor with matching 4 wheeled trailer, the 
tractor is in working order and comes with a key, plus driver figure, some sticky tape marks to the edges of the trailer sides 
otherwise Good Plus to Excellent, together measuring 7.5 inches/19 cm long, all is contained in a Fair illustrated card box which 
is torn at one corner. 

 £40 - £50 

638. Jai Kissan Toys (India) Tinplate Clockwork Tractor - scarce model with colourful tin printing, dated 1988, fitted with 
clockwork motor in working order and comes with a key, of simplistic construction and comes with rubber wheels - Excellent 5.5 
inches/14cm long and comes in a Fair illustrated card box. 

 £30 - £40 

639. Cragstan (Japan) or similar Tinplate Friction Drive Farm Tractor - red, with yellow tinplate hubs, friction drive in working 
order, includes tin printed engine detail and plastic steering wheel - 6.5 inches/16cm long - some minor marks otherwise Good 
Plus to Excellent. 

 £30 - £40 

640. Tinplate Allis-Chalmers ME797 Tractor Battery Powered Model - orangey red with tin printed detail, circa 1960’s, of 
early Chinese manufacture battery operated with clean battery compartment to rear, includes tinplate driver figure with plastic 
head and felt hat - some minor marks but otherwise generally Good Plus to Excellent 10.5 inches/27cm long. 

 £40 - £50 

641. Hess Tinplate Military Gun Tractor Towing Early Cannon - the tractor is of a German Hess design believed to have 
been marketed by Tipp and Co, finished in military green with strong gyro motor which is actuated by a lever on top of the 
bonnet, comes with a composition German soldier driver figure. The 2 wheeled cannon of early design with spoked artillery 
wheels is military green with a black gun with a spring loaded firing mechanism in working order, dating from the early 1930’s, 
only minor wear here and there particularly around the firing mechanism otherwise overall an Excellent scarce example, the 1st 
that Vectis have had together measuring 13 inches/33cm long. 

 £200 - £300 

642. Hess (Germany) Tinplate “Hessmobil Tractor” - yellow, with substantial gyro motor, includes a repainted flat driver 
figure the tractor bodywork appears to have been over varnished, although fitted with a gyro motor the winding handle is not 
engaging possibly due to worn gearing otherwise a Good scarce example for display circa early 1930’s 6 inches/15cm long. 

 £60 - £70 

643. Hess (Germany) No.1039 Larger Sized “Hessmobil Tractor and Trailer” - scarce item featuring maroon tinplate tractor 
with flat driver figure, fitted with strong gyro motor and operated from the front winding handle., Also included is a 2 wheeled tin 
printed matching trailer, some light wear to edges particularly the tractor wheels otherwise a Good Plus to Excellent scarce 
example 14 inches/36cm long overall circa 1930 and comes in a Fair plain cardboard box with vendors hand written information 
inside. 

 £180 - £240 

644. Hess (Germany) “Hessmobil Tractor and Trailer” - scarce tinplate clockwork combination, similar to the previous lot but 
the catalogue number of this model is 1047 as the tractor is a smaller version, finished in yellow with red trim, painted flat driver 
figure, towing 2 wheeled trailer, the tractor is fitted with a strong gyro motor actuated by winding the front winding handle, with 
brake. The tractor is towing a matching yellow/red 2 wheeled trailer, together measuring 12 inches/31 cm long, the driver and 
seat of this tractor are professionally painted fittings comes in a box made by the vendor with handwritten plotted history Good 
Plus. 

 £160 - £220 
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645. Gama (Germany) Large 1950’s Tinplate Tractor - scarce battery operated example, some surface corrosion particularly 
to base plate and some over painting and touching in otherwise overall a Good for display, fitted with steerable front wheels, 
and does include a reproduction driver figure 8.5 inches/22 cm long, this model comes with operating instructions hand written 
by the previous vendor. 

 £40 - £60 

646. Nomura (TN Toys of Japan) Tinplate Tractor - scarce 1960’s friction drive example is pale orange with large balloon 
wheels to rear and rubber tyres to the front, friction drive in working order producing sparking action to the see through engine 
compartment, also includes tin printed driver figure - some minor marks otherwise generally Excellent 7 inches/17cm long. 

 £40 - £60 

647. Gama (Germany) No.77/6 Tinplate Clockwork Farm Tractor and 4 Wheeled Trailer - scarce item, both vehicles are 
finished in red/blue, the tractor features a plastic driver figure, see through engine compartment, the clockwork motor is in 
working order with brake and “Gama” key, the 4 wheeled trailer has working tipping mechanism and opening tailgate to rear 
10.5 inches/26cm long  - some light wear otherwise generally a Good Plus scarce example and comes in a Fair illustrated box 
circa 1950’s. 

 £80 - £100 

648. Tipp and Co “Tippmobil Tractor” - tinplate tractor fitted with substantial gyro motor dating from 1934 onwards, produced 
from the original Hess design, fitted with uniformed driver - green, with detail tin printing, including balloon wheels, the gyro 
motor is actuated by winding the front starting handle and releasing the brake lever, light wear particularly to the wheels 
otherwise a Good Plus scarce example 6 inches/15cm long. 

 £70 - £90 

649. Wells Kelo (UK) Large Scale Plastic Farm Tractor and Trailer - the tractor is green/red, with matching red tipping 
trailer - Excellent Plus to Near Mint, together measuring 25 inches/63 cm long, all is contained in a Good illustrated cardboard 
box. 

 £20 - £30 

650. A pair of large scale plastic farm tractors - each tractor is known as the “Heavy duty Cultivator” Tractor, each is 11 
inches/28 cm long, one is green the other blue, both fitted with bright plated parts and come with separately fitted exhaust pipes 
(in the box). Each model is discreetly fitted with an alarm clock in one of the rear wheels - Near Mint to Mint in Excellent 
illustrated boxes with inner packaging. (2) 

 £20 - £30 

651. Poplar Plastics (UK) “Goliath” Farm Tractor and Trailer - impressive large scale model - lot comprises farm 
tractor - orange/lime green with steerable front wheels, together with a yellow 2 wheeled trailer 30 inches/76 cm long - Near 
Mint and comes in a Fair cardboard box circa 1960’s. 

 £20 - £30 

652. German, British and other large scale plastic tractors and construction vehicles - circa 1960’s & 70’s - many are ex 
shop stock examples and some still come with polythene bags - to include a crawler tractor with bulldozer blade, 2 x tractors 
with bucket loaders, crawler tractor with bucket, articulated “Clark” tractor with bulldozer together with 2 x assorted farm 
tractors, the largest being 12 inches/29 cm long.  (7) 

 £30 - £40 

653. Bruder and other Plastic Tractors and Implements - Bruder models comprise 4 wheeled Turbomatik farmer 308Ls 
tractor and a Deutz-Fahr turbo tractor with milk churn carrier to rear, together with 2 x implements including plough. Also 
included is a large scale plastic “Kaku” farm tractor 10 inches/25cm long - Excellent Plus to Near Mint. (5) 

 £30 - £40 
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654. Large Plastic German Farm Vehicles - ex shop stock examples include 2 x MB track 1300 tractors, a Fendt tractor with 
truck body and grasscutter, a Fahr combine harvester and a Mercedes Unimog - orange - Excellent Plus to Near Mint. (5) 

 £20 - £30 

655. Tudor Rose (UK) or similar Large Plastic Tug Style Tractors - scarce examples, ex shop stock from the 1960’s in 
various colours including yellow, green/orange and blue - Excellent Plus to Near Mint, each model is 7 inches/18 cm long. (3) 

 £20 - £30 

656. Rolly Toys (Germany) “Amphi-Car” Amphibias 6 Wheeled Vehicle - large impressive plastic model is orange, comes 
with sealed bag containing various separately applied fittings and accessories including exhaust, steering wheel, seats 
etc - Excellent Plus to Near Mint ex shop stock example which comes in a Good illustrated box circa 1970’s 15 inches/38 cm 
long. 

 £20 - £30 

657. Rosedale Products (UK) Large “Heavy Duty Tractor” - impressive clockwork example from the 1960’s, finished in 
yellow/black, steerable front wheels, comes with a blue driver figure, would benefit from further cleaning but the clockwork 
motor to the underside is in working order with integral key 11 inches/27 cm long and comes in a Fair to Good illustrated box. 

 £30 - £40 

658. Playart (Hong Kong) and other Large Plastic Novelty Tractors (1) Playart battery operated farm tractor and trailer - ex 
shop stock toy comprising a farm tractor - red/blue with see through engine compartment to reveal working pistons, battery 
operated and comes with a green 4 wheeled tipping trailer together measuring 23 inches/60 cm long, would benefit from further 
cleaning but still has the manufacturers operating instructions label attached - Excellent Plus to Near Mint and comes in a Fair 
illustrated box (2) “Gears Toy Tractor” - 1960’s Hong Kong plastic tractor model, made as a take apart toy, featuring clear 
plastic body with see through gears and engine compartment, driver figure included - Excellent in a Fair window box. (2) 

 £30 - £40 

659. Plasto (Finland) a pair of Large Scale Plastic Tractor Models circa 1970’s, to include a John Deere tractor in 
green/white towing a matching 2 wheeled trailer, together with a similar tractor - red/yellow, but fitted with operating front bucket 
and rear trenching attachment 19 inches/48 cm long, would benefit from further cleaning due to storage otherwise Excellent to 
Excellent Plus and come in Good open sided cardboard display boxes. (2) 

 £20 - £30 

660. A Hand Built Farm Tractor with 2 Wheeled Trailer - substantial heavy duty pressed steel construction includes 
steerable front wheels, finished in orange/blue, battery operated and comes with a 2 wheeled trailer used to carry the heavy 
battery, untested but a Fair unusual model for the tractor enthusiast 25 inches/63 cm long. 

 £30 - £40 

661. The “Trusty” 2 Wheeled Hand Operated Farm Tractor Model - unusual scratch built model, finished in green/black, and 
made from substantial pressed steel and cast metal components, fitted with a plough attachment and Spud type wheels. 
Interestingly also included is a letter sent to the vendor enclosing “Trusty” decals for application to the model 13 inches/33cm 
long. 

 £20 - £30 
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662. ST Products (UK) Large Scale Farm Vehicle Set - this boxed set has been made up by the vendor and comprises 
several models made by this little known British Toy Company based in Wembley, England and who specialised in Farm related 
toys - to include a wooden/tinplate farm tractor - finished in red/blue, with rubber tyres and polished aluminium mudguards, 
includes detailed instrument panel in the drivers areas and steerable front wheels. Also included is a matching hay rake with 
operating levers, 2 x disc harrow and a 4 wheeled trailer. All vehicles are painted in dark blue/red, some have been retouched 
and others have been overpainted, the farm trailer is made of wood with metal fittings, the tractor 10 inches/25 cm long. 
Produced in the early 50’s, the contents are generally otherwise Good, all is contained in a reproduction presentation box (no 
lid). The 4 wheeled trailer has its own original card box with illustrated label to lid and is generally Good - very rare (5 vehicles 
and implements). 

 £60 - £80 

663. ST Products (UK) - Lot contains a group of 1950’s toys from this Wembley based British company who specialised in 
farm toys - the set contains 2 x elevator loader 4 wheeled trailers and a matching scratch built operating binder implement with 
some manufacturing information included - vehicles are finished in red/yellow, some retouching to the elevator loaders, and the 
binder accessory has been created to an Excellent standard. All is contained in a reproduction presentation box by the 
vendor - otherwise Good, the elevator loaders are approx. 12 inches/30cm long and constructed from a mixture of pressed steel 
with some wooden fittings. (3) 

 £40 - £50 

664. Cragstan, Hong Kong and other Tractor Models for Restoration - to include a large scale Cragstan (Japan) Ford 4000 
HD Industrial battery operated remote control tractor with loading shovel, requiring wheels, a repainted Kaku large scale plastic 
tractor and trailer, 2 x Farmall tractors, one repainted, a large scale Tudor Rose British made tractor for spares only, a battery 
operated Hong Kong model - Poor to Fair, but a useful lot for the farm model collector/restorer. (7) 

 £20 - £30 

665. Playmakers (Germany) a pair of Presentation Sets circa 1970’s (1) 13 piece safari set with tractor, lorry and 3 x trailers, 
includes a group of wild animals and 2 x figures, contents appear Near Mint - finished in green/white (2) Circus set containing 
tractor and 3 x animal trailers, together with wild animal figures, fencing and 2 x attendants - both are unchecked for 
completeness but appear Near Mint ex shop stock examples and come in Excellent illustrated boxes. Also included is a plastic 
radio controlled “Bratz Kidz” Snowmobile - white/blue untested but comes with radio controlled unit and a male rider figure 8.5 
inches/21 cm long and comes in a reproduction card box. (3) 

 £20 - £30 

666. Kit Built Model of a Dennis Ambulance - scarce large scale plastic model of a Surrey County Ambulance finished in 
white, has been wired for working lights, opening doors to rear to reveal patient on a stretcher, attendant figure and some loose 
parts. One rear door is temporarily held by Sellotape and there is some yellowing to the plastic otherwise a Fair example of 
some further restoration circa 1960’s and comes attached to a wooden base plate 12 inches/31 cm long. 

 £30 - £50 

667. Chad Valley (UK) Mickey Mouse and 2 Wheeled Cart - scarce wooden toy circa 1950, rotary wheel to Mickey’s base to 
simulate running action, a blue wooden cart with red/beige tin printed wheels 5 inches/12cm long - Good. 

 £30 - £50 

668. Dayia (Japan) “Battery Operated Jeep Assembly Set” - large scale made up Jeep model 11.5 inches/29cm long, fitted 
with safari and other decals, battery operated with clean battery compartment and see through drive train to 
underside - Excellent Plus 11.5 inches/29cm long and comes in a Good card box with illustrated lid and instruction leaflet, circa 
1970’s. 

 £20 - £30 

669. PMC (Hong Kong) “Hong Kong Rickshaw” - scarce battery operated large scale model of red plastic construction with 
spoked wheels, fabric folding hood with fabric shirt and trousers to the man figure, untested but appears Good plus for display 
11 inches/28cm long and comes in a Good illustrated box with instruction slip. Also included is a Marx Toys (Hong Kong) “Moon 
Crawler” pull string novelty space toy - Excellent in a Good window box. (2) 

 £30 - £40 
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Conditions of Sale
The Buyer will be the highest bidder known to the Auctioneer at the fall of the hammer. Any dispute will be 
settled by the Auctioneer, whose decision will be final.

Purchasers will be charged a premium of 20.83% on the hammer price. 
The premium is subject to VAT at 20% (total 25%).

BUYERS PREMIUM FOR LIVE ON-LINE BIDDING VIA INVALUABLE Purchasers will be charged a total 
premium of 30% on the hammer price inclusive of VAT. This will include a 5% charge made by Invaluable which
will be shown separately on your invoice.

There is no additional charge for bidding via the Vectis Live website.

There is no VAT charged on lot prices.

If payment is to be made by cheque and the cheque exceeds the cheque card guarantee limit, then goods can only
be collected on the day of the sale if the buyer is known to us, or if prior arrangements have been made. We reserve
the right to hold goods until a cheque is cleared. Lots can be paid for by credit card. Most major brands are accepted.

Commission bids will be executed at no extra charge and we guarantee to purchase lots as cheaply as possible, 
allowing for other bids. Successful commission bidders will be notified by post immediately after the sale. 
Full payment must then be sent to the Auctioneers by return of post.

Persons are reminded to handle all items with care. Any loss or damage will be payable at a cost to be decided by
the Auctioneer, whose decision will be final. Please be careful.

We have endeavoured to describe items as accurately and as fairly as possible.
The terms we have used to define condition are detailed in the Condition Classification. The classification relates
to the appearance of an item. No warranty can be given to the mechanical or electrical operation of any item. It must
be understood that any description or assessment of an item or its condition must be regarded as opinion only, and
cannot form part of any legal contract.

Where we have identified particular faults or damage to items it must be understood that reference to such faults
does not imply the absence of others, nor does the lack of such a reference imply that an item is free of faults. 
Prospective purchasers must satisfy themselves as to the suitability of lots before buying. Only in the event that an
item should be found to be a deliberate forgery, could a transaction be rescinded. Once this is proven to the 
Auctioneers, then all money paid will be refunded, provided the item is returned within 7 days of the sale in the 
condition it was sold.

Telephone Bidding
Vectis Auctions cannot guarantee that all telephone requests will be honoured due to the rising demand for telephone
bidding, particularly at certain sections of the auction, it may be impossible to have a line available.
Although Vectis Auctions will try to accommodate every request, we cannot be held responsible for any missed calls
due to human or technical errors.

Bank Transfer
If you wish to pay by bank transfer, our bank details are as follows: Handelsbanken, Ground Floor, Winder
House, Kingfisher Way, Stockton on Tees. TS18 3EX

Sort Code: 40-51-62  
Account: 42076703  
IBAN: GB16HAND40516242076703  
Bank Swift code: HANDGB22 
Account Name: Vectis Auctions Ltd 



Conditions of Sale (Continued)

Estimates
Based upon prices recently paid at auction for comparable property, and take into account condition, rarity, 
quality and provenance. Estimates are subject to revision. Vendors should not rely upon estimates as a 
representation or prediction of actual selling prices.

Reserves
In normal circumstances, Vectis Auctions do not accept reserves, however if a vendor wishes to place a reserve on
a lot and that lot is eventually unsold, Vectis Auctions will charge the vendor a fee of 7.5% of the placed reserve or
£10 whichever is greater.  The reserve is the confidential minimum price the vendor will accept and must be agreed
with Vectis Auctions beforehand.  This value will not exceed the top pre-sale estimate.

Late Withdrawals
(a) Lots withdrawn once an item has been catalogued will incur a charge of 15% of the midpoint between top and
bottom estimate or the reserve, whichever is greater.

(b) Lots withdrawn after the catalogue has been printed and distributed will incur a charge of 25% of the midpoint
between top and bottom estimate or the reserve, whichever is greater.

Payment of proceeds of auction
Payment is normally made twenty five working days after the sale, however Vectis Auctions reserve the right to
withold any funds if the buyer fails to make payment.  If the buyer fails to make payment within the calendar
month, Vectis Auctions have the right to pay the vendor an amount up to the net proceeds payable in respect of the
amount bid by the defaulting buyer.

For your guidance we have included estimated prices against each lot
Please remember that these are merely our opinion of what each lot might realise

The results from this auction will be published on our website after the sale.
The website address is: www.vectis.co.uk  e-mail address is: admin@vectis.co.uk
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